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of pseudoscientific and conspiracy theories undermines public trust in decision-making bodies, and,
also in science in general, as a source of accurate
and reliable information.
These challenges cannot be ignored and demand
urgent and extraordinary solutions. As with any development crisis, more and more people are now
looking towards scientists, hoping that it is science
in the person of its unifying organisations that will
be able to find solutions to growing problems.
That is why the Latvian Academy of Sciences, just
as other organisations uniting scientists in many
other countries, focused in 2021, among other matters, on the issues of COVID-19, renewable energy,
economic growth and stability, as well as climate
change. In our Academy the Division of Chemical, Biological, and Medical Sciences, the Division
of Physical and Technical Sciences, as well as the
Division of Agriculture and Forestry Sciences held
several meetings presenting research results and
recommended solutions in the respective fields of
science, research, and technology.
The Latvian Academy of Sciences will continue, in
2022, to address new challenges. Based on its new
strategy, the Academy will launch a rigorous review of
innovative scientific and technological projects in
the context of the Recovery and Resilience Facility

Plan for Latvia. We intend to provide support to the
Ministry of Economics and its affiliated institutions,
not only in project assessment, but also in formulating recommendations addressed to applicants for
projects in order that they help find solutions that
would be competitive in European and world markets, thereby ensuring an increase in knowledge-intensive exports of products and technologies from
Latvia.
Questions about the Academy’s role in Latvian science and society, and its impact on higher education, science, research, and innovation policy in our
country and in the Baltic region are still topical.
The Latvian Academy of Sciences as a cross-sector institution is an optimal scientific organisation
whose mission is currently changing from emphasis on promoting scientific excellence and knowledge transfer to popularising science and attracting
young people to engage in science, research, and
innovation, bringing about in Latvia an optimal ecosystem for innovation.
The Latvian Academy of Sciences is both willing
and able to participate in programmes offering
support to innovative small and medium-sized entrepreneurs.
We also consider as successful the action of the Ministry of the Economy, and the Ministry of Education

and Science in a new model for implementation
and management of innovation policy wherein the
Latvian Academy of Sciences has been assigned a
special role.
It is the intention of the Academy to establish, in
2022, an Innovation Support Fund. This would present a new challenge and opportunity for the Academy to engage extensively in promoting innovation
in Latvia, through financial support via this fund.
In a longer-term perspective, the Latvian Academy
of Sciences could also reach out to foreign small
and medium-sized entrepreneurs who would like to
certify their innovative products and technologies
in European Union markets, based on their production in Latvia. This in turn would help Latvia to
attract both innovative solutions and financing for
the transfer and introduction of new products, technologies, and know how. Latvian scientists, in close
cooperation with scientists from Baltic and other
countries, develop new products and technologies
as well as find solutions to unresolved fundamental
problems of science that pave the way for future
technologies.
I am convinced that 2022 will be a year of further
growth and bring significant achievements for
Latvian science in which the Latvian Academy of
Sciences will play an ever increasing role.

Translated by Eduards Bruno Deksnis

The Latvian Academy of Sciences faced a number
of serious challenges in 2021. Restrictions imposed
by the pandemic virtually completely stopped the
possibility of holding meetings to discuss, in-person, science, economy, and vital cultural issues. Scientific conferences and seminars were curtailed
wherein participants representing different foreign
academies of sciences could have discussed important fundamental topics of general relevance, also
all too rarely addressing the need to explain to decision-makers that scientific and technical progress
must not be transformed into a force undermining
the foundations of human existence. Unfortunately,
as yet there has been no reduction in the impact
of anthropogenic action on climate change, nature,
fossil resources, the quality of food, as well as the
fact that the catastrophic increasing levels of environmental pollution have still not been arrested.
Shortages of energy supplies and the scarcity of energy have led to a huge rise in energy prices and an
attendant world-wide wave of inflation.
The COVID-19 pandemic also continued to undermine the national economy and posed a threat to
the health of many people. A wave of disinformation
spreading throughout the world via various digital
information tools – social networks and platforms –
posed a particular threat. The uncontrolled spread
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JŪRAS BANYS
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THE LITHUANIAN
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
IN THE LIGHT OF NEW
CHALLENGES

Dear colleagues,
Latvian community of academicians,
The past year 2021 was full of serious challenges
for both science and society. The COVID-19 pandemic, being controlled but not over yet, the rising
costs of energy and material resources, the emerging negative effects of climate change, and worsening geopolitical situation encourage us to be alert
and ready to face new unexpected surprises and
challenges.
The Lithuanian Academy of Sciences, bringing together the most distinguished Lithuanian scientists
and foreign scientists whose academic activities are
related to Lithuania, as an independent expert and
consultant of the Seimas and the Government on
scientific research and high-level studies, cultural
and social development, environmental protection,
technology, and other relevant issues, implemented its mission by initiating activities that would
enhance Lithuania’s prosperity and contribute to
its national scientific, social, cultural, and economic
development.

4

The Academy’s Commission of academicians and
qualified experts, established in 2020, continued
its highly effective work in carrying out assessment
of the COVID-19 epidemiologic situation, providing
the authorities with recommendations and expert
evaluations and distributing relevant information
to the public. In conferences held in 2021, our academicians discussed major issues facing the country
and prepared resolutions on future challenges of
cybernetic safety and information technology for
the society, rational use of water resources, promotion of interdisciplinary research, etc. We are happy
that the Young Academy of the Lithuanian Academy
of Sciences is actively involved in its activities, and
the formation of the Young Academy was completed in 2021 by electing the last ten members.
The Lithuanian Academy of Sciences is implementing collaboration agreements with European and
other foreign academies of sciences. The most intensive international scientific links are maintained
with the academies of the Baltic States. We will
continue a good and useful initiative for intellectual cooperation between the Baltic States and are

going to meet in a conference in Riga in 2023. The
fruitful international cooperation of scientists was
evidenced on 4 November 2021 when the Baltic Assembly Science Prize for outstanding achievements
in the field of biomedical sciences – the discovery of
the gene editing tool CRISPR-Cas9 – was awarded
to Prof. Virginijus Šikšnys, Full Member of the Lithuanian Academy of Sciences and the Chairman of the
Council of Vilnius University Life Sciences Centre.
We are glad that outstanding scientists of Lithuania and Latvia were nominated and elected as foreign members of the Latvian Academy of Sciences
and prominent Latvian scholars became members
of the Lithuanian Academy of Sciences. We hope to
strengthen future cooperation between the Baltic
academies of sciences.
In 2022, we wish the Latvian Academy of Sciences
new scientific discoveries, productive collaboration
with the international scientific community, effective expert activities and dispersion of research
results, joint reasoned decisions with public institutions and business companies.

5
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TARMO SOOMERE
PRESIDENT OF THE ESTONIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

2022 AS A YEAR
OF SCIENCE ADVICE
FOR POLICY

Many countries and regions have a complicated system of interfaces between the knowledge accumulated by experts and scientists, and those who have
mandate for making decisions for a better future.
More specifically, basically all countries have a robust and well-functioning system for shaping and
implementing policy for science, namely – a routine for making decisions on which problems are
necessary to be solved for the country and how the
efforts are financed.
This routine is no more sufficient for proper governance at a country level. Henry Thomas Buckle,
the “father” of contemporary history science, marked
an important perception already 150+ years ago.
Namely, in the past the richest were the countries
with the richest nature. But already in his time the
richest were the countries with the most expeditious people. There is only a small change since
that time: today, the wealthiest are the countries
whose people are the smartest.
This perception suggests that the importance of
rapid and efficient use of wisdom for the common
benefit is massively growing. In particular, the ability to extract the best advice from the knowledge
6

that is accumulated within scientific landscape is
gradually becoming the main pillar of competitiveness of countries, regions, and continents.
This knowledge is never spread homogeneously.
Neither is it available equally in all countries and
regions. On top of that, external conditions (for example, driven by the COVID-19 pandemic) change
so rapidly that even a little bit older knowledge
could already be obsolete in the changing conditions.
This situation calls for an appropriate organisation
of the link from the existing pool of knowledge to
both strategic and everyday decision-making. We
call this link, complementary to the one mentioned
above, science advice for policy. In essence, it is the
procedure for using knowledge provided by science
to make our life better.
Not many countries, regions, or fields have the privilege of already having such a properly functioning channel. Many fields of activity are today functioning on a landscape of strictly limited resources
where consequences of careless actions could do
irreversible damage. It is therefore crucially important to address these fields with great care and

think at least dozen times before making any strong
move. Therefore, a really substantiated action requires consolidation of the relevant knowledge
from a larger region and also consensus with the
neighbours.
The problem of providing timely updated recommendations is intrinsic to a scientific description of
the world. When Albert Einstein was giving lectures
in contemporary physics, his students told him possibly more than once: Professor Einstein, examination questions are the same as last year. He replied:
The answers are different now. The answers are
different almost each year in the field of climate
and environment that change continuously, and in
many sectors such as public health that must react
to strong impacts.
There is no solution that would fit all cases. The
COVID-19 pandemic has clearly revealed how important flexibility is in the advice system. It is therefore crucial for the development, sustainability, and
resilience of countries and regions to learn from
successful cases of science-based advice and policy
recommendation. It is equally important to discuss
together the reasons for failures.

The ways of formulations, formats of messages and
channels for communication of the condensed information from academics to the policy-making
level are greatly different in different countries and
regions. This is natural because of the difference in
how different countries have built the governance
system. A cornerstone of successful science advice
is that the variety of structures and institutions for
this purpose across different national governments
is of great value.
My wish is that more countries realise the necessity of and establish a properly functioning science
advice mechanism during the coming year. These
ecosystems of advice in different countries should
function in a harmonised manner. Only then we can
bring our continent more tightly together and make
it an ever better place to live.
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NEW ERA FOR THE POLITICAL ECONOMY
AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION
EUGENE ETERIS

GLOBAL AND
LOCAL CONCEPTS
OF MODERN
RECOVERY

Modern governance is facing a life-saving task of
fundamental transformations in economics, politics,
and societal needs. Although post-pandemic is still
a headache for defining policy priorities, in most
states the issues of decarbonisation, digitalisation,
and sustainability are becoming the biggest worries
in transformations for years to come. Some other
issues of importance, e.g., cultural divides, modernising working/living styles and parenthood, etc. are
going to affect wellbeing and modern capitalism’s
concepts. In most states new 2022 will be the beginning of a “new thinking” in political economy.
The present century has revealed the necessity of
changes and fundamental challenges facing modern civilisation. The list of challenges include extremely vital issues, such as climate feasibility’s actions and environmental quality, reducing pollution,
digitalisation of economy and societal needs, etc.
For example for the EU-27 it is going to be a year of
changes in the pace and magnitude of European integration, with the balancing moves combining exceeding “ever closer Union’s” trends and that of
growing nationalism. The most vivid example of
radicalism has been the removal of the EU’s flag
from the Arc de Triumph in Paris at a time of France’s
Council Presidency in EU during the first half of 2022.
FIRST, ECONOMY…
Several European states expect that they will not
be able to meet the climate change targets, at least
for the next two years, facing socio-economic difficulties. Most countries are going to start 2022 with
“dramatic backlogs”: i.e., the need of structural
changes brought about by the new climate policies,
recovery and resilience plans, while being often
faced with sever public frustration. The major task is
still there: recovering socio-economic growth…

Probably, re-skilling and work-force adaptations to
post-COVID situation will not reduce employment
and traditional “age-old” profession will not disappear, at least in eastern and central Europe. However,
a double transition announced by the EU (i.e. climate
change actions and digital society/economy’s measures) will not be quick in implementation, though
the EU funds will definitely help national governance to cope with the requirements for the states’
budgetary priorities to finance, correspondingly 37
and 20 per cent on the double transition’s issues.
The EU is going to update the customs code: starting from January 2022, the EU’s import tariffs will
be governed by an updated HSM classification [1]
that will include electronic waste, drones, and specific subheadings for smartphones, etc. Besides, the
New Year’s amendments of the EU rules on product
standards are aimed at meeting organic-quality’s
requirements in order to merit an organic label.
While they contain some improvements for animal
welfare, the amendments also water down the notion of the “EU agriculture” on the label, as a higher
percentage of undeclared non-EU ingredients will
be allowed. The new EU rules also allow a product
to be marketed as organic even when a test finds
pesticides on it; it was a big demand from German
supermarkets fearing that strict pesticide testing
would limit supplies.
As to energy issues, Germany will shut down more
nuclear plants: from the start of 2022, three nuclear-fired power plants will be taken off the electric
grid as part of the country’s plan to end atomic power. The nuclear phase-out will make the country safer
and helps to avoid radioactive waste, argues German
Federal Environment and Nuclear Safety Minister.
Another EU state, Finland, has had another strategy
in nuclear energy: a) continued big nuclear plants’
construction, and b) potential use of small modular
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reactors (SMRs) for both district heating and electricity generation. District heating is used widely in
Finland but is fuelled predominantly by coal, which
is to be phased out by 2029 with a total carbon-neutrality in 2035. Technical Research Centre in Finland
is studying the SMRs effective use. Now, the majority
of fossil fuel is imported from Russia and Poland; all
of gas consumption comes from Russia and generally Finland imports nearly half of the energy sources,
the majority of which comes from Russia [2].
Policy-makers in 2022 are going to tackle big topics
related not only to economy but also to climate
change, pollution reduction, sustainability, including rethinking combustion engine cars, truckers’
rights, and air traffic control. Some answers are in
the Politico’s list of five transport headaches facing
Europe this year [3].
More often the general public and expert community is asking: is traditional capitalism with its traditional governance system still valid? Modern environmental, political, economic, and social governance pledges to net-zero commitments and accurately measuring corresponding progress by companies, governments, and civil societies towards
halving greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 and
reaching net-zero by 2050.
Business communities continue to press governments for stronger collaboration between public
and private sectors to implement basic global commitments and standards for sustainability and circularity. Companies are trying to manage financial
risks caused by climate change, and create innovative solutions to overcome challenges.
Never before have companies, investors, rating
agencies, policy makers, standard setters, and other
stakeholders been so active in collaboration to
make sufficient and sustained progress across industrial sectors and global regions; that really
changes the very basic of traditional capitalism
based on pure profit.
Investing in economic activity is a priority in European integration; there is a specific EU’s instrument,
so-called “taxonomy” (with a science-based transparency tool for companies and investors) in creating optimal steps for investors in socio-economic
projects having a substantial positive impact on
climate, environment, and sustainability; the “tax10

onomy” will also help to disclose financial market
participants. The existing energy mix in EU-27 varies greatly: some states are still heavily based on
high carbon-emitting coal; in this regard, the “taxonomy” will assist these states towards climate
neutrality. European Commission considers natural
gas and nuclear energy as means to facilitate the
transition towards predominantly renewable-based
energy mix; the taxonomy framework would “classify” all energy sources under clear and tight conditions: e.g., gas must come from renewable sources
or have low emissions by 2035 with a generally
more low-carbon and “greener” energy mix [4].
ON WORKFORCE…
Modern working situation and conditions are changing fast in all countries; hence, mapping present
healthy new work models is necessary to channel
that change into creation of stronger labour markets
with adequate social security’s safeguards [5].
Before the advent of COVID-19 and resulting economic devastation employment and job creation
was already high on the global agenda, as well as
policy-making helping both workers and employers.
The most successful approaches in the states would
be to take into account shifting demographics and
changing job roles, which would leverage disruption in designing modern workplaces [6].
According to McKinsey Global Institute’s research,
the need for manual and physical skills, as well as
basic cognitive ones, will decline, but the demand for
technological, socially-emotional, and higher cognitive skills will grow. Numerous jobs will be lost, but
at the same time several ones will be created, such
as automation, AI, and robotics; the process that
stimulate high-level skills will become increasingly
important: apparently, digital- and AI-technologies
are transforming the world of work, and the present
workforce will need to acquire new skills and learn
to continually adapt to emerging new occupations.
The present pandemic has accelerated this transformation; although it is not clear about specific skills
that tomorrow’s workers will require [7].
The World Economic Forum’s “Future of Jobs Report”
was considering in 2021 that by 2025 automation
and a new division of labour between humans and

machines will disrupt 85 million jobs globally. But
as the economy and job markets evolve, 97 million
new roles will be created, with people having an advantage in tasks such as managing, decision-making,
communicating, and interacting, to name a few. Besides, about half of those set to stay in their current
roles in the next five years will need re-skilling [8].

January 2023, provided it fulfils all the convergence
criteria. Sixty other countries and territories around
the world (home to some 175 million people), have
chosen to use the euro as their currency or to peg
their own currency to it. Today, the euro is used for
almost 40% of global cross-border payments and
for more than half the EU’s exports [9].

THEN, FINANCING…

HEALTH AND CITIES’ ENVIRONMENT

The EU states, according to national budget/finances’ policies, are split into two unequal groups: 19
states with a common currency euro and 8 states
with their own currencies. This “inequality” has certain economic consequences: the former has no national monetary policies; whereas the latter group
can use beneficially both monetary and fiscal policies (i.e. the latter group of states can still use, to a
certain degree, national currency’s floatation as an
instrument in competition).
The euro is definitely a symbol of EU’s integration
and identity: sooner or later, all the EU states will
join the euro-zone (except Denmark and Sweden).
Today, more than 340 million people use it across
19 EU countries, with 27.6 billion euro banknotes in
circulation for a value of about €1.5 trillion. The
euro is currently the second most widely used currency in the world behind the US dollar. During the
last two decades (the euro was adopted in 2002), it
has contributed to the stability, competitiveness,
and prosperity of European economies. Most importantly, it has improved the lives of citizens and made
it easier to do business in Europe and the world;
thus with the euro saving, investing, travelling, and
doing business became much easier.
Short notes on euro’s history. In 1999, the euro was
launched in 11 Member States as an accounting
currency on financial markets and used for electronic payments. It was finally on 1 January 2002
when Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Portugal, and Spain swapped their national notes
and coins for euros. Slovenia joined the euro area in
2007, followed by Cyprus and Malta (2008), Slovakia
(2009), Estonia (2011), Latvia (2014), and Lithuania
(2015). Currently, Croatia is taking the preparatory
steps to join the euro area, which it plans to do in

Cleaner air is becoming a hot issue in the European
capitals: most states are tightening pollution rules;
e.g., Brussels will deny access for Diesel Euro 4 vehicles. Only residents or cars with special authorisation will be allowed to enter Madrid if they do not
have an environmental sticker.
A whole series of new rules and driving restrictions
will come into force in 2022; but the COVID-pandemic forced many municipalities to postpone introduction of environmental zones or to abandon it
because pollution levels had improved; the latter is
directly related to the decreased traffic during increased restrictions in movements.
Safer cars is another urban issue; the following
“novelties” will be introduced in 2022: new cars
sold in the EU will need to come with safer seatbelts; better protection for cyclists will be introduced; speed-limits for cars and alcohol interlock’s
control; drivers’ attention warning systems; as well
as event data recorders. Some examples from European cities are showing the countries’ attention to
residential air quality:
• German’s capital, Berlin is one of about 80 environmental zones in the country; the first zone in the
capital was launched in 2008 as “green environmental zone”; ten years later, a NOx zone, known as
a diesel driving ban zone, was added. A green environmental sticker is required for the green environmental zone; though no separate sticker is required
for the diesel zone, while a “blue sticker” is still being considered. In Germany, due to the high NOx
(nitrogen oxide) levels, diesel driving bans are continuously increasing; in addition, the E-sticker for
electric vehicles exists in Germany on a voluntary
basis, which provides various benefits in different
cities, such as free parking and use of bus lanes
with an electric vehicle.
11
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• In the French capital, Paris, the environmental
zone is one of over 35 zones in the country; the
greater Paris area has four environmental zones
with different rules and areas – some zones are permanent and others are temporary. In the permanent
zones (known as the ZPA zones), the French environmental sticker (Certificat qualité de l’air) is always
mandatory. The temporary zones are only active
when air quality requires it: thus, if an air pollution
peak is reached, the zone comes into effect and the
sticker is becoming compulsory.
• The Danish capital, Copenhagen’s environmental
zone (Miljozone) is the first of the environmental
zones established in Denmark in 2008; it applied
initially only to domestically registered vehicles.
This zone mainly covers the city’s centre and the
municipality of Frederiksberg. In order not to hinder
commercial traffic/ferry traffic to and from Copenhagen too much, a transit route from Nordhavnen
passes through the environmental zone. In addition
to Copenhagen, the registration requirement in
Denmark also applies to the environmental zones
in Aalborg, Aarhus, and Odense. An infringement
can be punished up to €1700.
• The Spanish city of Barcelona’s “low emission
zone” covers 95 km2, within the ring road (Rondas);
it is one of seven zones presently in the country and
is permanently valid from Monday to Friday from 7
am to 8 pm. Unlike Madrid, Barcelona introduced a
registration system with camera surveillance. The
Distintivo Ambiental sticker, which is valid nationwide, is only valid in the capital for vehicles registered in Spain; for foreigners a registration is required. Other cities still have temporary, i.e. weather-dependent environmental zones, as well as zero-emission zones. All references to European cities’
situation are from the “Green-zones.eu” website
(https://www.green-zones.eu/en/ ). Note: environmental stickers are from about €10 to €98 [10].
Experts say that most urban development today still
harms nature. However, by designing, planning, building, renovating, and managing cities with nature-positive interventions city planners can use a most feasible approach in tackling climate change and biodiversity loss. This can be achieved both by integrating
nature into the urban infrastructure, as well as redirecting their footprint on city’s environment. Present12

ly, the issue of harmful incentives (both public and
mixed investment programmes) aimed at economic
growth in strategic sectors developing around the cities can cause irreparable environmental degradation.
As soon as about a half of the present global population live and work in cities, making progress in
this sustainability’s direction is a vital part of modern political-economy’s transformations. To accomplish this transformation, strong and effective governance from cities and metropolitan authorities is
needed, supported and integrated with the efforts
of business, finance, and society in general, underlines the “Global Commission on BiodiverCities by
2030”. There is no single solution; but post-2020
global biodiversity framework and the UN’s 2030
Agenda for sustainable development can for sure
serve as the guideline towards achieving transformative changes [11].
LOBBYING IN POLITICAL ECONOMY
There is a specific issue closely connected to changes
in modern political economy patterns, i.e. promotion
of “sectoral” political and economic interests. Lobbying in general is not to be demonised, e.g., representation of interests by itself is often important; without
interest representation, it would be difficult for politicians to make decisions. For example, in a draft law
about social policy, the welfare associations and trade
unions have to be consulted; and these social institutions of course do represent “certain interests”.
But important still is that all “discussions” among
legislative and executive branches have to be public (i.e. “getting some light”). It is important that a
political decision-making process presently shall
be stripped of confidentiality; most discussions are
still behind closed doors to public and free from
any interference from outside. Sometimes, lobbyism
is seen as an opinion-forming process that does not
take into account views of particular interest groups.
Therefore, modern governance needs a “lobby register” that includes all groups to make the process
really transparent showing the respective lobby
representation, its ways of influence and how lobbying is financed, etc. However, these views are not
really popular among political-economy’s participants, particularly among the legislators...

A good initiative of the new political-economical
process has come from Germany in early 2021 with
the new law on lobbying, which has been agreed by
the Grand Coalition under former Chancellor Angela
Merkel. The law, titled Lobbyregistergesetz (Lobby
Register Act), aims at curtailing non-transparent lobbying operations’ processes beginning from the start
of legislative process and final law’s drafting by introducing stricter rules on parliament deputies’
meetings and ministries’ staff to disclose the discussion processes. Suffice it to say that in several EU
states, as well as among the EU institutions, such a
transparent system exists already for years.
Already existing in Germany the definition of transparency is quite vague: for example, there are phrases in the law saying that contacts with interest
groups have to be registered if they occur on a regular basis”; however, a term “on a regular basis”
leaves too much space for lobbying efforts. Besides,
there are numerous exceptions allowed for by the

law: e.g., “churches, lawyers, employee associations,
etc. performing lobby activities are currently do not
have to be recorded”.
CONCLUSION
A sketchy picture of some critical issues in the New
2022 Year is not aimed at frightening our readers;
on the contrary, it is to encourage them to take an
active part in modern transformations. Enumeration of European challenges can be definitely much
longer; but at least one thing is clear: people shall
be more active in defending their rights to welfare,
an issue which is presently imbedded in all states’
basic laws (either in the text or/and a preamble).
That makes a final point in this small introductory
article on perspectives in European integration and
that of the changes in the political-economy’s patterns. As the main task of any socially-oriented governance is the pursuit for happiness of its citizens!
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MODERN RECOVERY AND
“SMART SPECIALISATION” IN
THE BALTIC STATES
EUGENE ETERIS, OJĀRS SPĀRĪTIS

Modern national development paradigm involves
two main components – recovery and resilience;
“smart specialisation” helps to catch-up with the
competitive European and global markets. Therefore, smart specialisation strategies (3S) serve as
the strongest facet in national recovery and resilient plans in socio-economic modernisation. Examples from the three Baltic States reveal similar and
specific aspects in a better understanding of science
and research’s role in national 3S perspectives.
The EU member states are obliged to prepare and
present their national recovery and resilience plans
(RRPs) to the Commission during 2021. Besides,
modern national governance is facing a new double-transformation’s challenge dealing with the digital and green transitions in growth patterns. Thus,
in the green transition the states need additional
actions in order to meet Union’s ambitious target of
carbon neutrality by 2050; e.g., the Commission suggested a certification framework for carbon removals, to boost the states’ sustainable growth patterns.
In order to deliver on the EU’s zero pollution action
plan, the states have to intensify measures in tackling surface and groundwater pollution as well as
ambient air quality starting from 2022.
In the digital transition, the states have to accelerate the use of digital solutions for business and education as the process has already visualised some
shortcomings: e.g., the states have to accelerate
production of chips in fostering innovation in
semi-conductors to prevent current supply shortages. Besides, the Commission has suggested for 2022
a package of digital transition measures concerning
digitalisation in schools, in higher education institutions, as well as new measures in multimodal digital mobility services; e.g., strong digital skills will
14

be vital for SME’s progress. The Commission requires that national RRPs shall dedicate at least
37% of the budget to support climate objectives
and green transition, and 20% to the digital transition [1].
SMART SPECIALISATION AND RECOVERY
The general rules for presenting national RRPs are
the following: the ways to achieve recovery, and the
ways to enhance resilience (both in referring to the
common EU policy guidelines) and in accordance to
six main pillars: green transition; digital transformation; smart, sustainable and inclusive growth
(including economic cohesion, jobs, productivity,
competitiveness, research, development and innovation with strong SMEs; social and territorial cohesion; health and socio-economic institutional resilience (with the aim of, inter alia, increasing crisis
preparedness and crisis response capacity); and the
next generation’s policies for children and youth
through, e.g., education and skills. As is seen, smart
growth concept has become an integral part of national recovery and resilience plans, which makes
3S an important part of states’ perspective development [2].
The national RRPs have been approved by the Commission for financial support during 2021 [3]. For
example, Lithuanian RRP at [4]; Latvian RRP at [5];
Estonian RRP at [6].
Although the ideas of the so-called “smart growth”
and states’ “specialisation” occurred about a decade
ago, its importance in both new approaches to national development and the states’ specific places
in the EU socio-economic integration are still necessary and vital.

From its inception, the ideas of smart specialisation
strategies (3S) have been quite perspective and resolute approach to perspective European integration: the EU institutions (through the EU Cohesion
Policy) aimed at boosting innovation-driven growth
through the use of “smart specialisation” strategies;
mainly, two Commissioners were involved – one for
industry and entrepreneurship, and another one for
research, science, and innovation.
Over a hundred new 3S have been introduced in
EU-27 so far with huge support from the EU Structural and Investment Funds and national/regional
financing. For example, during only one year (2020),
about 15 thousand new products have been released to the EU’s market, some 140 thousand new
SMEs, and over 350 thousand new jobs were created. That means the national political economy will
survive and flourish only if the markets are oriented
to smart, specific, and competitive goods/services
produced in all 27 member states [7].
3S STRATEGY: PAST AND PRESENT
At the end of 2017, the Commissioner for regional/
cohesion policy introduced five new steps which
the member state should implement in national 3S
approaches; these steps included: embracing innovation, increasing digitalisation, reducing pollution
(so-called decarbonisation process), developing
new skills, and breaking down barriers to investment.
More active 3S approach has appeared in all EU regional policy programmes improving the ways regions designed their innovation strategies by closely involving local businesses and researchers: over
120 3S used over €67 billion from the European
Structural and Investment Funds [8].
About the S3 Platform and the strategy’s implementation in such spheres as good practices, strategy formation and policy-making, mutual learning
and access to relevant data, as well as policy-making training, see Smart Specialisation Platform [9].
Specific attention in the EU’s 3S is given to developing regional smart specialisation strategies
(R3S), which aimed at making innovations as the
driving force for growth in all EU regions. The R3S,
associated with the support from the European

Structural and Investment Funds, stimulated private investment for sustainable growth [10].
In the 3S concept, “smart” growth means that the
states have to explore mainly innovative approaches to development based on the outcomes of the 4th
technological revolution [11].
“Specialisation” means that the states are using
available resources (natural, human, etc.) in achieving competitive advantages in Europe and globally
according to their priorities. The “strategic” aspect in
3S means defining the best perspective vision for
any state/region in the long-term perspective. It is
important to note that a uniting factor in 3S is a
strategic economic growth in any state that shall be
achieved, generally, through support from science,
research, and innovation [12].
It is vital to mention that the 3S’ key principles include, e.g., assessment of available resource and
specific socio-economic priorities for specific types
of development and growth as “specialisation”
means focusing on competitive strengths and realistic growth potentials supported by a critical mass
of activity and entrepreneurial resources. National
3S should embrace a broad view of innovation and
practical technological support; all of it would be
available from the scientific community [13].
SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND INNOVATION IN 3S
During the whole 3S process, the research and innovation (R&I) has been regarded as a driving force
in successful implementation in the states: thus,
present Horizon Europe, the EU’s €95 billion research and innovation programme for 2021–2027
represent a good R&I impetus to growth.
For example, the first Horizon Europe grant agreements will take place already in the fall of 2021
with new calls for the interested partners.
The EU research Commissioners several times underlined the importance of valuable and mutually
beneficial R&I cooperation between the states and
EU institutions within the European single market.
However, in the EU strategic plan for 2020–2024
there is not a single word about 3S; though in one
of the six “broad political goals”, i.e. jobs and economy there are some hints to increased production.
15
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But this goal is to be treated carefully: “we need to
rethink the way we produce and consume”, acknowledges the strategy’s website.
In the new EU’s concept of “industry 5.0” industry’s
role is recognised in “achieving societal goals” and a
“resilient provider of prosperity”.
For example, R&I can help the states “to move
quicker to circular economy” with lower negative
effect of using natural resources and minimal waste.
Besides, R&I will make industry greener while reducing poverty, inequality, and protecting environment.
However, by acknowledging the EU’s role in supporting growth, creating quality jobs (specifically
for young people and SMEs), creating “new homegrown businesses” and making the member states
an attractive place for businesses and investment,
the strategy does not show the concrete ways to
implement the goals. In that sense, there is no
doubt that 3S approach is really missing in national
growth strategies [14].

with the EU’s recovery and resilience requirements
(ICT and digital issues, bio-economy and smart/sustainable energy); b) some priorities can serve as a
background for sub-regional cooperation, like
health and bio-technologies) [15].
One of the best ways in 3S is to concentrate on
most promising export items for the Baltic States.
There are two main EU’s registered and protected
products’ names: e.g., protected destination of origin, PDO and protected geographical indication,
PGI. E.g., exports of PGIs represent over 15 per cent
of total EU agro-food exports. Wines remained the
most important product both in terms of total sales
value (51%) and extra-EU trade share (50%); the US,
China, and Singapore are the EU’s GI products main
destinations accounting for half of their export value. Launched in April 2019, the public database “eAmbrosia-the EU Geographical Indications
registers” includes geographical indications (GI) for
agro-food products, wine and spirit drinks registered and protected in the EU [16].
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1. More on RRPs in: https://www.integrin.dk/2021/04/22/the-eu-statesare-determined-to-formulate-their-recovery-and-resilience-plans-rrps/
2. More information on RRPs in the following websites: Recovery and
Resilience Facility: Questions and Answers, https://ec.europa.eu/
commission/presscorner/detail/it/qanda_21_481; Factsheet on the
Recovery and Resilience Facility; Recovery and Resilience Facility:
Grants allocation.
3. https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/economy-finance/rrffactsheet.pdf
4. https://ec.europa.eu/info/files/factsheet-lithuanias-recovery-andresilience-plan_en; and https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/
com-2021-386-lithuania_factsheet_en.pdf
5. https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/recoverycoronavirus/recovery-and-resilience-facility/latvias-recovery-andresilience-plan_en
6. https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/recoverycoronavirus/recovery-and-resilience-facility/estonias-recovery-andresilience-plan_en
7. https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/guides/
smart_spec/strength_innov_regions_en.pdf
8. Examples on “smart specialisation in action” can be seen in:
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/guides/smart_
spec/strength_innov_regions_en.pdf
9. http://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/home
10. See national/regional innovation strategies for smart
specialisation factsheet

THE 3S ASPECTS IN THE BALTIC STATES
During last five years, the three Baltic States have
seen some common and specific approaches to
“smart specialisation”. For example, Estonian 3S approach includes six priority’s items: e-health;
bio-technology (incl. healthy food, medicine, diagnostics, therapy and bio-banking); ICT industry and
robotics; other ICT’s applications (incl. cybersecurity, e-governance and “big data”); materials technology, and rational use of natural resources.
The Latvian 3S approach seems rather different and
is concentrated on six items: knowledge intensive
bio-economy; biomedicine and medical technologies; smart materials, technology and engineering;
advanced ICT; and smart energy.
Finally, 3S in Lithuania is slightly different including: agricultural innovations and food technologies;
sustainable energy; new materials, production processes and technologies; health- and bio-technologies; transport, logistics and ICT; inclusive and creative society.
There are some common denominators in all three
countries’ 3S priorities, which could summarised in
the following way: a) several priorities are in line
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Note: To acquire PDO or PGI needs serious efforts;
so far there are the following examples among the
Baltic States (in food sector registered during last
five years): Kaimiškas Jovarų alus and two cheeses –
Džiugas Cheese and Liliputas (LT), Rucavas baltais
sviests, Jāņu siers, Carnikavas nēģi, and also Latvijas
lielie pelēkie zirņi cereals (LV) [17].

14. Source: https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/
strategy/strategy-2020-2024_en
15. More on 3S composition in the EU’s sub-regional integration in:
Eteris E. EU’s macro-regional cooperation: smart specialisation
approach. In:
http://www.baltic-course.com/eng2/modern_eu/?doc=154109
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3S platform: https://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/s3-platform; on the
EUSBSR in: https://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/s3-in-baltic-sea-region;
on energy issues in: https://www.baltictimes.com/the_fate_of_natural_
gas_in_the_european_green_deal/
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INNOVATION AND SUSTAINABILITY:
TEN YEARS OF INDUSTRY 4.0 AND
THE FUTURE OF SMART MANUFACTURING
PETER SACHSENMEIER

Just over ten years ago, members of acatech, the
German National Academy of Science and Engineering, coined the phrase Industrie 4.0 (German
spelling), proclaiming an impending fourth industrial revolution at the Hannover industrial fair in
2011 [1]. We were initially fascinated by the associations with the world of cyber physical systems [2],
and a lively technology-centred debate ensued. An
associated focus was placed on the need to convert
data into actionable insights and intelligence, especially on the factory floors of industrial Germany.
Industry 4.0 rapidly eclipsed other trendy ideas,
such as smart cities, and became a major hub for
many kinds of academic, industrial, and societal
spokes, i.e. a multitude of initiatives.
Due to the massive and ongoing German academic,
government, civil society, and corporate support for
the Industry 4.0 concept, other countries scrambled
to reassert their intellectual and manufacturing
leadership, such as the USA with Digital Manufacturing (now Manufacturing USA), France with L`usine du
futur, the UK with Make Smarter, China with Made in
China 2025, and many more. Several years passed,
however, until the emergence of a broadly based
Chinese initiative in 2018 through the so-called International Coalition for Intelligent Manufacturing
(of which I am a co-founder).
After just a few years, the emphasis of the German
public discussion changed focus: Industry 4.0 was no
longer solely viewed as a technology issue but more
as a wholistic concept for Germany’s manufacturing.
Its value for developing innovative products and services, and above all, new (digital) business models, is
to this day explored and expanded. Such value is
sought across entire product and service lifecycles,
leading to a veritable digital transformation.
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Beyond manufacturing, other industries use the 4.0
suffix to claim modernity and a degree of digitalisation, such as Finance 4.0 (for fintechs), logistics 4.0,
supply chain 4.0 (including digital twin simulations),
energy 4.0, utilities 4.0, agriculture 4.0, mobility 4.0,
healthcare 4.0, human resources 4.0, cultural heritage 4.0, and more. Industry 4.0 has triggered massive waves of innovation in Germany and worldwide, and thousands of so-called hidden champions
(especially in Germany`s most innovative areas of
Baden Württemberg and Bavaria) have realigned
themselves with Industry 4.0, often contributing
fresh ideas.
In summary, industry 4.0 still holds significant potential today. Among its original aims, flexibility and
agility as the basis for competitive competence as
well as the principle of interoperability have proven
their value.
So what is new, and what does the future hold?
First, various industries – not only manufacturing –
have realised that they must make their value-add
networks even more resilient. The pandemic, supply
chain disruptions, and political conflicts fuel this
conviction. An ongoing debate has intensified about
industrial data spaces and their independence from
the dominant platform providers outside of Europe.
This debate so far led to a multitude of efforts, the
latest being Catena X, a dataspace for the automotive industries, and a quagmire of squabbling (e.g.,
Gaia X) which is typical of European efforts.
Second, Industry 4.0 leads to a reappraisal of the importance of location and local modes of production.
The concept’s early ideations focused on the need
for a more urban mode of production, bringing
the factory closer to the cities again (with mobility
and miniaturisation of production representing

underlying reasoning), and this move towards urban
manufacturing has gained more traction. In supply
chain debates, nearshoring and China+1 strategies
(meaning sourcing from China plus one other Asian
country) are contemporary topics. Remote services
and maintenance have become more important during the COVID pandemic, while remote management
remains an unresolved, hidden problem, and collaboration in the industrial networks has suffered.
Third, Industry 4.0 is expected to bring more advanced digital business models and has been the
cornerstone around which corporates, start-ups, regional or industry initiatives have experimented with
new eco-systems and marketplaces. Innovative profit
models (XaaS, platforms, subscription models) are
tested which increasingly use elements of artificial
intelligence (AI), machine learning, and new computer languages (e.g., GPT4, natural ones, sophisticated
us of algorithms) in their digital make-up. The need
for interoperability is becoming more evident, and
there is a world-wide struggle regarding who sets
the standards. The Germans have long been proficient here by making everybody follow their DIN,
Deutsche Industrienorm; however, their Chinese counterparts are now also thoroughly engaged in the international standards organisations and committees,
as befits the largest industrial nation in the world
and largest by power purchasing parity.
Fourth, the requirements for competences are
changing. The future of work is unknown in the digital age, where collaboration and interaction skills
are needed in addition to professional skills. Given
the exponential advances of technologies, upskilling numerous engineers and others will be necessary within an agile lifelong education framework,
with tailormade offers, flexible qualification pathways, and permeability among separate roles and
disciplines. In the author’s opinion, educational institutions and society have not faced such a momentous task since the 1960s. China provides an
example, whose fast development is about to cause
hundreds of millions of people at all levels to experience displacement by automation, new demands
on migrant workers, shifting occupations, and where
engineers and technicians challenged by technological advances will have to be re-skilled, transforming the world`s largest workforce into lifelong

learners. The same happens in all countries, albeit
not at such a large scale.
Fifth, the biotech revolution with synthetic biology
at its core [3] will bring multiple industrial applications. It requires a strong interdisciplinary approach
among biology, chemistry, engineering, information
technology, and many others due to its legal, ethical,
and healthcare aspects. Biotech will require an involved societal debate larger than even the one
surrounding AI and machine learning.
AI, machine learning, and robotics are the sixth relevant issue, which is currently still strongly linked
to automation [4]. Machine learning and new computer languages (e.g., GPT4, natural ones) as well as
a sophisticated deployment of algorithms, and perhaps even quantum computing advance manufacturing greatly. However, this author expects a more
extensive debate about AI in the coming years, as
foreshadowed by the recent BBC Reith lectures [5]
by Stuart Russell, who explored how artificial intelligence is rapidly becoming integral to economy,
military, and daily life. The challenge is to ask, what
kinds of people we should try and be as we deal
with, work with, direct, and live with AI. This must be
an international debate, and we as academicians
are called upon to facilitate, lead and engage in it.
The author thinks it is naïve to assume that in a
distant future, anyone can hold on to overwhelming
power by controlling a sentient, self-evolving artificial intelligence.
The game changer for Industry 4.0 was the climate
change debate, representing issue seven. When
faced with the demands of CO2 reduction and decarbonisation, ESG, SDGs, resources and energy efficiency, sustainability, circularity, and others, the Industry 4.0 community required some time to
respond. This author founded an institute to address
the link between innovation and sustainability and
the resulting impacts on organisations’ management [6]. Industry 4.0 proponents hurriedly pointed
out that resource efficiency had been mentioned in
the original design ten years ago. Industry today
uses 25% of energy in Europe, and it is anticipated
that energy prices will rise by an estimated 70% by
2030. The main users are aluminium, cement, and
steel production followed by paper and chemical
industries. Some remedies under discussion and in
19
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active development include urban production, polynetworks (with complex switching among several
types of energy), proactive saving on raw materials,
visualisation and predictive maintenance, reuse,
digital twin prototypes, energy load balancing and
distribution, new ways of working in energy-saving
shifts, green computing (resource-efficient IT architectures, new cloud concepts, edge), AI and blockchain contributions to recycling, retrofits, and smart
grids. Since buildings and construction are responsible for half of CO2 emissions, we can expect dramatic changes driven by legislation on existing and
future structures, with strong impacts on manufacturing, architecture, and engineering.
The climate change debate has recently reached
digital manufacturing circles and implies a rethinking and end to the prevailing technology innocence.
Challenges of climate change overshadow all others. Our actions will show whether Industry 4.0
thinking, technologies, and methods can remain
strong enablers for sustainability and CO2 reduction. Collaboration across disciplines, across organisations and sectors, among societies and countries
will be needed to generate the knowledge and effort for tackling the challenges facing mankind.
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A unique monograph on the common system of
business support in the border regions of Latvia and
Lithuania for increasing the efficiency of state and
support institutions and a more successful business
development in the region. The establishement of
such a common system is an unprecedented case in
the history of the Baltic States. Based on the systemic approach, the current environment of Latvian and
Lithuanian business support organisations and the
efficiency of working support organisations were
analysed, good experience and practice were identified, practical implementation models of business
support organisations were developed, as well as
important recommendations for policy makers to increase business support efficiency in border regions.
The results of the research can be used to develop
a joint development strategy for the Latvian–Lithuanian border regions, to make management decisions on the establishment of a joint business support system in the Latvian–Lithuanian border
regions, and to support activities related to regional
planning, attracting foreign and local investors, as
well as other measures, which promotes the increase of the efficiency of the use of resources at
the disposal of state support organisations and the
long-term competitiveness of the business environment in Latvia and Lithuania.

The research has been carried out according to the
order of Zemgale planning region project No. LLI131, “Development and Availability of a Business
Support System in Zemgale, Kurzeme and Northern
Lithuania (Business Support)”, within the framework
of the Interreg V-A Latvia-Lithuania 2014–2020
programme. The study was funded by the European
Union.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of the research reflected in the monograph
is to perform an analysis of the business support
system for effective cooperation of business support
organisations in Latvia and Lithuania, by analytically
evaluating the effectiveness of the activities and cooperation of Latvian and Lithuanian business support organisations in the research teritory.
The need for business support is closely linked to
the socio-economic importance of entrepreneurship in society. In practice, the different levels of
socio-economic development of the European Union and the united countries have shown not only
development opportunities for Latvia and Lithuania,
but also a significant threat without taking action
and improving the economy through innovative,
knowledge-intensive medium-high and high-tech
entrepreneurship.
Companies play a crucial role in the production of
GDP necessary for the development of Latvia and
Lithuania, which materialises in the goods and services needed by the population, but in the end – in
the well-being of the state and the population.
Therefore, the state and local government institutions must pay more attention to the study of the
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aspects hindering the development of entrepreneurship and the improvement of the purposeful
operation of the state and local government support system. The main measure proposed in this
study is the establishment of a joint business support system for the Latvian–Lithuanian border
regions.

knowledge, experience, understanding, as well as
the skills to overcome the barriers in the internal
and external environment.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In order to perform an analysis of the current business environment, the existing regulatory enactments regulating business support in Latvia and
Lithuania were assessed, as well as a comparative
analysis of the provided support services and an
analysis of their demand and usefulness.
Unlike Latvian legislation, Lithuanian legislation
and planning documents specify the priorities of
business support, target groups of beneficiaries,
types of support (tangible and intangible) and issuers of support (municipalities or the state), as
well as clearly describe the organisation and evaluation of support. Lithuanian legislation, which is
more focused on the promotion of entrepreneurship
and support than in Latvia, generally shows less
fragmentation, which facilitates easier perception
and understanding of regulatory enactments, as
well as the efficiency of receiving business support and the development of entrepreneurship in
general.
Despite the fact that there are several laws of the
Republic of Latvia, regulations of the Cabinet of
Ministers and other regulatory documents that
determine and control the development of business, Latvia does not have a single legal framework governing business support, which defines
what business support is and what is eligibility
criteria not only for start-ups but also for existing
ones.
In Latvia, the largest share of support organisations is formed by local government institutions,
but in Lithuania – by state institutions. There is
also a significant difference in the number of
business support organisations in Latvia and Lithuania. There are many more business support organisations in Latvia with a smaller population
than in Lithuania, which could be explained by the
different administrative territorial division in both
countries.

The following significant research methods have
been used to achieve the goal and objectives of the
research: methods of compiling and analysing statistical data and public reports, research methods of
development strategies, planning documents and
research developed in border regions, focus group
method for obtaining qualitative data, qualitative
methods – entrepreneurship and support organisation surveys, survey results aggregation and analysis methods, as well as other qualitative methods
such as observation, expert interviews, unstructured
interviews, synthesis method, deduction and induction methods, comparison method and expert
method used for forecasting, and in the development of proposals regarding the measures to be
taken to increase the efficiency of the activities of
business support organisations working in the border regions of Latvia and Lithuania.
BUSINESS SUPPORT AND ITS OBJECTIVE
AND SUBJECTIVE NECESSITY
Any business support (tangible and intangible assistance) is an objective necessity of a regulated
market economy, which is provided with the aim to
increase the competitiveness of the region by promoting business development.
The issue of business support has become relevant
in almost every country in the world. Politicians in
different continents are convinced that entrepreneurs and business support are the best way to increase employment in the country and household
disposable income. The objective need for business
support is closely linked to the subjective need for
support. The subjective need stems mostly from the
business owner, his compliance with the status of
an entrepreneur, the necessary competence –
22

BUSINESS SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT IN THE
RESEARCH TERRITORIES OF LATVIA AND
LITHUANIA: CURRENT SITUATION

Unlike in Latvia, where the functions of organisations are more subordinate to the territory of activity (state, regional or county level organisations), in
Lithuania organisations are more subordinate to
the functions and types of support than to the territorial principle.
The most requested services of Latvian entrepreneurs are: 1) information support, consultations
and seminars, including financial, legal, business
consultations and consultations on EU projects;
2) financial support in the form of grants, loans,
credits and other support instruments; 3) technology transfer and commercialisation, laboratory and
research services. The most requested services of
Lithuanian entrepreneurs are: 1) consultations in
the field of EU, finance, legal and business; 2) technical services, support for premises and technical
equipment; 3) technology transfer and commercialisation services.
From the point of view of financial accessibility,
state and local government organisations in both
countries are out of competition, as they mainly
provide business support services free of charge, reimbursing expenses from the budget allocated by
the state or local government. The possibility to receive services free of charge is a significant advantage for their use, but only in the case that they are
provided in high quality.
Despite the fact that the offers of several services
overlap throughout the country in both Latvia and
Lithuania, the increase in the number of service recipients over three years shows that most of the
services are useful and should be provided in the
future as well. Overlapping services or equal supply
in several support organisations does not always
indicate wasteful use of resources, but indicates an
increase in demand and the need for quality information for as many beneficiaries as possible, both
in cities and remote regions.
In the Latvian–Lithuanian transnational cooperation, a great untapped potential has also been identified, namely, cooperation takes place mainly between the same support organisations, based on
years of contacts with specific cooperation partners,
but there are a number of business support organisations operating in border areas that do not participate or do not become very active with support

organisations in its own and neighbouring countries. The ability of support organisations to involve
entrepreneurs as equal partners and actors in cooperation projects contributes to a better identification of threats and opportunities to the external
and internal business environment.
The analysis of the current business support environment in the research territories of Latvia and
Lithuania allows concluding that the current situation in the organisation of business support in both
countries is very similar, which serves as an essential precondition for the establishment of a unified
business support system.
Most entrepreneurs consider the business support
system in their country to be insufficient and inadequate to the obstacles and threats to the business
environment that entrepreneurs face in their daily
work, based on excessive taxes, regulatory instability, low support for SMEs and a lack of support for
regional businesses. This indicates the low level of
efficiency of the business support system and the
need to reform it.
Entrepreneurs believe that basic factors such as
the tax system in the country (excessive taxes), lack
of financial and working capital and lack of specialists hinder business development. Another factor
hindering the development of Latvian entrepreneurs is the Latvian business regulation law / instability of regulations, which testifies to Lithuanian companies.
In both countries, support services such as information seminars on the company’s current topics
are mostly in demand, provided they are free and
meet the specific needs of a particular company,
training and professional development courses,
consultations on EU funding, financial support opportunities for investment, loans, grants. participation in competitions and projects and networking
activities for networking, cooperation and exchange of experience.
Entrepreneurs do not have a clear opinion on the
business support system in Latvia or Lithuania,
but they point out that most support organisations would like to receive financial support, a
clear tax and small business support policy and
its stability, and better and more accurate information and advice.
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In order to improve the operation of business support organisations and the support system in general, entrepreneurs make many noteworthy proposals: centralise business support organisations by
creating a one-stop shop, improve the availability
and quality of information, improve cooperation
between support institutions, reduce barriers to EU
funds; job creation, strengthening the role of industry associations and local authorities in the
business support system, reducing document bureaucracy, providing more information on support
organisations and their opportunities, ensuring
open and more continuous communication between entrepreneurs, support organisations and
public authorities, increasing the number of public
business consultants, strengthen support for small
and medium-sized enterprises operating in the regions, set up local mentoring networks, be more
active in the entrepreneurship themselves, find
outlets, set up businesses with each other and improve working with researchers, helping to build
long-term and sustainable collaborations with scientists, etc.
Cooperation with neighbouring countries is taking
place, but its intensity varies – Lithuanian entrepreneurs are more open and interested than Latvian
entrepreneurs in expanding their market beyond
the country’s borders, moreover, cooperation with
Latvian partners is valued higher than Latvian entrepreneurs.
Entrepreneurs already operating in neighbouring
countries do not see any particular obstacles in
their work, but would like more information on the
tax system, binding legislation and possible support, preferably in their mother tongue, as well as
assistance in selecting business partners and potential employees in the neighbouring country.
As a result of the use of quantitative and qualitative
methods, the study has identified the strengths and
weaknesses of Latvian and Lithuanian business
support organisations and the services they provide, as well as opportunities and threats for the
development of organisations.
Strengths in the organisation and approach of business support organisations include: effective implementation of the “consult first” principle in working with entrepreneurs, the ability of a support
24

organisation to work with other support organisations in its own and neighbouring countries to provide professional assistance to entrepreneurs; for
living, also in rural areas, as well as the availability
of support services provided by the support organisation to a wide target audience – both young and
experienced entrepreneurs, natural and legal persons, the opportunity to provide a large part of
quality services free of charge.
The research system has the following business
support organisations and general development
opportunities: to develop and implement in Latvia
(similarly to Lithuania) a unified law regulating
business support in general, to use smart immigration, attracting work from other countries, especially regions, to develop B2P (business 2 municipality)
relations; grateful or appreciated the entrepreneur’s
contribution to the local economy from support organisations, honor “success storiesss” of successful
entrepreneurship at the local level, use the potential of schools, vocational schools and craft centres
for local business development, develop student
business incubators in higher education, and collaborate with research organisations and technology transfer centres.
ESTABLISHMENT OF A JOINT LATVIAN AND
LITHUANIAN BUSINESS SUPPORT SYSTEM
The monograph reflects the models developed
within the research to increase the efficiency of
business support organisations in the border regions of Latvia and Lithuania. A systemic approach
was used to develop practical models to increase
the efficiency of business support organisations.
In the developed model of the support system for
companies working in the border regions, which is
shown in Figure 1, it can be seen that the support
organisations working on the Latvian and Lithuanian sides are not merged into a single whole. Although systems with a closer and more tightly regulated relationship between its components are more
effective, this is not possible in practice and is not
in line with the basic principles of a democratic society and a market economy. The developed model of
business support system in border regions consists
of two parts. They consist of two complementary

Abbreviations: FB – feedback; LV – Latvian State; LT – Lithuanian
State; NAS – normative acts; BE – business environment

Fig. 1.
A model for a transnational support system to be set up in the border region’s business
environment. Source: Model developed by the authors of the research
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models. In the first model, the greatest attention is
paid to the joint business support system to be established in the border regions of Latvia and Lithuania. But in the second model, the main emphasis is
on strengthening cooperation links and increasing
efficiency between support organisations in border
regions.
The most important elements that form the newly
established support system for companies operating in the Transnational Border Regions are business support organisations or their structural units
established by the state, business support organisations of a commercial nature, as well as public business support organisations and households living
and working in Latvia and Lithuania. In the business
environment of border regions an important role is
played by an effectively functioning feedback system, which enables the leaders of support organisations to react in a timely manner to changes in the
external business environment, receive up-to-date
data for management decisions and maintain compliance of state and local government regulations
with changes in the external business environment.
The authors of the study also developed a model for
increasing the efficiency of the business support
system in the border regions, which is reflected in
the monograph and which promotes the integration of compliance and resources and can be used
to identify changes in the efficiency of the support
system and increase efficiency.
The most important conditions that should be taken into account in the development of the Transnational Entrepreneurship Support System and the
implementation of the improved model are: preparation of a common package of legislation, conclusion of a cooperation agreement between Latvian
and Lithuanian border regions on support provided
to a company operating in the Border Region of another country, agreement on the content of the data
set and exchange of data on changes in the business environment, support provided to companies
operating in the Border Region, development of effective preventive measures to address the external
threat reduction of quantitative aspects and increase of compliance of regulatory enactments
binding on entrepreneurs with current changes in
the business environment.
26

The models for increasing the efficiency of business
support organisations and the entire support system developed within the framework of the research can be used to determine the efficiency of
other organisations and systems and to increase it.
CONCLUSIONS
The comprehensive analysis carried out in the study
allowed concluding that the current business support system is fragmented, operating with low efficiency, and there is weak coordination between
support organisations. State and local government
support organisations must pay more attention to
the study of the aspects hindering the development
of entrepreneurship and to the improvement of the
operation of the targeted support system.
It is more profitable for the state to provide support
to entrepreneurs working in its territory than to pay
unemployment benefits and to watch passively how
part of the population lives in poor conditions or
emigrates. The way out is a policy of compensating
for labour shortages with immigrants from cheaper
countries, as it will help maintain low wages by
maintaining a high level of emigration of local labour. Latvia and Lithuania must not remain the land
of cheap labour for a long time, which may cause
irreversible backwardness. It is important to increase the productivity of companies, incl. with a
better paid workforce.
From the results of the study, several important recommendations for state and regional development

policy makers to increase the efficiency of support
provided to entrepreneurs working in the regions
and to improve the business support environment
in Latvia and Lithuania are summarised in the scientific monograph Possibilities of Increasing the
Competitiveness of the Business Support System in the
Border Regions of Latvia – Lithuania. The results of
the research can be used for the development strategies of Latvia and Lithuania, as well as other countries, project development, management decision-making, planning of state and EU fund support
measures.
In essence, the establishment of a common business support system for the Latvian–Lithuanian
border regions is a unique case in the entire history
of the Baltic States, so the results of the study are
completely innovative. The business support system models and recommendations developed by
researchers help to increase the efficiency of support organisations by putting into practice a systemic approach to promoting the compliance of
existing resources with the threats and opportunities prevailing in the business environment.
Today’s threats to business are global in nature, so
greater cooperation between border regions and individual countries and integration of their development efforts with other countries, especially their
neighbours, is essential to overcome today’s global
threats.
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IS THERE A LIGHT AT THE END
OF THE TUNNEL
KARĪNA NARBUTE, VLADIMIRS PIĻIPENKO, VIJA ZAIGA KLUŠA

STUDIES IN
MEDICINE,
PHARMACOLOGY,
AND BIOLOGY

Despite the fact that we live in an era where almost
everything is possible and science flourishes at the
speed of light, pathogenesis of neurodegenerative
diseases remains terra incognita.
Neurodegenerative diseases are one of the leading causes of disability and death around the
globe [1]. These diseases include the most common neurodegenerative brain pathologies –
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Parkinson’s disease
(PD), which silently develop over decades before
symptoms become noticeable. It is almost impossible to stop or slow down the disease progression, and this leaves patients only with symptomatic treatment. Although neurodegenerative
disorders have been studied densely for decades,
the views on the etiopathology of these diseases
have changed multiple times, mostly being based
on symptoms already present in affected patients
[2]. AD and PD both have common etiopathological features linked to late-onset progressive proteinopathies, though misfolded protein lesions are
mostly found in later stages of the disease when
reversing or halting the progression of the disease
is close to impossible [3]. Hence, innovative, paradigm-shifting views on the treatment of these diseases are necessary to enable their timely prevention and treatment.

degeneration observed in PD. Key enzyme involved
in DA production is tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), and
deficits in TH function are linked to PD symptoms.
PD is characterised by motor impairments (muscle
rigidity, tremor, and bradykinesia) and non-motor
symptoms (cognitive impairment, depression, and
sleep disorders). Motor symptoms occur after about
75% of striatal dopaminergic neurons are lost.
Movement disorders progress as a result of disbalance between decreased dopaminergic activity and
increased cholinergic activity. These disturbances
lead to a significant loss of quality of life, inability to
carry out everyday tasks, and patients even lose the
ability to swallow solid food in the later stages of
the disease. The vast majority of cases are of sporadic origin (about 95–99%) and only 1–5% are genetically predisposed [4]. Current therapies can only
delay, not halt neurodegenerative processes in the
brain. Moreover, current therapies are only temporary effective, often cause unwanted side effects and
about 30% of all patients do not respond to the
therapy. Hence, there is an urgent necessity to find
new approaches to design anti-neurodegenerative
drugs, capable of stopping pathological events before dementia occurs, which in patients is a brief
moment between mild cognitive impairment and
the onset of dementia.

WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT PARKINSON’S DISEASE?

HOW TO STOP THE DISEASE BEFORE IT STARTS?

Parkinson’s disease is the second most common
neurodegenerative disorder which typically affects
people over 60 years of age, with increasing prevalence over the age of 85 and, to a larger extent, in
men. Multiple lines of evidence highlight the loss of
dopamine (DA)-synthesising neurons in the nigrostriatal structures (striatum and substantia nigra)
of the brain as the main driving force for the neuro-

The early progression of neurodegenerative diseases has been linked to neuroinflammatory mechanisms. Pathogens such as bacteria, viruses, endogenous proteins, antibodies, cytokines, and chemokines
overstimulate primary immune cells of the brain –
microglia and astroglia, and compromise brain homeostasis [5]. Activated glial cells then regulate the
expression of different surface markers, such as the
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major histocompatibility complex-II and receptors for
identifying pathogen-associated molecular patterns
and damage-associated molecular patterns, which
produce proinflammatory cytokines, such as interleukins IL-1β, IL-6, IL-12, interferon-gamma and tumour necrosis factor-alpha, as well as cytotoxic factors, such as reactive oxygen species, superoxide
radicals and nitric oxide, resulting in neuronal death.
Neurodegeneration occurs as a result of series of
unwanted events: activity disruption of our cell powerhouse – mitochondria, impaired cell-cell communication due to synaptic disfunction and neuro
inflammation, as well as impaired cerebral glucose
and insulin metabolism [6]. Depending on the damaged brain area motor, behavioural, and cognitive
symptoms occur. Knowledge about the early start of
neuroinflammatory processes, before any clinical
symptoms have developed, makes it possible to discover approaches that prevent cell death and neurodegeneration by halting neuroinflammation at an
early stage.
USE OF EXTRACELLULAR VESICLES AS A NEW
PUTATIVE APPROACH TO STOP PD
Our studies that were carried out at the Department
of Pharmacology, Faculty of Medicine of the University of Latvia in collaboration with Professor Augustas
Pivoriūnas’ group from the State Research Institute
Centre for Innovative Medicine (Vilnius, Lithuania),
made a new approach for implementing extracellular vesicles (EVs) as a treatment option for neurodegenerative diseases. EVs comprises exosomes and
microvesicles. Exosomes are nano-sized (30–150
nm) membranous vesicles that are secreted by almost every cell type and found in bodily fluids, such
as blood, saliva, CSF, and urine [7]. They were first
described almost 40 years ago, and initially, their
function was thought to be the removal of intracellular proteins. Microvesicles are membrane vesicles
(0.1–1.0 μm diameter) that bud directly from the cell
surface and are therefore enveloped by lipids and
proteins from the plasma membrane. In contrast, exosomes originate from endosomes fusing and forming multivesicular bodies (MVB) which fuse with the
plasma membrane and are released into the extracellular space (Fig. 1) [8].
30

Fig. 1.
Schematic representation of exosome biogenesis. Adapted from
Grenier-Pleau & Abraham (2021) [9].

A plethora of research studies on exosome CNS
functions suggests that EVs are involved in cell-tocell communication, participate in the modulation of
neuroprotective and regenerative processes, and
mediate synaptic plasticity [10]. Noteworthily, EVs
can cross biological barriers including the bloodbrain barrier (BBB). EVs can attach to other cells and
release their cargo by a range of different adhesion
molecules [11]. They carry different cargo based on
their origin cell. For instance, EVs derived from neurons are suggested to act as carriers of signalling
proteins involved in synaptic plasticity. Moreover, EVs
carry proteins that can reduce neuronal oxidative
stress, such as superoxide dismutase-1 and catalase.
One in vitro study showed that exosomes can rescue
human dopaminergic neurons from neurotoxin 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA)-induced apoptosis [12].
EV treatment also suppressed neuroinflammation
and reduced cognitive impairments after traumatic
brain injury [13] and after status epilepticus in mice
[14]. These findings open a new perspective in PD
treatment.

potential for differentiating into neuronal and glial
cells [15]. Also, previous studies have demonstrated
that SHEDs can be efficiently differentiated into
neuronal and Schwann cells in vitro and, even more
importantly, these cells displayed neuroprotective
properties in vitro [16].
Considering that such a treatment would have to be
longitudinal, it is extremely important to find effective and, at the same time, harmless therapeutical
options. We have chosen intranasal administration,
since it offers many advantages compared to systemic administration: it is non-invasive, accesses
CNS directly through olfactory bulb or trigeminal
nerves (bypasses the BBB) and does not cause the
side effect profile usually characteristic to peripherally usable drugs [17].
We created a non-transgenic PD-like model in rats
by injecting 6-OHDA into the rat medial forebrain
bundle. This specific model is quite accurate to what
is seen in human patients, which makes it more convenient to study motor disturbances and histological
outcomes specific to PD. We performed the following
behavioural tests: CatWalk gait test and Morris water
maze swimming test for spatial memory and learning assessment. One week after the creation of the
lesion, we started to administer EVs intranasally for
15 consecutive days. We performed CatWalk gait
testing right before the start of the treatment and
two weeks after initiating the treatment. Moreover,

we evaluated the histological and immunohistochemical outcomes of EV administration, as well as
the proteomic profile of EVs (Fig. 2).
Our research indeed proved that these EVs can reverse gait impairments (insecure stance, incorrect
interlimb coordination, slow running speed, etc.) and
improve spatial learning/memory performance in
the Morris water maze swimming test even two
weeks after discontinuation of EV treatment [18–19].
EVs also reduced the loss of TH, thereby restoring DA
synthesis in the brain structures involved in motor
control. Moreover, EVs preserved neuronal survival
(seen as Nissl body count) in substantia nigra pars
compacta region. Nissl bodies are microscopic particles, found in neuronal granular endoplasmic reticulum and ribosomes and their histochemical staining
is used as a representation of live neurons. In fact,
our proteomics data showed that SHEDs-derived EVs
contained Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase 1, an enzyme
converting harmful free superoxide radicals to molecular oxygen and hydrogen peroxide, antioxidant
proteins thioredoxin and peroxiredoxin-6 which are
important for the neutralisation of hydrogen peroxide, and also heat-shock protein 70 [20]. Proteomic
data also identified adaptor protein 14-3-3ζ, an endogenous activator of TH in midbrain dopaminergic
neurons [21]. Importantly, EVs cargo contains BASP1
protein – a regulator of neurite outgrowth and nerve

EVS MAY REVERSE GAIT AND MEMORY
DISTURBANCES IN PD MODEL- ANIMALS
Our attention was attracted by EVs secreted via stem
cells from human exfoliated deciduous teeth
(SHEDs-derived EVs), since these cells originate from
the peripheral nerve-associated glia, they may bear

Fig. 2.
Graphical design of our research
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A NEW DIRECTION IN THE DEVELOPMENT
OF ANTI-CANCER DRUGS –
THE CONSTRUCTION OF SPECIAL
MOLECULES
RAIVIS ŽALUBOVSKIS

It is generally believed that cancer has existed
throughout all the human history. The earliest written evidence regarding cancer is from circa 3000 BC
in the Edwin Smith Papyrus and describes breast
cancer as untreatable disease.
Cancer is among the leading causes of morbidity
and mortality worldwide. According to the World
Health Organization, more than 19 million new cases and nearly 10 million cancer-related deaths are
registered annually, and in average 1 out of 6 deaths
was due to cancer. Obviously, there is still a huge
need for new and effective anticancer drugs.
Our research has resulted in the discovery of unique,
natural product inspired molecules which effectively kills breast and lung cancer cells without affecting normal healthy cells.

to produce a weak base (bicarbonate) and a strong
acid (hydronium ions) (Fig. 1). CAs are involved in
many significant physiologic processes such as acid-base balance, ion transport, carbon dioxide respiration, ureagenesis, lipogenesis, bone resorption,
electrolyte secretion and gluconeogenesis.
Notably, mammal’s genes encode α-CA where in
general 16 α-CA isoforms are known, but in humans
only 15 α-CA isoforms are present.
These enzymes are also involved in various pathological processes, and therefore are drug targets for
many years, and pharmacological applications of CA
inhibitors have found place in many fields. The primary sulfonamides were discovered as CA inhibitors
already in the 1940s. In the following decades, nu-

Fig. 1.
CA catalysed reaction

In recent decades, enzymes carbonic anhydrases
were recognised as promising targets for the development on novel anti-cancer drugs. Carbonic anhydrases (CAs, EC 4.2.1.1) are ubiquitous metalloenzymes, which are present in organisms all over the
phylogenetic tree and being encoded by at least
eight different genetic families (α-, β-, γ-, δ-, ζ-,
η-, θ-, and ι-CAs). CAs catalyse a crucial physiologic
reaction – reversible hydratation of carbon dioxide
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merous CA inhibitors based on this class of compounds were approved for clinical use as antiepileptics, diuretics, or antiglaucoma drugs. Although highly potent as CA inhibitors, the sulfonamides are generally non-selective inhibitors of most of α-CA isoforms present in humans and mammals as well as
CAs from the other genetic families, therefore, novel
isoform selective CA inhibitor classes were searched.
This was especially challenging in case of cancer

Fig. 2
Structures of scaffolds of CA IX and CA XII inhibitors

where two α-CA isoforms (CA IX and CA XII) were
defined as anti-cancer drug targets. Long after validation of CA IX and CA XII as anti-cancer drug targets, derivatives on natural product coumarin (Fig. 2)
with distinct selectivity towards these two isoforms
were reported. It is noteworthy that ubiquitous CA I
and CA II are off-targets and they are involved in the
function of normal cells, therefore, CA I and CA II
shall not be inhibited in case of cancer.
At the beginning of our study we concentrated on
coumarin’s bioisostere, namely, sulfocoumarin
(1,2-benzoxathiine-2,2-dioxide) (Fig. 2). Since sulfocoumarins were briefly mentioned only in one literature source without synthesis procedure, we developed first reliable synthesis method of these
compounds. CA inhibition studies showed that most
of sulfocoumarins are CA IX and CA XII selective inhibitors. Excellent activity and selectivity was observed for 6-subtituted sulfocoumarins, where Ki
values often were in range between 5 and 7 nM
for both CA IX and CA XII, at the same time there
was no inhibition of off-targets CA I and CA II observed.
Our further studies were expanded to literature
unknown classes of compounds such as sulfocoumarin’s ring-expanded derivatives, namely, 3H-1,2benzoxathiepine 2,2-dioxide and pyridine derivatives – oxathiino[6,5-b]pyridine 2,2-dioxide (Fig. 2).

Our initial idea of the synthesis of ring-expanded
derivatives 3H-1,2-benzoxathiepine 2,2-dioxides
involved preparation of bisolefines with following
ring-closing metathesis reaction as key steps. Indeed, the chosen strategy paid off and series of desired compounds were prepared.
Even though in vitro inhibition studies of 3H-1,2-benzoxathiepine 2,2-dioxides revealed that inhibition
activity is not superior to that of sulfocoumarins,
where best derivatives of 3H-1,2-benzoxathiepine
2,2-dioxide had Ki values as low as 10 nM, all of
these compounds exhibited excellent selectivity towards CA IX and CA XII.
A synthetic rout for the preparation of sulfocoumarin’s pyridine derivatives (oxathiino[6,5-b]pyridine 2,2-dioxides) was developed and a series of
compounds for inhibition studies was obtained.
To our delight, oxathiino[6,5-b]pyridine 2,2-dioxides exhibited brilliant inhibition selectivity towards cancer associated CA IX and CA XII. It is
interesting to note that compared to sulfocoumarins where CA IX and CA XII were inhibited
with similar Ki values, oxathiino[6,5-b]pyridine
2,2-dioxides had higher inhibition of CA XII, with
Ki values ranging from 5 to 20 nM for best derivatives. However, these compounds showed one
order weaker inhibition of CA IX compared to CA
XII, with Ki values for CA IX in range from 31 to
200 nM.
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Derivatives of oxathiino[6,5-b]pyridine 2,2-dioxide
exhibiting best CA IX and CA XII inhibition were selected for in vitro cytotoxicity studies on cancer cell
lines. One of the compounds studied exhibited very
promising cytotoxicity on breast cancer (MCF-7)
and lung cancer (A549) cells with IC50 values 20 and
14 µM, respectively, thus encouraging us for further
studies.
In our study we have discovered compounds that
specifically inhibit cancer-related enzymes and kill
breast and lung cancer cells without affecting
healthy cells and thus the body’s function as a
whole. They are the starting point for the development of novel anti‑cancer drugs urgently needed
for society. Even though drug development is resources and long time demanding process, we are
optimistically looking into the future with the hope
that our discoveries will result in a novel anti-cancer drug in 10 to 15 years from now.
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THEATRUM ANATOMICUM RIGENSE
AND THEIR HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS
IN THE 20TH CENTURY
MĀRA PILMANE

The current Institute of Anatomy and Anthropology
(IAA) of Riga Stradiņš University – Theatrum Anatomicum – is located in the building designed in
years 1877–1879 by the Baltic German architect
Academician Heinrich Karl Schell (1829–1909) and
originally served as a Greek Orthodox seminary.
However, from 1919, the Anatomical School of the
Faculty of Medicine, University of Latvia (FMUL)
was located there. This school educated also the
first professors of basic medical sciences of Latvian
origin, Jēkabs Prīmanis (1892–1971), Jānis Arnolds
Eglītis (1902–1986), and Irma Liepiņa-Eglīte
(1907–2000). In 1950, by a special decree of dictator J. Stalin, FMUL was transformed into Riga Medical Institute; with the beginning of Latvia’s second
independence time – into the Latvian Medical
Academy; and finally, into Riga Stradiņš University,
thus honouring one of the most outstanding Latvian medical pioneers – Professor Pauls Stradiņš
(1896–1958). However, at all times, the Anatomicum has been a place where tissues and organs of
the deceased have been collected, preserved, and
used for training, research, and public education, in
line with the mission of this building stated in Latin
at the entrance to the Anatomicum: “Hic locus est
ubi mors gaudet, sucurrere vitae” – “This is a place
where death helps life”.
Over the years, a large number of unique exhibits
have been collected at Anatomicum. The very first
collection contained about 2000 exhibits of natural
material brought to Latvia by the first head of the
Department of Anatomy, Swedish professor Gaston
Backman (1883–1964). However, in 1973, this collection was given to the State Museum of Medical
History, and later it formed the core of the branch of
Jēkabs Prīmanis Museum of Anatomy of the same

museum, but from 2021 it is part of RSU History
Museum as the Museum of Anatomy.
Anatomicum, on the other hand, maintains its fame
with a collection of teaching and scientific materials
on historical anatomical and embryological exhibits
that compete with other similar collections in museums of Europe, covering 8381 exhibits. Without being formed as a state-accredited museum, the collection is freely available for academic and scientific
work. It had started to develop from the very beginnings of Anatomicum, from the material of more than
2300 dead people dissected for more than 100 years,
and the exhibits are systematised in a series of interesting subcollections. There are 11 collections in total: the main exhibits of P. Stradiņš’ collection; collection of pathological exhibits from Gaiļezers Hospital
with 542 subjects; exposition of the Children’s Clinical University Hospital with 21 exhibits; anatomy
Laboratory collection with 105 exhibits; Professor A.
Amelin’s collection with 134 exhibits; animal collection with 64 exhibits; a collection of embryological
exhibits with 138 specimens together with 59 exhibits of the reproduction system; bone collection of
Riga city archaeological excavations with 986 exhibits; the collection of bone preparations and skulls,
which includes a total of 4714 subjects; V. Derums
bone collection with 94 subjects. A separate collection contains 67 exhibits of the first Latvian anatomist excavations conducted under the guidance of
Professor J. Prīmanis and Polish archaeological excavations of the Order of the Brothers of the Sword in
St. George’s Church and the Convent Yard, which includes 48 historical evidences; the above is supplemented by 26 finds from anthropological material
and a collection of bone preparations with 82 subjects and a collection of skulls with 159 exhibits.
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Fig. 1
Totally mummified human body used for the studies in anatomy at
the beginning of the 19th century. Property of IAA RSU

(1) The Anatomy Laboratory’s collection of 105 exhibits includes a series of subjects around 100
years old, including a mummified body of a dead
man, used to train students in the early 19th century
(Fig. 1).
All other collections in Anatomicum have been collected at the initiative of the IAA team from various
hospitals, places and enthusiastic doctors of the Republic mainly during the Soviet era.
(3) In 2002, the collection of Prof. P. Stradiņš, collected by him and his collaborators between years 1929
to 1956, was transferred from the attic of P. Stradiņš’
Clinical University Hospital and renovated for eight
months. This collection includes more than 1082
wet preparations, 89 plastic, plastic/wax exponates
and about 300 histopathological slides. The collection was opened to visitors on 31 January 2003 in
honour of the 83th anniversary of Latvian higher
medical education. From this collection the main
exhibits cover the following groups of pathologies:
38

• Diseases of the organs of the digestive system:
stomach ulcers, perforations, gastric cancer, atrophy
of the mucous membranes; small and large bowel
lesions, colorectal cancer; cirrhosis of the liver, liver
malignancies, liver metastases; esophageal lesions,
strictures; malignancies of the pancreas, necrotising pancreatitis;
• Respiratory system disorders: malignancies of the
lungs and larynx; changes in the lungs caused by
tuberculosis; pneumonia-affected lungs, bronchiectasis;
• Diseases of the urinary tract: kidney stones, hydronephrosis, kidney damage caused by tuberculosis,
polycystic kidney disease; benign and malignant renal tumors; bladder cancer, inflammation of the
bladder;
• Musculoskeletal and skin disorders: bone fractures; osteomyelitis; benign and malignant bone tumors; injured limbs, burns, frostbite, scars and ulcers;
• Other pathologies: brain injuries, tumours, strokes;
pathologies of the thyroid gland and other endocrine glands – tumours, inflammation; teratomas,
congenital pathologies; benign and malignant tumours, metastases; cardiovascular pathologies, aneurysms, etc.
Together, the collection provides insight into bone,
skin, internal organs, tumour diseases, organ structure changes and shape variations. Some preparations reflect the effects of harmful human habits
(smoking, alcohol, etc.) or job conditions. Wax and
gypsum training mulages made by Professor P.
Stradiņš himself and his colleagues depict various
skin pathologies, pathologies caused by infectious
diseases, endocrine systems, head and neck; genital
pathologies, congenital anomalies, malignancies,
various inflammations. Jānis Stradiņš (1933–2019),
the son of Professor Pauls Stradiņš, an outstanding
Latvian scientist, historian and academician, was
participating in the opening of the restored collection, praising the work done and later contacting
the collectors, trying to find his father extirpated
upper arm tumour.
3) During the last 20 years, a collection of pathological exhibits from Gaiļezers Hospital with 542
exhibits also arrived in Anatomicum; together,
this collection featured a number of the following pathology-affected visual materials, such as

Fig. 2
Part of large histopathological slides in the collection of Professor A. Amelin. Property of IAA RSU

cardiovascular pathologies: myocardial infarction,
pericarditis, endocarditis, aneurysms, atherosclerosis; pathologies of the liver and other organs of the
digestive system: liver cysts, liver trauma, rupture,
liver tumours, liver metastases, cirrhosis of the liver;
stomach ulcers, stomach cancer, colon cancer; central nervous system pathologies: brain tumors;
strokes; head and spinal cord injuries; respiratory
system pathologies: lung cancer, pneumonia, smoking lungs; laryngeal pathologies – laryngeal cancer,
laryngeal lesions; urinary tract pathologies: kidney
tumors; kidney stones, kidney cysts; other pathologies: skin pathologies, inflammation, ulcers; genital
pathologies – endometrial cancer, ovarian cysts, benign prostatic hyperplasia, teratomas; also subjects
of normal anatomy: whole brain and spinal cord,
whole kidneys in cross section, blood vessels of dif-

ferent parts in the body (limbs, organs), anatomical
preparations of musculoskeletal system – limbs,
muscles, etc. Thus, the collection of both Professor P.
Stradiņš and Gaiļezers Pathology Office covered
practically all tissue-affected changes in the case of
disease, or at least all the main groups of pathologies, making these collections equivalent to the collections of the largest European medical museums.
4) One of the most interesting is the exposition of
the Children’s Clinical University Hospital with 21
exhibits, which includes various types of objects
swallowed by children, operated gallstones and kidney stones, as well as abnormal foetuses.
5) Also, the unique collection of Professor Anatoly
Amelin (1914–1992) with 134 exhibits and the story about how this respected orthopaedic traumatologist created large histopathological bone sections
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excursions, historical material is used for regular
student training during lectures and classes, as well
as separate research of exhibits for the needs of
students. Finally, given that the collection is truly
unique and unrepeatable, which should be made
available to the majority of RSU students, the digitisation, description of the unique exhibits in Latvian and English, and their inclusion in the RSU repository have started, and this work is still ongoing.

B

Fig. 3
A) The earliest human conceptus around the 15th day of development just after the gastrulation;
B) The 10th week old human conceptus with embryo, amniotic, and chorionic membranes. Property
of IAA RSU

Fig. 4
Ancient Baltic human skull from the Mesolithic period with signs of
post-trepanation healing. V. Derums collection. Property of IAA RSU

in the 1950s in Latvia, which were easy to review,
analyse, and teach students and residents (Fig. 2).
Unfortunately, the professor did not describe the
methodology for making such slides, and today
such slides are only possible to obtain with the Exact Grunding grinding system of the German-made
equipment.
6) The collection of embryological exhibits with
138 samples arranged and described by IAA Professor Māra Pilmane is absolutely unique. The most
valuable in the collection are human embryos depicting early development and early anomalies,
which cover the period from the 14th to the 90th day
of development (Fig. 3 A–B). These early-stage exhibits are extremely difficult to obtain, the most valuable in the world, and absolutely unique as teaching and research material. In general, the collection
reflects the consequences of pregnancy complications on the uterus and congenital anomalies in
various organ systems in early developmental stages of embryons.
7) A peculiar story concerns the archaeological excavations of the city of Riga summarised in a collection of bones with 986 exhibits from the excavations at the Riga Dom Garden that were led in the
1990s by archaeologist Andris Celmiņš (1956–2013)

11) A separate collection of the first Latvian anatomist excavations (1926–1929) contains 67 exhibits; excavations were conducted under the guidance
of Professor Jēkabs Prīmanis and the Polish archaeological excavations of the Order of the Brothers of
the Sword in the Church of the Holy George and the
Convent Yard, which includes 48 historical evidence
materials; the above is supplemented by 26 individual finds of anthropological material and a collection of bone preparations with 82 exhibits and a
collection of skulls with 159 exhibits. These collections preserve historical evidence and are still used
in anthropological research.
Since 2003, the historical collection has been used
to teach Latvian and foreign interested persons to
understand death, tissues affected by pathologies,
to teach charity and how to protect oneself and others from disease. In the course of a year, the exhibition was visited by an average of 1500 people from
about 70–80 Latvian schools; excursions to the exhibition are guided either by lecturers in their free
time or by two office administrators who work specifically in the historical collection. Since the beginning of COVID pandemic, online lectures have been
organised on the tissue structure of various systems
and the diseases that can affect them. In addition to

of the Riga History and Navigation Museum recording and documenting the excavated skeletons. However, the Museum had nowhere to exposit the remains of skeletal bones, so they ended up in the
Anatomicum for further research. The collection was
carefully arranged only between 2017–2020, and
now, together with Daugavpils University scientists,
microscopy of ancient bones and determination of
bone factors to assess the skeletal health of people
living in Riga in ancient centuries has been started.
8) The most extensive exposition of IAA is a collection of bone preparations and skulls that includes
4714 exhibits and is used for both training and research.
9) The 94 bones collection of Vilis Derums (1899–
1988), the only Baltic paleopathology doctor, also
has found its home in the Anatomicum. V. Derums
studied about 6000 skeleton bones affected by various physical developments, diseases, and injuries
of the oldest inhabitants of the Baltics from the
Mesolithic to the early 18th century (Fig. 4). The book
of V. Derums, Diseases and Folk Healing of the Ancient
Baltic People (Riga: Zinātne Publishers, 1988) is also
represented here.
10) The collection of animals, 64 exhibits, exhibited
in Anatomicum is used for comparative studies.
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RESEARCH OF PITUITARY
NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOURS
IN LATVIA, 2011–2021

PRKAR1A – 2 SNP, GNAS – 30 SNP, SSTR2 – 6 SNP,
SSTR5 – 10 SNP, DRD2 – 31 SNP) and we discovered
that several SNPs in MEN1, SSTR5, DRD2 were associated with various subphenotypes of PitNETs (acromegaly, prolactinoma, extracellular growth and
age of PitNET onset). This study was published in
2016 [4].

VITA ROVĪTE, HELVIJS NIEDRA , OĻESJA ROGOZA, LĪVA ŠTEINA

PITNET CELL LINE DEVELOPMENT AND
CELLULAR STUDIES

INTRODUCTION
Pituitary neuroendocrine tumours (PitNETs) are nonmetastasising tumours of the pituitary gland with
an overall estimated clinical prevalence affecting 1
in 400 to 1 in 1000 people. PitNETs are responsible
for reduced quality of life and increased mortality
[1]. Despite the benign characteristics, PitNETs can
cause abnormally increased or decreased secretion
of one or multiple pituitary hormones. Hormone-secreting PitNETs can cause overproduction of either
growth hormone (GH), adrenocorticotropic hormone
(ACTH), prolactin (PRL) or rarely other hormones
(follicle-stimulating (FSH), luteinizing (LH) or thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH)) leading to different systemic endocrine disorders (acromegaly,
Cushing’s disease and others). Untreated PitNETs,
due to their size, can also cause mass effect, which
in turn promote headaches, vertigo, and visual field
defects (chiasma compression). From a medical perspective, some PitNETs have inherent suppressive
properties allowing using medical treatment with
drugs targeting somatostatin (SSTR1-5) and dopamine (DRD) receptors – somatostatin analogues
(SSA) in somatotroph and dopamine analogues (DA)
in lactotroph PitNETs, but more than 50% of patients demonstrate total or partial resistance to
SSA. Since PitNETs are intracranial tumours, biopsy
sample acquisition is a highly invasive procedure.
For this reason, PitNETs monitoring lacks good predictive markers. Although the pathogenesis of PitNET has been extensively studied and specific cell
types composing PitNET have been identified [2], it
has also become apparent that cellular mechanisms
underlying the development and response to treatment of sporadic PitNETs are very variable. Accord-
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ingly, the successful therapy requires advanced diagnostic approaches that would allow for detailed
classification of tumour cellular composition, identification of novel drug targets and monitoring
markers to enable personalised treatment.
GENETIC MARKERS OF PITNETS
First studies in the field of pituitary tumours were
started at the Latvian Biomedical Research and
Study Centre in 2007 in the research group of Prof.
Jānis Kloviņš. As this disease is quite rare, the first
challenge was to establish clinical data and biological sample collection from pituitary tumour patients, which was strongly facilitated by close collaboration with two main hospitals in Riga where
PitNET patients are treated – Pauls Stradiņš Clinical
University Hospital and Riga East Clinical University Hospital and support by leading endocrinologists
Prof. Valdis Pīrāgs, MD Inga Balcere, and Prof. Ilze
Konrāde. The first study carried out with the established sample collection was an investigation of
SSTR5 genetic alterations. As SSTR serves as a major drug target for the treatment of the PitNETs it
was hypothesised that genetic variants of these receptors could predispose the disease development.
And indeed, in the relatively small cohort of 48 acromegaly patients (PitNET secreting GH) we demonstrated that single nucleotide alterations
(rs34037914, rs169068, rs642249) in the SSTR5
gene is associated with acromegaly (the study was
published in 2011 [3]). Further, inherited genetic
predisposition of PitNETs was investigated in expanded 143 PitNET patients investigating 96 single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) in seven pituitary
tumour-related genes (AIP – 12 SNP, MEN1 – 5 SNP,

Alongside the genetic maker investigation in 2011,
we started the research on primary pituitary tumour
cell lines. Currently, there are no stable commercial
human cell lines of PitNETs, there are several mouse
and rat cell line models for PitNET investigation but
no human cell lines have been established. Therefore, at the time our general interest was to develop
a human cell line from a pituitary tumour. We stated
with regular procedures used for cell line development using cell adhesion-promoting media conditions and obtained cell lines with mesenchymal
phenotype as described in the literature [5]. It was
possible to differentiate these cells into osteocytes
and adipocytes, but these cells did not express pituitary hormones and SSTR expression was variable
across cell lines originating from a different primary tumour. Nonetheless, we published this research
in 2016 [6]. At that time there the novel method for
propagating pituitary tumour primary cell lines as
pituisphere was published [7, 8] and we continued
our experiments using both methods for mesenchymal and pituisphere cell lines development.
SOMATIC PITNET VARIATION AND NOVEL
DIAGNOSTIC MARKERS
With more accessibility of next-generation sequencing (NGS) methods, we also started to investigate somatic mutations of PitNETs. During the development of the tumour in the mass of the cell
composing the tumour, genetic mutations are appearing due to intensive cell proliferation. These
somatic mutations in tumour cells could affect the
growth rate and responsiveness to the treatment of
the tumour. In our established collection of tumour
tissue samples we designed several studies to in-

vestigate somatic PitNET tumour mutations. First,
we selected the patient case study with primary and
rapidly regrown aggressive recurrent tumour of
clinically well-characterised PitNET patient, we carried out exome sequencing of primary and relapse
tumours and demonstrated that recurrent tumour
had a higher load of somatic variants that could be
caused by clonal expansion of the leftover tumour
tissue, likely due to HRAS somatic variant found in
the tumour. HRAS is a known oncogene and when
dysregulated could promote tumorigenesis. We
published this study in 2020 [9]. Further, we also
investigated the general landscape of somatic mutations in 15 PitNET patients and identified two
novel PitNET candidate genes (AC002519.6 and
AHNAK) with recurrent somatic variants in our PitNET cohort and found 13 genes overlapping from
previous PitNET studies that contain somatic variants (this study is under review in PlosOne).
Further, we used the obtained information on somatic variants to study the feasibility to identify
plasma-derived cell-free DNA (cfDNA) containing
somatic tumour mutation in PitNET patients blood.
cfDNA is becoming a more and more popular class
of liquid biopsy biomarkers [10], as the cfDNA fractions in blood represent DNA of various tissue types
of the body, this carries information also about potential mutations in tumours and could serve for
diagno stics, be informative about disease progression and guide treatment selection in future. Therefore, from PitNET patients, we selected several specific tumour characteristic somatic variants found in
tumour tissue exome sequencing experiments. Further, we investigated whether it is possible to find
these variants in plasma cfDNA of the same patients
before tumour resection, therefore, prompting the
question can cfDNS with tumour-specific somatic
variants be found in the blood of PitNET patients.
We carried out amplicon-based deep NGS of targeted tumour somatic variants in plasma cfDNA and
found 5 out of 17 somatic variants in 40 to 60% of
total reads, three variants in 0.50–5.00% of total
read count, including GNAS c.601C>T (somatic mutation found in approx. 40–60% of growth hormone-secreting PitNETs). Other somatic variants
were not detected in cfDNA. Despite the variability
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in detection threshold, for the first time, we showed
that it is possible to detect somatic variants of PitNET in cfDNA isolated from patients’ blood plasma (published in [11]). These findings warrant further studies to use GNAS mutation detection in
blood cfDNA as a potential prognostic marker of
PitNETs.
PITUISPHERE CELL MODEL INVESTIGATION
As previously described, PitNET tumour cells in culture form two distinct types depending on culturing
conditions either free-floating pituispheres or adherent cells displaying mesenchymal stem-like
properties. For a set of patient tumours we established both types of cultures and carried out molecular characterisation for pituitary, mesenchymal
and stemness markers (GFRa2, Pit-1, CD15, SF-1,
NES, SOX2) and exome sequencing of the same pa-

2A

tients (1) germline DNA, (2) tumour DNA, (3) pituispheres and (4) mesenchymal cell cultures. Somatic
mutations from primary tumours were detected in
the exomes of respective pituispheres, but not in
exomes of mesenchymal stem-like cells. For the
first time, we were able to show that the genome of
pituispheres represents the genome of PitNET
while mesenchymal stem cells derived from the PitNET tissue do not contain mutations characteristic
to PitNET tumour and most likely represent normal
cells of pituitary or surrounding tissues (the study
was published [12]). This finding has prompted the
suggestion that pituispheres can be used as a human model of PitNET cells, but the combination of
cell culturing techniques and NGS needs to be employed to adjust for disability to propagate spheres
in culturing conditions. Currently, we have also developed a methodology for RNA-seq from spheroids
and also treated obtained pituispheres with PitNET

Fig. 2
2A. Heatmap of the statistically significant differentially expressed genes in tumour samples with and without medical therapy. Heatmap
intensities were obtained from filtering apeglm transformed log fold change values with the following thresholds: abs. lfc> 1.5 and padj< 0.05.
The colour scale represents the approximate difference of each individual sample from average, vst normalised read counts for that gene. Data is
clustered both by genes and samples using the means algorithm included in the heatmap package.
2B. Volcano plot of differential expression results with apeglm transformed log fold change values. Dashed vertical lines represent absolute log
fold change threshold of 1.5 and horizontal dashed line represents p value threshold of 1.31e-4 or FDR ~ 0.05. Red dots represent significant
DEGs (FDR < 0.05 and LFC > 1.5).

1B

1A

2B

medications (SSA, DA), to investigate how these
agents affect expression patterns of these potentially tumour-borne cells. Our preliminary data indicate that spheroids, tumour tissue and mesenchymal cells can be distinguished according to their
RNA-seq profiles and we will further investigate
how these profiles are affected by medications.
PITNET TRANSCRIPTOME STUDIES AND
NOVEL NON - INVASIVE MARKERS

Fig. 1
1A. Expression of cell markers in pituispheres. Representative
immunofluorescence images of (A) PA02, (B) PA03 and (C) PA05
pituispheres. Cells were double-stained for (A; B) CD15 (green) and
GFRα2 (red), (C) Pit-1 (green) and SF-1 (red) (B) CD15 (green) and SF-1
(red) and PA02 pituispheres were single stained for (A) Pit-1 (green)
and SF-1 (red) and PA05 pituispheres were single stained for (C) Pit-1
(green) and GFRα2 (red). Isotype-matched antibodies were used for
negative controls. Cell nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue).
Scale bar, 13 µm.
1B. Expression of CD90 marker in pituispheres and MSC. Immunofluorescence images of PA02, PA03 and PA05 (A) MSC and (B) pituispheres
stained for CD90 (green). Isotype controls were used as negative control.
Cell nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar, 13 µm.
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We have also started to study PitNET tissue transcriptome, where we performed pilot sequencing of
12 tumour tissue samples from patients that had
(six patients) or did not have (six patients) SSA and
dopamine agonist DA therapy before tumour resection. For the first time, we have demonstrated that
somatotroph PitNETs can be distinguished based
on their transcriptional profiles following SSA/DA
therapy; therefore, SSA/DA treatment can cause
changes in gene expression. Interestingly, SSA/DA
significantly downregulated several pronounced tumorigenesis contributing factors, including MUC16,
MACC1 and GRHL2 suggest how SSA/DA treatment

acts in a tumour suppressive manner. We also found
that collagen related interactions and pathways
were enriched in our data implicating extracellular
matrix involvement in antitumoural effects of drug
treatment (the study was published in 2021 [13]).
These findings have prompted our interest to further investigate PitNET RNA markers and in a currently conducted project, we aim to study the spectrum of various RNA markers (mRNA, non-coding) in
the development of PitNET to discover determinants that influence therapy response and disease
outcome. So far we have performed transcriptome
sequencing of over 100 PitNET tissue from our cohort, as well as miRNA-seq for a set of over 46 patients plasma-derived miRNA before and after tumour resection. Currently, we are continuing
bioinformatics analysis to investigate if PitNETs
contain novel alternative splicing variants that
could influence PA development and tumour properties and do snc and lnc regulatory types of RNA
found in PitNETs could provide insight into mechanisms of regulatory disruptions in these tumours
(manuscript under preparation).
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Five of the most common miRNAs across all PitNET
types were: miR-486-5p, let-7a-5p, let-7b-5p, miR10b-5p, and let-7f-5p. For further analysis we also
selected eight candidate miRNA to validate in an
independent cohort of acromegalic patients, interestingly we demonstrated that most of these miRNAs are downregulated in patients blood by SSA
treatment, which could be further investigated for
the prognostic role of these miRNAs in the evaluation of the therapy efficacy (manuscript under
preparation).
CONTINUATION OF THE PITNET RESEARCH
Currently, we have established a clinically and molecularly well-characterised cohort consisting of
112 PitNET tumour tissues (mRNA, somatic DNA,
derived cell lines), 368 PitNET patient blood-derived samples (genomic DNA, plasma, serum). Genome-wide genotyping has been performed for 294
PitNET patients’ germline DNA. PitNET sample derived “omics” data (exome, genome, transcriptome,
miRNA-seq) are constantly expanded. Clinical data
and health and heredity information have been collected as well as the data from Latvian State health
records have been retrieved for the cohort. We plan
to continue our research using the spheroid model
system for the study of epigenetic regulation in tumour development. We are open for potential collaboration in PitNET or other neuroendocrine tumour research, for collaboration please contact vita.
rovite@biomed.lu.lv.
Researchers, clinicians and students involved in the
pitNETresearch:
Latvian Biomedical Research and Study Centre –
Jānis Kloviņš, Raitis Pečulis, Ramona Petrovska, Ilona Mandrika, Kaspars Megnis, Rasma Dortāne, Ilze
Radoviča-Spalviņa, Ivars Silamiķelis, Laima Sabīne
Jansone, Darja Ciganoka, Pola Laksa, Helvijs Niedra,
Rihards Saksis, Oļesja Rogoza, Helēna Litvina, Vita
Rovīte;
Pauls Stradiņš Clinical University Hospital – Jānis
Stuķēns, Jurijs Nazarovs, Austra Breikša, Līva Šteina;
Riga East Clinical University Hospital – Inga Balcere, Ilze Konrāde, Olīvija Caune, Mihails Romanovs,
Aigars Ķiecis, Andra Valtere, Ligita Arnicāne;
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Faculty of Medicine, University of Latvia – Valdis
Pīrāgs, Jeļizaveta Sokolovska.
Implemented projects:
“RNA molecular determinants in development of pituitary adenoma”, European Regional Development
Fund, Measure 1.1.1.1 “Support for applied research”,
Project No.: 1.1.1.1/18/A/089, Period: 1 April 2019 –
31 March 2022;
“Molecular markers of pituitary tumor development,
progression and therapy response”, European Regional Development Fund, Measure 1.1.1.1 “Support
for applied research”, Project No.: 1.1.1.1/16/A/066,
Period: 1st January 2017 – 31 st December 2019;
“Development of novel in vitro tests for diagnostics
and prognostics of individualized therapies of tumors and mitochondrial disease treatment”, European
Regional Development Fund, Project No.:
2014/0021/2DP/2.1.1.1.0/14/APIA/VIAA/058, Period: 1st August 2014–31st August 2015.
Ethical approvals:
Central Committee of Medical Ethics of Latvia, “Research of molecular factors influencing development and progression of acromegaly and other pituitary tumours” (protocol No. 01-29.1/28);
Central Committee of Medical Ethics of Latvia, “Research of molecular factors influencing development and progression of pituitary tumours” (protocol No. 2/18-02-21).
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CLIMATE NEUTRAL RENEWABLE
ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES
VALDIS KAMPARS

NOVELTIES IN
POWER INDUSTRY

As the population and their living standards grow,
global energy demand also continues to grow. Although the annual demand for energy growth
seems less dramatic, at only 1–2%, it is undoubtedly dramatic in the long period and will lead to
irreversible climate change. The US Energy Information Agency (EIA) forecasts (Fig. 1) suggest that
this increase could reach 50% over the next 30
years, and only OECD countries with significantly
lower growth could expect to provide it with renewables.
The increase in energy consumption contributes to
economic growth and, unfortunately, to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. This means that without fantastically successful technical solutions,
GHG emissions will increase significantly, and the
goal set in 2015 by the UN climate conference in
Paris, to limit global warming below two degrees
of Celsius compared to pre-industrial level, will
not be achievable. Without effective solutions, catastrophic global warming of up to 2.7 degrees is
expected by 2030. Of course, GHGs are not just CO2,
but CO2 emissions are so vast that scientists and
society are currently focusing on essential reduc-

Fig. 1
EIA global energy consumption forecasts

ing of these emissions. Increase in CO2 emissions
is clearly linked to the increase in energy consumption.
The main directions in the search for technical
solutions to reduce CO2 emissions seem to have
been outlined, and there is good understanding
that complete elimination of fossil carbon from the
economy is not possible. What we can do is:
1) rational and economical use of energy;
2) increasing the share of renewable energy, ensuring practically all the increase in demand for at
least OECD countries with renewable resources;
3) capture and conversion of CO2 into useful products by forming artificial carbon cycles. The latter is
not possible without hydrogen and can also be included in the hydrogen energy sector.
The EU emits around 10% of GHG emissions, but it
has undoubtedly become a global leader in more
rational use of energy and replacement of fossil
fuels with renewables. The EU has agreed to reduce GHG emissions by at least 20% by 2020 compared to 1990 levels, while improving energy efficiency by 20% and increasing the share of
renewable energy to 20%. A large body of legislation has been approved at EU level, including the
emissions trading scheme, renewable energy
sources, transport energy, energy-efficient buildings and products, car emission standards and
fluorinated hydrocarbons emissions. In the framework of the Treaty of Paris, the European Commission also presented in November 2018 a strategy
for a climate-neutral economy until 2050, ensuring a cost-effective path towards achieving the
agreed zero emissions target in the Paris Agreement, increase the number of companies reorganising their operations with the aim of achieving
climate neutral or net zero emissions. There are
promising projects and promising commitments,
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Fig. 2
Measurements of CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere at
the Mauna Loa Observatory

but there is no change in the rate of increase in
CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere (Fig. 2). The
situation is dramatic and forces all countries and
organisations to address these extremely important
challenges in search for new technological solutions of climate neutral economy.
Riga Technical University (RTU) is an active developer of energy policy and new technological solutions for the implementation of this policy. At least
three RTU Research Platforms have a direct connection to the problem: Energy and Environment,
Transport and Materials, Processes and Technologies. The Institute of Applied Chemistry has also
been involved in the development of new technol-

ogies of climate neutral economy. One of the scientific groups, consisting of V. Kampars, K. Lazdoviča,
Z. Ābelniece, I. Māliņa, L. Laipniece, R. Kampare, A.
Stanke, A. Gaile, and I. Astrauskas, is occupied with
five different problems:
• Improvement of the biodiesel production process;
• Production of biodiesel from residues (use of
non-food raw materials for fuel production);
• Possibilities of using pyrolysis and catalytic pyrolysis processes for bio-oil production;
• Development of catalysts for the production of
hydrocarbons from synthesis gas;
• Development of catalysts for the conversion of
captured CO2 into methanol.
The first two topics are related to real production
processes in Latvia and focus on the development
of existing production companies in accordance
with the new requirements. We have here two companies operating: SIA Bio-venta (the largest manufacturer in the Baltic States) and GVF BIO. Currently,
the industrial synthesis of biodiesel in the world
takes place in the presence of homogeneous basic
catalysts, the use of which has several drawbacks,
including high requirements for the purity of the
feedstock and insufficient quality of biodiesel and
glycerol, which requires additional purification. The
low-value by-product glycerol is also a problem.

A

B

Fig. 3
Scanning electron microscope image of active (A) and inactive (B) MgO catalyst
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Fig. 4
Soapstock generation and conversion to advanced biodiesel

These shortcomings could be addressed by the use
of heterogeneous basic catalysts, but the development of low temperature and atmospheric active
heterogeneous catalysts has so far not been successful. In this section, our chosen research direction is magnesium oxide catalysts (Latvian Council
of Science project Izp-2020 / 2-0194). MgO catalysts are inexpensive and widely studied for various
practical applications, however, their activity varies
from insignificant to quite high depending on the
raw material and manufacturing technology, therefore published works provide contradictory information. By studying different raw material and catalyst synthesis methods, not only new regularities
were obtained (Fig. 3), but also magnesium oxide
catalysts, which in one stage were able to provide
biodiesel synthesis with standard quality, excluding
the need to implement the purification stage. Further research will show whether these catalysts can
be developed to the level of industrial catalysts.
The production of biodiesel from vegetable oil production residues has been developed by the LIAA
project KC-PI-2020/28. According to RED II renewable fuel production from raw materials useful for
food production must be gradually reduced and replaced by biofuels produced from residues or waste
that cannot be used for food production. Such a raw
material, called “soapstock”, is produced in the process of refining of vegetable oil (Fig. 4). It is a cheap,
low-quality raw material, the processing of which
up to biodiesel requires the extraction of the neces-

sary useful parts, and then converting this via several chemical processes. Experimentally testing the
pathways with minimal and complete soapstock
hydrolysis, we come to the conclusion that preservation of fatty acid glycerides allows to obtain the
final product with a higher yield, and we have developed 3-stage and 4-stage processes for obtaining biodiesel from soapstock. The development
process managed to reduce the duration and energy consumption of each stage, as well as make them
more environmentally friendly.
In the industrial realisation of the developed process, we hope for an active connection between SIA
Bio-venta and GVF BIO, so that the technology can
be further realised not only in Latvia, but also in
countries with higher production of vegetable oil
and soapstock.
In the medium and rapid pyrolysis processes, bio-oil
is obtained from biomass, and is considered to be a
promising raw material for the production of liquid
fuels. In practice, it is very difficult to use bio-oil
because it is corrosive, unstable, and difficult to recycle to hydrocarbon fuels. Catalytic pyrolysis is being extensively studied to bring the bio-oil properties more in line with the intended refining
processes. We have also sought to find catalysts
that reduce the oxygen content of bio-oil from biomass and make it more suitable for known refining
technologies.
The last two directions of research are devoted to
the parts of complex technologies, the implementation of which is of great general interest. The
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production of hydrocarbons from synthesis gas on
an industrial scale is realised from fossil raw materials – coal and natural gas. Of the renewable raw
materials, the highest results have been achieved
from wood processing residues. Although the technology itself, which includes gasification and Fischer–Tropsch synthesis, is universal and applicable
to any carbonaceous material, including municipal
and food waste, its practical implementation poses
problems. The process has two sensitive positions –
synthesis gas purification–conditioning and the
need for a robust but active and selective catalyst.
We worked on the last problem within the framework of the “Energy” project VPP-EMAER-2018 /
3-0004. We have developed new promoted Fe catalysts as robust to the H2/CO ratio. By varying the
conditions, an opportunity was sought to synthesise
hydrocarbons at a temperature of 240–300oC and a
pressure of 20–30 bar. The synthesised catalysts
are sufficiently active and provided the synthesis of
hydrocarbons with carbon chain compatibility for
the production of gasoline, aviation fuel and diesel
fuel (Fig. 5).
The latter line of research belongs to the net zero
emission technologies and considers a completely
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Composition of hydrocarbon compounds synthesised in the presence
of K/Fe catalyst
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different possibility, assuming that CO2 emissions
are inevitable. Emission occurs in the natural carbon cycle and additionally is caused by human activities. The reserves of the natural cycle for balancing opposite processes are not large and are in fact
exhausted. It is necessary to create artificial cycles
(anthropogenic cycles) that would reduce the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere, similar to photosynthesis. It would be logical to start artificial
cycling with carbon capture and storage (CCS) from
large emitting plants. Such studies for the capture
and storage of CO2 have been carried out for many
years and are no longer considered rational and targeted for various reasons. CO2 capture and recovery
(CCU) is required. The CCU is already an anthropogenic cycle, the practical realisation of which is
growing rapidly, with the development of hydrogen
synthesis by the water electrolysis process (realisation of hydrogen energy process without the use of
hydrogen as fuel).
Unfortunately, the reaction of CO2 with hydrogen do
not proceed like to Fisher–Tropsch reaction and the
existing industrial catalysts are not suitable for the
process. New catalysts are needed for industrial
conversion of CO2 into useful products. Our group,
like many other groups around the world, is involved in the development of catalysts for the conversion of CO2 to methanol. Methanol is used as a
C1 feedstock for the synthesis of industrial organic
matter and fuels. The main methanol derivatives
are acetic acid, formaldehyde, methyl methacrylate,
methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE), dimethyl ether
(DME), and olefins. Important end products such
as adhesives, paints, LCD screens, sealants, foams,
lubricants, plastics, hardboard, and plywood are
produced from methanol, acetic acid, and formaldehyde. Methanol is a highly combustible, biodegradable fuel. The environmental and economic benefits
of methanol make it an attractive alternative fuel
for vehicles and boats, cooking and heating homes.
The possibility of supplying methanol with existing
infrastructure for fuel transport and distribution is
the basis of the so-called “methanol economy”. To
carry out studies in this line, equipment with an automatic Microactivity EFFI reactor has been used
(Fig. 6). The experimental results showed that our
synthesised Cu catalysts are able to provide CO2

Fig. 6
Investigation of catalysts for CO2 conversion.

conversion to methanol with good selectivity and
yield. Methanol was condensed in the reactor receiver and separated from the reactor as a methanol-water mixture. The aim of further research is
to increase the activity and selectivity of catalysts
for the CO2 conversion to methanol and partici-

pate in a pilot project on CO2 conversion with our
catalysts.
We hope to develop the most promising research
directions with the help of talented students, creating both new knowledge and products with practical application.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Professor, Dr. habil. chem. Valdis Kampars, full member of the Latvian Academy of Sciences, passed away on 23 February 2022. He studied chemistry at
Rīga Polytechnical Institute (now Riga Technical University, RTU) and all his
working life was associated with RTU: he was the head of the Department
of Chemistry and established the Institute of Applied Chemistry; he was the
Dean of the Faculty of Materials Science and Applied Chemistry, a lecturer
and creator of new study programmes. V. Kampars dedicated the last ten
years of his research to green thinking, which was related to biofuel raw
materials and their development technologies. The professor has published
105 Scopus indexed scientific articles. Valdis Kampars has received important awards: the Paul Walden Medal awarded by RTU (1994), the RTU Scientist of the Year Award (2009), the Gustavs Vanags Award awarded by the
Latvian Academy of Sciences (2011), and the Order of the Three Stars (2019),
the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) Inventor Medal (2020).
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PEATLANDS AND PEAT – MARSH
MANAGEMENT: MY THS AND SOLUTIONS

value products, such as peat moss substrates that
are recognised and used as substrates by professional and amateur gardeners around the world.
CONDITIONS FOR EXTRACTION OF PEAT

ULDIS AMERIKS, IGORS GRAURS

Historically swamps and marshes have been characterised in scholarly works and popular science
publications as ecosystems with certain negative
features. Thus, swamps are portrayed in our folklore as scary places with a negative aura. In recent
years, this image has changed, undoubtedly influenced by the ravages of the pandemic, with marshes becoming a recognisable element on Instagram.
Thanks to the presence of marked footpaths
through swamps they have become places worthy
of respect and awe. In addition to this popular image of swamps, formerly discussion of the commercial exploitation of peat bogs was a taboo, and,
in like manner, must take myths into account.
The origin of tales and myths about swamps in
Latvia very likely is related to popular observation
of the progressive advance that, in fact, flows from
the geographical location of the country in a moderate climate zone, one characterised by elements
of a maritime climate, i.e. a narrow range of low
average temperatures, increased precipitation, and
unstable weather conditions. It is also safe to say
that the formation of swamps and peatlands in
Latvia is due to a combination of natural physical
features and climate conditions.
Peatlands are distributed very unevenly throughout Europe, with more found in the northern Europe than in the southern part. Peatlands largely
reflect the local range of precipitation and temperature, i.e. few peatlands are found in regions
where summer temperatures are high and the climate is dry [1].
In Europe historically there has always been competition between amelioration of wetlands and
nature conservancy, the former promoting agriculture and forestry, and development of an urban environment, with many major metropolitan areas in
Europe built on swampy land, whose well-being
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has come about following drainage and reclamation of swamps. Until very recently, formation of
swampland was considered to be a nuisance, to be
solved by installing drainage systems; however,
the newest guidelines of the European Union (EU)
redefine the concepts of land reclamation and
peatlands.
Thus, for example, the Reclamation Law in force in
Latvia [2] defines land amelioration as land improvement, reducing the adverse effects of climatic conditions and ensuring long-term use of natural resources; we find, on the other hand, in the
new EU regulatory technical guidelines on carbon
farming [3], a completely new definition of what is
peatland: i.e. any land that contains peat (e.g.,
lawns, moors, grasslands) within the histic horizon.
The latter is defined as a surface layer of soil that,
when not exposed to drainage, consists of poorly
aerated organic material saturated with water
(without drainage) for 30 days or longer.
At the same time, such definitions, which are politically correct and are dogmatic revisions of previous ones, conform to a “contemporary” adoption of
paradigms, sustain new clichés of green thinking,
and provide the basis for creating new myths.
This notwithstanding it must be noted that the
peat industry was established at the same time as
the Republic of Latvia and is one of the traditional
sectors of the economy, alongside agriculture and
forestry. It has existed and developed independently of external or internal influence. It plays a major
role, especially regarding the impact on professional horticulture in the world and related industries,
ones where Latvia has become a leading player.
Given that over the past thirty years the use of peat
practically has been abandoned in energy production, pre-conditions were created for modernisation of peat production, resulting in high added

The total area of peat bogs is estimated at approximately 643 thousand ha, i.e. around 9.8% of the size
of the country – 208 400 ha in Vidzeme, 117 600 ha
in Kurzeme, 95 800 ha in Zemgale, and 221 500 ha
in Latgale [4]. Of these, only a part can be exploited
to extract peat in commercially viable quantities.
Industrial processes require peat to be accessible
over a certain extraction of a certain minimum area
and volume of peat contained therein. The industrial operations require an area of at least 100 ha with
a mean layer thickness of 2.5 m containing approximately 175 kg of dry peat per cubic metre [5]. The
total area of swamps in Latvia that may be thus exploited was around 350 thousand ha in Latvia.
Peat may be recovered providing the bog is not sited within a protected area and it has been shown
that it contains an industrially attractive peat stock.
On the other hand, the plan for peat extraction must
comply with the territorial plans of local government together with an environmental impact assessment. An essential condition is a geological
survey carried out by engaging specialists who determine the extent of the peat deposit, characteristics, quality, extent, etc. This information makes it
possible to draw conclusions and decide on whether extraction of peat is economically justified.
Once a licence has been granted for the extraction
from of subterranean layers a plan may be developed for a peat extraction project, preparation can
begin of the peat extraction site area selecting the
appropriate technology, establishing drainage systems for the extraction site, providing access pathways to storage areas for extracted peat, as well as
fire protection infrastructure.
MANAGEMENT OF BOGS – SUSTAINABLE USE
OF A NATURAL RESOURCE
Issues related to management of peat bogs after
their utilisation have evolved over the past ten
years, since in most cases, peat extraction was

begun in the past century. We define wetland
management to comprise responsible use of the
land, the swamps themselves regarding efficient
recovery of a natural resource, duly minimising
environmental impact during the peat extraction
process, and later – through remediation measures monitoring managing the recovery of swampy
areas. This includes taking responsibility for the
management of wetlands in terms of resource efficiency, as well as to swamp after use with environmental compensatory measures. As a proprietor SIA “Laflora”, considers wetland management
to be a distinct economic process. The potential
for this kind of land use serves to raise natural
resources with attendant socio-economic benefits. Efficient exploitation of a natural resource to
the benefit of proprietors and society as a whole
has to be defined in terms of specific aspects of
the bioeconomy, the circular economy, and climate
change.
MARSHES IN TERMS OF CARBON STORAGE
Peat has formed and accumulated because of incomplete decomposition of plant biomass under
conditions of increased humidity and oxygen starvation. Swamps sequester large amounts of atmospheric carbon dioxide via organic materials. Peat
ecosystems contain approximately 30% of the global terrestrial carbon (C) inventory. Hence, they are
one of the main components of the world’s C cycle.
It is estimated that the rate of carbon accumulation
in the Northern Hemisphere has averaged 23 ± 2 g
C m/year over the last 11 700 years and atmospheric C bound up in peat has reduced global temperatures by approximately 1.5 to 2°C.
Through photosynthesis, ombrotrophic bog plants
remove C in the form of absorbing carbon dioxide
(CO2) and thus separate C as a by-product of growing vegetation. C sequestration in bogs results from
fluctuations in the production of biomass on the
one hand, and the degree of decomposition of organic material on the other hand.
In the study on the build-up of the carbon in Teiči
Marsh, a raised bog located within Teiči Nature Reserve. The bog covers some 14 000 ha, and the
quantity of stored carbon is estimated to increase
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by 24 336 t C (89 313.12 t CO2e) per year; the bog
has accumulated over the past 180 years some
4.380 480 t C (4380.48 Kt or 0.00438 Gt) equal to
approximately 0.016076 Gt CO2e or 0.034129 ppm
of the increase over this period of time of CO2 in the
atmosphere [6].

CH4-C, kg·ha-1/year

Methane is far more consequential in the increasing the greenhouse effect, at a rate that is 20 times
greater than that for carbon dioxide, which latter
has thus far been seen as a major factor in global
warming. The peat bogs of Western Siberia, for example, contain 70 billion tons of methane.
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PEAT – A SLOWLY RENEWABLE RESOURCE
Currently peat is described in documents as a fossil
resource [7], notwithstanding that it has been
shown to be a slowly renewable resource (under favourable conditions at up to 4 mm per year).
It is noteworthy that studies have shown an increase in the quantity of peat, both in unscathed
areas of bogs as in those areas where a small system of drainage ditches have been dug excavation
of ditch systems has occurred.
Digging by hand of the first drainage ditches in Teiči
swamp (1920–1930), did not visibly impact the hydrological regime. Under the circumstances, impact
would be measured at 179 ± 14 g C m/year. From
1960 to 1999, installation of a drainage system involved the use of motor automated equipment that
affected the hydrology of the marsh, resulting in a
decrease in the rate of carbon accumulation, i.e. a
decrease in the rate of peat accumulation, which
led to reduction to 159 ± 48 g C m/year [8]. However, it is clear that there has been an increase in peat
production to a rate of 4 mm/year in both the unscathed part and that affected by peat recovery.
REDUCED RATE OF HARVESTING – A HUGE
CONTRIBUTION

A significant reduction in GHG emissions corresponding to 4.3 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent
per year would occur were the entire area used for
agriculture (158 000 ha) to be afforested.
PEATLANDS AND THEIR PEAT CONTENT ARE
A NATURAL RESOURCE THAT IS USED TO
MEET HUMAN NEEDS
Unfortunately, many myths persist today about
what happens to a swamp, when peat extraction
ends, or that they are threatened with extinction.
Statistical data may be erroneous, but figures do not
lie already, a significant number of marshes are inscribed in the list of identified nature areas afforded strict protection, ensuring that biodiversity is
safeguarded. For example, the number of marshes
in the category of protected habitats, “untouched
raised swamps”, or active marshes in which peat formation is taking place, occupy in total ~266 200 ha
or 41.7% of the wetland of Latvia. Approximately
27%, or ~83 000 ha of these are offered additional
protection being designated as Specially Protected
Nature Territories. By comparison, extraction of peat
in Latvia takes place over ~27 000 ha, or approximately 3% of the total area of peat bogs.
ON THE WAY TO CLIMATE NEUTRALITY

European Environment Agency data for 2016
Emissions due to peat use versus those from other sources – 2016 CO2 emissions in Europe
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Peat is an integral part of the circular economy, one
from which no waste is generated in horticulture, as
it is to be used repeatedly in the production processes and is returned to the soil at the end of the
growing cycle.
Approximately 25.1 million m3 of peat is produced
annually in Europe for use in horticulture and the
food industry, equivalent to 5.2 million tonnes of
CO2 emissions. Peat is shipped from Latvia mainly
to other countries in Europe, the Middle and Far
East and China, and it is used by around 750 million
people annually, corresponding to CO2 emissions of
6.9 kg CO2 per capita per year. By comparison, the
equivalent in terms of fuel consumption is 2–3 litres per year.
In addition, 6000 tree seedlings may be grown using just one cubic metre of peat, which are capable
of replanting 3 ha of forest, which latter would fix
some 1110 tonnes of CO2 in a 50-year perspective.

The European Commission has set a target for 30
years for the economy in Europe to become climate
neutrality within 30 years.
For the peat producer, this means assessing the balance between generation of emissions and their
mitigation as part of the peat harvesting process.
Hence the added value of products includes a
measure of the producer’s responsibility for meeting global challenges such as climate change, preservation of and increasing natural resources, social
well-being, and peace and quiet. Specifically, SIA
“Laflora” produces peat that is a biomass product
in the absence of which healthy food from plants
cannot be imagined. The marketable peat product
derives from raw material that has contributed to
removal of climate-warming gases. Plants laid
down as peat in bogs remove these gases from
the atmosphere. It is possible to achieve the above
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By its very nature the industrial park at Kaigu Peat bog will be in line with the growth strategy of the European Union, the European Green Course,
whereby the generation of renewable energy is aligned with its smart and practical consumption, in growing food in greenhouses, by restoration of
areas affected by mining in peat bogs, thereby providing a path for business, regions, and the country to achieve green transformation

A view of the infrastructure of a green industrial zone proposed at Kaigu Peat bog – energy-intensive industrial plants set alongside remediated
areas, whose output, thanks to a renewable energy source, will be climate neutral and form a part of a circular economy
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objectives already in the peat harvesting process
itself. This can be done effectively by exploiting areas where both resource extraction and product
use occur, which includes replanting, augmented by
alternative energy generation on site by setting up
a wind park in the area where biomass is harvested.
Areas affected by resource harvesting shall be remediated though planting soft fruit producing
bushes and other vegetation appropriate for the local environment, and stands of trees, thus ensuring
removal of emissions from the atmosphere. The
presence of bees and bumble bees, which are compatible with this industrial ecosystem, will attest to
the high degree of purity and also will enhance the
productivity of agricultural crops. Wind energy shall
partially meet production plant energy needs and
will partially compensate for emissions released
during the mining process. It is planned to develop a
green industrial zone, one based on wind energy, as
a renewable energy oasis, as an area for business
making use of infrastructure with regional significance. This zone would be developed by attracting
energy-efficient companies allowing them to develop new products, ones in line with the new climate
reality, creating new, sustainable jobs, at the same
time as producing alternative energy carriers, such
as renewable hydrogen from wind energy. This will
significantly improve the share of renewable energy
and alternative energy generation in the energy mix
Latvia, contributing to reaching by 2030 target laid
out in the National Energy and Climate Plan (50%
share of RES in the final consumption of electricity).
The goals as listed and the preamble may set our
agenda politically, but what is obvious cannot be
denied: in order to achieve climate neutrality, or in
other words, if the aim is to achieve it, then the role
of swamps and peat in its realisation cannot be
doubted.
Peat – the natural wealth of Latvia – must be used
wisely in terms of its long-term mining, generating
products with high added value, ensuring the
well-being of the people, and the future growth of
the country. Use of peat in Latvia can be sustainable
and is justified by a rise in natural capital in the
marsh sector; dispelling myths, it is climate-neutral,
when conceptually viewed broadly, both in the context of the country and the entire world.

A BASIS FOR SUSTAINABLE RESOURCE USE: SYNERGY OF SCIENCE, PRODUCTION, AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
The mining and economic exploitation of peat
clearly has both benefits and risks. Depending on
which side of the “front” one is on, we usually tend
to rely on arguments that are in favour of our position, and the discussion is concluded not in favour
of those whose arguments are right, but by the side
with a stronger political lobby, with more financial
resources available. Competent and constructive
cooperation between entrepreneurs, scientists, and
politicians is needed maximally to avoid such outcomes including decision-making. Only cooperation
at all levels can guarantee the situation where the
right decision will be taken, based on professional
expertise and in the long-term interests of our
country.
Among its various activities, the LAS Science Foundation set itself the task of identifying the most
pressing problems, the successful resolution of
which would have a positive impact on the development of our country. In addition, it would become
a collaborative platform, one bringing together specialists from different sectors and disciplines, thus
enabling making professional and well-informed
decisions touching important Latvian economic
spheres. It would also attract the relevant specialists who could deal with issues arising.
The Board of the LAS Science Foundation (SF) organised a discussion on 26 November 2021, to evaluate the Kaigu Peat bog Wind Park Project, as an
excellent example in the search for and delivery of
optimal and sustainable solutions. Many Latvian
experts and energy leaders participated. In general,
the potential of the project and its possibility is becoming a kind of trial land reclamation project,
which may not only be an example of good practice,
but also serve as a kind of practical laboratory
where novel solutions may be found under real
business conditions, and which would answer many
obscure questions.
As one of its activities, the SF has set itself the task
of identifying the most pressing problems, the successful resolution of which could have a positive
impact on the development of our country, as well
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as becoming a collaborative platform that can bring
together specialists from different sectors and
spheres and enable them to take the most professional and informed decisions in important economic spheres for Latvia and attract them to deal
with the needs.
A. Vanags, representing the Latvian Wind Energy Association, remarked during this discussion: “Excessive reliance on renewable energy resources can
lead to a reduction in their profitability due to overcapacity under certain operating regimes producing
energy that cannot be sold due to certain constraints and low demand. At the same time, any “surplus” of energy can be eliminated by using existing
opportunities or creating new ones for energy storage within the Baltic energy system. The development of high-capacity RES in this system would
lead to a significant reduction in atmospheric emissions; however, it is necessary to seek additional
solutions replacing fossil energy producing plants
in order to achieve zero emission.”
It is our belief that, during implementation of the
Kaigu Peat bog Wind Park Project, we might receive
answers to many vague questions, and find realistic
solutions for the development and future stabilisation of the Baltic energy system. Given that it is difficult to predict future energy prices, this is becoming more and more acute, and any solution that
strengthens Latvian energy independence is particularly important.

Translated by Eduards Bruno Deksnis
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Uldis Ameriks, Chairman of the Board of SIA “Laflora”, insists that the company’s products are part of Latvia’s
wealth, thanks to which our country is recognised worldwide: “We not only process and package this natural resource, but connect the material and spiritual components into the final product – it is a unique substance in
which there is continuous birth and growth – seed once planted grows as a flower, or healthy vegetables, or even
as an entire forest – this product exists as part of an endless cycle.”
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Uldis Ameriks is a hydraulic engineer, Chairman of the Board of SIA “Laflora”.
Dr. phil., Mg. oec. Igors Graurs has been active in science and higher education for the past ten
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THE UNIQUE PROPERTIES OF NATURE’S
WONDER – BETULIN
AIGARS PĀŽE, JĀNIS RIŽIKOVS, KRISTAPS STANKUS, INGUSS VIRSIS

COMMERCIALISATION
OF KNOWLEDGE

Although Latvia is relatively small in terms of territory, it is the fourth most forested country in Europe.
Forests cover 52% of the territory of Latvia, therefore, the wood processing industry in Latvia has historically been and still is one of the most important
in the national economy. This obliges us not only to
take care of forest management in accordance with
the best sustainability practices in the Nordic countries, but also to strive to add as much value as possible to each cubic metre of wood obtained in the
forest. Keeping pace with the European Green Deal,
we are aware of the important role of biomass, including wood, in mitigating the effects of climate
change, providing important options for alternatives of fossil resources in almost all areas. Therefore, in Nordic countries, as well as in Latvia, increasing capacity has been invested in the research
and development of chemical processing possibilities and technologies for wood processing by-products. In addition, the splitting of wood by-products
into individual compounds not only makes it possible to replace the use of petroleum refining products. It is a way to release extractives included in
the bark, which have huge potential in the food,
cosmetics, and pharmacy industries. One of the
most promising components of extractives with a
wide range of applications is betulin present in
high yields in birch bark – plywood production
by-product.
UNIQUE BETULIN IN UNIQUE BIRCH
The birch (Betula pendula, Betula pubescens) is a
species of deciduous tree found in the Northern
Hemisphere, one of the oldest in this climatic zone,
which has reached its evolutionary perfection. Latvia is located in the central part of the birch growing area. According to the forest inventory statisti-

cal data, birch is the most common tree species in
the country. Due to its physically mechanical properties, birch wood is unique, making it an excellent
raw material for the production of board materials
with an extremely wide range of applications. However, since ancient times, people have also widely
used non-wooden parts of birch – bark, leaves, buds,
discovering that they have excellent healing and
antiseptic properties.
With the development of technology and knowledge, research has shown that the external, white
layer or birch bark of Latvian birch contains biologically active substances, which make up about onethird of the birch outer bark mass [1, 2]. Birch outer
bark extractives are primarily composed of lupane-type pentacyclic triterpenes, mainly betulin,
betulinic acid, and lupeol. Very valuable biological
activities have been identified for these three compounds, including those that allow their derivatives
to be used in the treatment of various severe diseases in the future [3–10]. Betulin itself improves
liver function [4], regulates cholesterol levels [5]
and heals skin cells [6]. A betulin-related synthetic
compound has shown good results in drug trials
against HIV [7]. In scientific studies, betulin has also
demonstrated immunomodulatory [8] and anti-inflammatory properties [9], as well as indicated a
good potential in virus-like vaccine candidate
against SARS-CoV-2 [10]. Compounds of birch outer
bark extractives also have preservative, antioxidant,
emulsifier and supramolecular gel-forming properties [11, 12]. Betulin has also been identified for a
wide range of applications in the food and cosmetics industries. As a 100% natural, industrially sustainable raw material, in the future betulin could
replace various synthetic emulsifiers, preservatives
and antioxidants that are harmful to the human
body. Indications for the potential use of betulin in
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the chemical industry are also emerging. For example, in the production of adhesives and various polymeric materials [13, 14].
However, despite the fact that betulin as a chemical
compound has been studied worldwide, the industrial production and use of birch outer bark extractives for the production of consumer goods has not
been sufficiently commercialised to date.
BETULIN LAB

Main activity of the Betulin Lab is the development of methods for the
production of betulin of different purity using various types of solvents
and extraction methods

The “Latvijas Finieris” Group is the world’s leading
manufacturer and developer of birch plywood products, with supporting businesses also including the
chemical industry and mechanical engineering. Every
year more than 900 000 m3 birch round timber arrives at the factories of the company around the
Baltic Sea. Only about 1/3 of this volume becomes
the final product – plywood. The rest consists of
various by-products generated in the production

process – sawdust, technological chips, grinding
dust. There is also birch bark, which is mechanically
separated in the technological process and makes
up about 10% of the total volume of the veneer log.
The added value and development of the possibilities for the further processing of these by-products
has become particularly important in the last decade. As wood becomes an increasingly valuable resource in Europe, its maximum use and increasing
of application possibilities is one of the key elements in a company’s competitiveness. At the same
time, it gives a significant contribution to achieving
the goals of the European Green Deal and ensuring
global climate sustainability.
In recent years, “Latvijas Finieris” has paid special
attention to the possibilities of chemical processing
of birch bark – up to now the least valued by-product of plywood production, which is mainly used in
the energy sector as a fuel. For this purpose, a separate structural unit, Betulin Lab, has been established within the company’s Chemical Products
Plant, where research and technological development is carried out in close cooperation with the
leading Baltic wood science centre – Latvian State
Institute of Wood Chemistry (LSIWC). This creates
powerful synergies between international expertise in wood chemistry, product development experience and access to extensive birch bark resources.
Together with the leading scientists of the institute’s Biorefinery Laboratory, who have invested
many years in birch bark research, a pilot plant for
processing birch outer bark into high value-added
bioproducts was established in 2021 at the premises of Betulin Lab in Riga – the capital of Latvia. It
includes experimental technologies developed together with LSIWC scientists for the production of
extraction raw material – crushed birch outer bark,
as well as for the extraction of betulin with a purity
of 70–99.8%.
WE ARE SEARCHING FOR COOPERATION
PARTNERS

Betulin Lab technologies currently provide up to 210 dry tonnes of raw
material for the extraction of betulin annually
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Betulin Lab technologies currently provide up to
210 dry tonnes of raw material for extraction of betulin annually, but the potential volume which is
available companywide is at least five times larger.

According to worldwide research, the most promising applications for
the chemical properties of birch outer bark extractives are in the pharmacy, cosmetic and food industries, especially in food supplements

Betulin Lab technologies comply with the production of second grade pharmaceutical raw materials;
cooperation has been established and the first supplies of the raw material for extraction have been
supplied to one of Europe’s leading medical companies, which soon plans to launch two pharmaceuticals that could potentially be used to treat rare skin
conditions and severe burns. In order to help develop new research on the application of birch outer
bark extractives, we are open to cooperation and
the supply of raw materials to scientific institutions
and companies that have their own extraction capacities.
However, the goal of the Betulin Lab pilot plant is
not just to produce raw materials for extraction. Our
main activity is the development of methods for the
production of betulin and the production of betulin
using various types of solvents and extraction
methods. Therefore, we are looking for partners for
further scientific research and commercialisation
issues – potential interested parties in the use of
betulin and other birch outer bark extractives in
their industry. The competence of the Betulin Lab is
to provide the partners with the required degree of
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purity of betulin by developing and using the most
appropriate extraction method for the specific application. According to worldwide research, the
most promising applications for the birch outer
bark extractives are in the pharmacy, cosmetic and
food industries, especially in food supplements.
See www.betulin-lab.com

PATHWAY OF ANTIVIRAL DRUG
DEVELOPMENT FROM A LABORATORY TO
A COMMERCIAL PRODUCT: RELEVANCE
OF ANTIVIRAL DRUGS IN MEDICINE
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Interest in antiviral drugs continues unabated as
more and more new viruses in human and animal
populations, as well as new infectious diseases
are being discovered.
Since the 1970s, about 40 infectious diseases
have been discovered, including severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), Middle East respiratory
syndrome (MERS), Ebola, chikungunya, avian flu,
swine flu, Zika, and nowadays COVID-19 caused
by coronavirus. There are hundreds of coronaviruses, most of which circulate among animals.
Sometimes those viruses jump to humans. Four of
the seven known coronaviruses that sicken people cause only mild to moderate disease. Three
can cause more serious, even fatal, disease. SARS
coronavirus (SARS-CoV) emerged in November
2002 and caused SARS. That virus disappeared by
2004. MERS is caused by the MERS coronavirus
(MERS-CoV) identified in September 2012 and
continues to cause sporadic and localised outbreaks. The third novel coronavirus is called
SARS-CoV-2. It causes coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19), which emerged from China in December 2019 and was declared a global pandemic by the World Health Organization on 11 March
2020.
Particular attention is paid to the coronavirus
group. Science and pharmaceutical industry are
developing and testing the antiviral drugs. New
antiviral drugs are being developed and the existing ones are being tested for new infections.
The new products are both chemically synthesised ones and those of natural origin. Natural
products tend to have a broader spectrum of ac-

tion, which is particularly important when the virus is still new and poorly-studied.
In the middle of the last century, it became clear
that nucleic acids, in particular one form of nucleic acid, namely double-stranded ribonucleic
acid (dsRNA), have significant biological activities. This product was also first created by chemical synthesis, the resulting product being clearly
definable, standardisable and uniform. In parallel,
it was noticed that similar, ready-to-use dsRNA
products also existed in nature. Double-stranded
RNA forms are produced during the replication of
single-stranded RNA viruses as a transient structure, the so-called replication intermediate. Viral
(bacteriophage) mutants can be used to stop the
replication process at this stage, allowing the intermediate to accumulate.
This particular form turned out to have specific
biological properties, i.e. antiviral and immunomodulatory activity we are interested in.
Double-stranded RNA molecules, regardless of
their origin and nucleotide sequence, are able to
mobilise a number of cellular response mechanisms that result in a wide range of effects, including the establishment of an antiviral state
and the modulation of immune response.
The very process of dsRNA formation in the cell results in dsRNA chain fragments of unequal lengths,
so that the dsRNA molecules, once released
from the cell, are more or less unequal in length
and we obtain a heterogeneous population of
molecules in terms of molecular mass. The product is therefore not easy to standardise and is not
uniform enough to meet the classical requirements
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for registration. Therefore, manufacturers are in
need of partners who are willing and able to develop methods for determining the quality of the
product acceptable for registration. However, as
we move further into the clinic, it appears that
chemically synthesised dsRNA molecules tend to
be toxic and less suitable for the clinic, whereas
those isolated from the natural system (bacterium-bacteriophage) are tolerant to the organism,
well tolerated and cause virtually no adverse reactions. An explanation for this phenomenon remains to be sought.
HISTORY OF LARIFAN DEVELOPMENT
The history of Larifan dates back to interferon in
the 1960s. When interferon, a protein with antiviral properties, was discovered in 1957, it was a
major milestone in the fight against viral infections. At the beginning, there were high hopes
and expectations placed on interferon, as it was
believed that a universal antiviral agent had been
developed that would stop all viral diseases and
that it was a weapon in the fight against viruses
in general. Unfortunately, the first steps did not
live up to the hopes placed on them, as many and
varied obstacles and limitations to obtaining interferon itself became apparent.
The next step in this direction was the search for
optimal interferon inducers. It should be recalled
that the Institute of Microbiology of the Latvian
Academy of Sciences was one of the first research
institutions in the then USSR to get involved in
interferon and interferon inducer research already in the early 1960s. The ability to induce interferon synthesis in vertebrate cells (including
humans) was found in a large number of compounds, both synthetic and those of natural origin, but mostly they did not meet the criteria for
medicinal products. Various nucleic acid drugs
attracted attention, in particular the double-stranded forms of ribonucleic acids (dsRNA).
This is what Latvian researchers also chose to go
with already in the 1970s. Different dsRNA-producing systems were selected. This period was
followed by the development of a commercial
product, Larifan.
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Latvian scientists tested different dsRNA producing cell-bacteriophage systems and chose Escherichia coli Q 13 – bacteriophage f2 mutant sus 11
as the most productive and convenient. The product was obtained through biotechnology. The
production technology was developed, optimal
media for cultivation of E. coli and bacteriophages were selected. At the moment, the company is
still working in this system. The very first attempts for development of this type of product
were taken in the USA already in the 1950s and in
Czechoslovakia in the 1960s, but in different production systems, different technologies, and both
were quickly swallowed up by what seemed to be
an inability to solve the production problems.
In the 1990s, the production and further development of Larifan was taken over by the newly established company of the same name, SIA “Lari
fāns”. The company gradually further improved
and refined the production technology, tested
and selected the optimal raw materials, improved
the production line and modified various other
technological nuances. Concurrently with the
production of the active substance, the company
is working on the development, production, and
registration of new formulations containing Larifan. Thanks to the repeated support of the Investment and Development Agency of Latvia (LIAA),
the company employees have participated in numerous international exhibitions, mainly in
South-East Asia, seeking foreign markets. Some
of these searches proved successful, which further enabled the development of export of the
products.
ANTIVIRAL AND IMMUNOMODULATORY
PROPERTIES OF LARIFAN AND THEIR
APPLICATIONS
The dsRNA formulation developed in Latvia was
further tested for both physicochemical and biological properties. The leading institutes of virology of the former USSR (now Russia) took part
in the tests, and there was also long-standing
bilateral cooperation with Eastern European countries (Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, GDR, Bulgaria). Larifan was tested in virtually all models

of viral infections available in the territory of the
USSR at the end of the last century in Latvia and
at the Moscow Institute of Virology, both in tissue
cultures and in experimental animals. Tests against
herpes, influenza, papilloma, respiratory syncytial,
rhino, tick-borne encephalitis, encephalomyocarditis, foot-and-mouth disease, vesicular stomatitis, Semiliki, Sindbis, Aujeszky, rabies, Omsk haemorrhagic fever viruses were carried out and all
viruses were found to be sensitive to the antiviral
activity of Larifan. In later years, further evidence
of antiviral activity of Larifan was found for other
emerging viruses such as Dengue fever, Japanese
encephalitis (JEV) in mice and Zika in mice for
which no data have yet been published.
As for another property of Larifan, its effect on
the body’s immune system responses, first of all,
its ability to induce interferon should be mentioned.
Larifan has been repeatedly recognised as a highly active interferon inducer, which can have a significant impact on antiviral immunity. Antiviral
immunity is mediated by non-specific factors at
the early stage of infection, i.e. non-specific innate immunity is triggered before specific immunity has developed. Non-specific immunity consists of interferons and natural killers, which are
the earliest responses and are activated within a
few hours of the first exposure to the virus. This is
why interferons are rightly called the first protective barrier encountered by any attacking virus.
Specific immunity consists of immunoglobulins
and T-lymphocytes. Immunoglobulins, or antibodies, neutralise the virus while it is outside the
cell, while cytotoxic lymphocytes act on the intracellular phase by destroying the entire cell in
which the virus is replicating. This process takes
several days (on average seven days) while the
non-specific immune response takes only a few
hours.
Recently, it has become clear that interferon, and
therefore Larifan as an interferon inducer, plays
an important role in coronavirus replication. This
is demonstrated by a large multi-country collaborative study (2017). It has been shown that in order for coronaviruses to start replicating, they
first try to limit the innate immunity of the organ-

ism, i.e. they eliminate the above-mentioned protective barrier, namely interferon. Thus, the presence of interferon appears to be necessary to
prevent coronaviruses from replicating. This
means that the presence of interferon must be
enhanced at the points where the virus comes
into contact with the organism – i.e. at the infection entrance point. Topical action products containing Larifan are particularly useful for this
purpose. They will work both before the disease
(prophylactically) and at the onset of the disease.
Further investigation of Larifan showed that, in
addition to interferon induction, it also induces
an increase in the synthesis of many other cytokines in the cell, such as interleukins (6,10, 23,
etc.), TNF-alpha, GM-CSF and others.
Studies on the effects of Larifan on ex vivo (outside the body) cultured human blood lymphocytes
show that Larifan acts as an activator of T and B
lymphocytes as well as NK cells and stimulates
the differentiation of T lymphocytes into activated effector cells. This means that antibody production is stimulated, which practically manifests
itself as immunologic adjuvant activity and can be
used in vaccinations to enhance vaccine efficacy.
This is a direction worth developing even more so
because as it has already been shown in the 1980s
in models of influenza, herpes, and rabies infections that administration of Larifan both shortly
before and after vaccination significantly increases the effectiveness of vaccines. In turn, the differentiation of T lymphocytes into activated effector
cells means that activated lymphocytes become
more aggressive against target cells, which is of
particular importance in oncology.
This opens up new possibilities for further use of
Larifan in the field of health protection.
In the context of today’s pandemic, particular interest has been focused on coronaviruses and the
means to fight them. The developers of Larifan
have already submitted an application to the European Medicines Agency (EMA) on 15 May 2020
with a request to evaluate Larifan as a potential
therapeutic against SARS-CoV-2.
The evaluation is still ongoing and in the meantime, on the advice of the EMA consultants, additional studies on the effect of Larifan on
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SARS-CoV-2 in in vitro and in vivo systems are being carried out.
Shortly before the publication of this article, information was received from researchers with the
following conclusion: “The inhibition of SARSCoV-2 replication in vitro and the reduction of the
viral load in the lungs of infected hamsters treated with Larifan alongside the improved lung histopathology, suggests a potential use of Larifan
in controlling the COVID-19 disease in humans.”
However, strong, interested and committed clinical research partners are already needed to bring
the product to clinical use in diseases caused by
SARS-CoV-2.
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PRODUCTS
CONTAINING LARIFAN
Over the years, SIA “Larifāns” has developed a
product line that includes both systemic and local action products and offers them to the domestic market as well as for export. In addition to
injectable formulation, the line also includes
ointment, spray, lip balm, toothpaste, supposito-

ries, pessaries, hygienic hand gel, jelly sweets, etc.
Most of these are local action products, which
have the advantage that the active substance can
be delivered directly to the problem area. This is
all the more important in case of new and understudied viral infections, keeping the potential to
use these products also in SARS-Cov-2 cases.
The company products are already being exported to Estonia, Lithuania, Moldova, Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan, Vietnam, Russia, and exports to Georgia are regular and intensive. The company is still
working on foreign markets and developing new
products.
Overall, Larifan, first, acts directly on the intracellular stage of viral replication, i.e. to a major replication phase similar for many viruses, including
coronaviruses and, second, due to interferon induction, activate the innate non-specific immunity, which switches on immediately after the first
contact with the attacking virus. Thus, in the first
hours, the first antiviral protection barrier is
formed, which is non-specific against any virus,
including emerging viruses.
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ON NEW TRENDS IN INCREASING THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
DMITRY BABARYKIN

“Food supplements are concentrated sources
of nutrients (i.e. mineral and vitamins) or other
substances with a nutritional or physiological
effect that are marketed in “dose” form (e.g.,
pills, tablets, capsules, liquids in measured
doses). A wide range of nutrients and other ingredients might be present in food supplements, including, but not limited to, vitamins,
minerals, amino acids, essential fatty acids, fibre and various plants and herbal extracts.”
(https://www.efsa.europa.eu/en/topics/topic/
food-supplements).
On the one hand, food supplements (FS) are a type
of food and their production and turnover are regulated by relevant regulations. On the other hand, we
are talking about healthy food products, which motivate the consumption of FS with the desire to improve health and quality of life. Traditional FS in the
formulation of tablets and capsules for consumers
often cause associations with medicines. Such a
dual status of FS in the public consciousness is the
ground both for their use by consumers instead of
pharmaceuticals, and an incentive for the business
of unscrupulous traders. The mention of its health
effects in the product labelling is attractive to FS
manufacturers and distributors, since it increases
sales. But at the same time, it is alarming drug manufacturers and pharmacists who are afraid of losing
customers due to their “switching” to FS. There is no
denying that there is a certain conflict of interest
between the pharmaceutical and food industries on
a global scale.
There is also a third group of factors contributing
to the well-known turbulence of public opinion
regarding FS. The authorities that control the
turnover of food in the mass media tirelessly inform that FS does not impact health (although it

is not easy for the consumer to understand how
the term “physiological functions” differs from the
concept of “health”). This is explained by the logical desire of the authorities to prevent the population from using FS instead of medicines. However, scientific information about the safety and
specific biological effects of natural substances,
confirmation of their functionality in accordance
with the requirements of evidence-based medicine appear much earlier than such information
(health claims) enters the EFSA (European Food
Safety Authority) database and other regulatory
documents regulating food turnover. Such a situation contributes to the appearance on the Internet
of countless unprofessional interpretations of information, “justifications” for the appearance of
new “miraculous” FS, vulgarisation of scientific
knowledge, complicates educational work with
the population.
Unfortunately, the official position of the medical
community is also to deny the health effect of FS,
although sometimes doctors, based on their own
experience, recommend their patients to take some
FS. The indiscriminate denial of the health effect of
everything that does not have the status of a medicine is met with misunderstanding on the part of
the population, if only because such a position is in
contradiction with the world experience of traditional medicine, from the depths of which pharmacology and pharmacy have grown, as well as the
foundations of ideas about healthy nutrition, functional products, and FS.
If, in addition to the above, we take into account the
extensive range of FS on the market, sales both in
grocery stores and pharmacies, a huge turnover in
monetary terms, it becomes clear why the main goal
of using FS – improving the quality of life – is not
always achieved.
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What is the role of FS in the life of modern society,
what are the trends in the development of new
products, how do new phenomena (viral pandemics,
climate change, etc.) affect this process, what are
the prospects for the development of the relevant
industry?
One of the arguments of those who oppose the use
of FS is as follows. A balanced and varied diet will
satisfy all the needs of the average consumer without additional intake of nutrients. Indeed, there is a
wide range of local and exotic products on the market. However, there are a number of reasons for additional enrichment of the diet:
• the environment, the chemical composition of food
change faster than adaptation and hereditary consolidation of the corresponding functional changes
in the human body occur; for example, as a result of
breeding, sweeter varieties of fruits become more
widespread, the bitter taste of plants is levelled by
reducing the content of such useful bitterness;
• the volume and range of consumed xenobiotics
(medicines, cosmetic products, household chemicals, etc.) modifying biochemical processes is
growing;
• phytochemicals reduce the risk of developing resistance of viruses and bacteria to medicines;
• the development of personalised nutrition based
on taking into account individual nuances of the
diet requires the presence of a whole “library” of
relevant substances;
• an increase in life expectancy makes it necessary
not only to additionally take certain nutrients
(calcium to prevent osteoporosis), but also to
“turn off”’ some of them from the metabolism
(iron at risk of Alzheimer’s disease).
Humanity is facing new challenges that stimulate
research on the development of new FS and functional nutrition. Thus, an increase in the exposure
time of the skin to ultraviolet radiation due to climate change leads to an increase in the risk of developing skin melanoma. To reduce this risk, the use
of sunscreens is clearly insufficient and requires the
additional use of special food and FS. The fight
against the coronavirus pandemic that has been going on for two years has shown that despite the indisputable importance of vaccination, it does not
solve all the problems.
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We can only welcome the reports of virologists
about the need for widespread use of non-pharmacological products with antiviral activity, which
will be an addition to periodic vaccination. In conditions of constantly mutating viruses, such products (in FS status) are very promising. Our longterm experience with black elderberry fruit extract,
curcumin and other phytochemical compounds
confirms this.
It should be noted that as the popularity of FS
increases, new trends appear in terms of the demand for new ready for use formulations of
these products. As noted above, сapsules and
tablets in consumers often cause associations
with medicines, which, if it is necessary to use FS
regularly, reduces customers’ compliance. There
is an increasing need to use such formulations
that provide the possibility to consume active
substances in a wider range of dosages and
bring FS as close as possible to the taste and
appearance of conventional food. Therefore,
there is a growing demand for powders in sachets, liquids in 50–100 ml vials, boluses, bars,
spreads, etc.
The consumer does not proceed from the formal
definition of FS (affecting organism functions), but
sees them as means to improve health and the
quality of life. Otherwise, the motivation to use FS
disappears. Of course, the degree of this influence
is determined by many factors, but the strategic
trend in the development of the food industry is
the manufacturing of more effective functional
products. This task can be solved only in collaboration with scientists and doctors. With this in mind,
in 2001, a private Institute of innovative Biomedical Technologies was founded, bringing together
scientists (biologists, doctors, chemists, technologists) and an experimental manufacturing unit “FitoBALT” under a common roof. Taking into account
the requirements of the time, the creation of highly effective dietary supplements and functional
products requires new approaches to their creation.
Our twenty years of experience in the development and production of innovative dietary supplements indicates the feasibility of modifying algorithms in this area.

Changing approaches concern all stages of the
creation of FS. For example, the use of plant extracts as raw materials is regulated by the requirement of their standardisation, i.e. it is assumed
that extracts from different manufacturers, but
standardised by the active substance, will provide
the same effectiveness of finished dietary supplements. However, this does not always happen. Concomitant compounds are also of great importance
for the biological activity of phytochemicals, the
content of which depends on the plant variety,
growing conditions, and other factors. However,
regulatory documents do not require an assessment of the actual effectiveness of the finished
product.
This problem is closely related to the question
of the interaction of various biologically active
substances that make up FS. For example, in order to enhance the immune-stimulating effect
of echinacea, the manufacturer combines this
ingredient with another well-known immunomodulator – licorice, hoping to provide synergy
of the effects of these ingredients. However, in
addition to the desired synergy, you can get the
opposite effect (antagonism) or the absence of
any interaction of the ingredients. When combining not two, but more substances, there are
even more outcome options. The problem is that
it is theoretically impossible to predict the biological activity of mixtures of phytochemicals,
and the manufacturer’s information about the
effectiveness of the finished FS is to a certain
extent declarative. The way out of the situation
is seen in testing the product on live objects in
vitro and/or in vivo. At the current level of knowledge, in silico methods are still far from practical use.
How appropriate is it to use highly purified phytochemicals in the production of dietary supplements? Unlike pharmacological products, the benefits of this are not obvious in relation to FS.
Purification of raw materials leads to a significant
increase in the cost of FS. In addition, the biological activity of chemically pure plant ingredients
will differ from that of an extract with a greater or
lesser degree of purity. This is clearly seen in the
example of herbal teas.

In recent years, technologies have been rapidly developing to increase the functionality of plant derivatives by fractionation based on molecular
weight, using ultrafiltration. Thanks to this technology, it is possible to obtain combinations of
phytochemicals with the necessary functional
properties from juices and extracts. We used ultrafiltration to vector modify the functionality of vegetable juice.
DEVELOPMENT OF RED BEET ROOT JUICE
FRACTIONATION TECHNOLOGY USING
ULTRAFILTRATION
The aim of the project was to develop a FS with
the ability to stimulate iron absorption in the intestine in iron deficiency anaemia by activating
cellular mechanisms of iron ion transport. Initially, the juices of 24 species of vegetables were
screened in order to select the source of raw
materials for processing. Juice samples were
evaluated for their ability to stimulate iron absorption of the chicken’s intestinal mucosa in
vitro. Red beet (Beta vulgaris) was chosen as the
most active plant. The specific activity of juices
of 14 varieties of red beet was screened. As a
result, one variety was identified whose juice efficiency significantly exceeded other varieties.
With the help of preparative chromatography,
the juice fraction was isolated and its molecular
weight limits were established. Further fractionation was carried out by ultrafiltration using
semipermeable membranes with appropriate
parameters.
The biological effects of the obtained beet juice
fraction were studied in vitro, in situ, as well as in
vivo on animals with experimental models of iron
deficiency anaemia and other pathologies. Clinical
observations were also carried out in humans. As a
result of the conducted research, the manufacturing of two FS with relevant functional properties
was developed and organised – correction of haemoglobin blood level in people with iron deficiency anaemia, as well as pronounced stimulation of
capillary blood flow, which is very important not
only for the sick, but also for healthy individuals,
including athletes.
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Fig. 2
BetaVUSAN. Fractionated by ultrafiltration red
beetroot juice. It has a pronounced ability to
stimulate capillary blood flow and restore blood
hemoglobin levels in iron deficiency anemia

Fig. 1
Red beetroot processing and developed product’s health
effects (Babarykin D. A. et al. Red Beet (Beta vulgaris) impact
on human health. J. Biosci. Med., 2019, Vol. 7, pp. 61–79)

Fig. 3
Don’t sleep. Natural caffeine free
energy drink. No sugar added

It should be noted that the described research algorithm made it possible to create not only innovative healthy food products, but also to develop a
technology for waste-free processing of red beet
(Fig. 1).
Fractionation by ultrafiltration, ultra-grinding, reducing the allergenicity of plant raw materials, increasing the bioavailability of the most important
ingredients of products, increasing the safety and
nutritional value of fast food, developing methods
to reduce the glycaemic index of food, improving
the safety of processed meat products, stimulating
the creation of waste-free food technologies – this
is only a small part of the directions for intersectoral research that will lead to the creation of new
conventional and functional products, food additives that contribute to improving the quality of human life, preserving the environment and climate.
Undoubtedly, these goals can be achieved provided
that the expected effects of the developed healthy
food products are scientifically proven.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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Fig. 4
KUMAT-antivir. Composition of plant extracts
effective in respiratory viral diseases
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RESEARCH ON WOOD PROTECTION
PROBLEMS IN LATVIA
BRUNO ANDERSONS

FORESTRY,
AGRICULTURE, AND
FOOD INDUSTRY

The forest sector is an important area in Latvia from
all three traditional aspects – economic (contribution to GDP, import-export balance, employment),
ecological (“the Lungs of the Earth”, CO2 sequestration, renewable resources) and social (jobs, recreation). Sustainable, reasonable, economic use of
wood in construction, and living environment is one
of the traditional components of the sector, which
is being given increased attention in connection
with the wider use in construction and innovative
solutions to wood materials. In this context, wood
durability issues are not outdated.
In the broadest aspect, a pioneer in wood research,
including wood protection in Latvia, was Professor Arvīds Kalniņš (1894–1981). Already in the
1920s–1930s, he became intensely acquainted
with forest and wood science, visiting all the leading centres of Europe. Along with forestry, wood as
an important forest value, and the possibilities of
its use from woodworking to chemical processing
became a lifelong task of A. Kalniņš’ research. After the Second World War, in 1946, under the initiative of A. Kalniņš, under the auspices of the Latvian
Academy of Sciences (LAS), the Institute of Forestry
Problems of the LAS was established. In 1966, it became the leading institute of the field throughout
the USSR. Over time, the Institute transformed into
the Institute of Wood Chemistry of the LAS (now –
Latvian State Institute of Wood Chemistry, LSIWC),
standing out in forest research as a separate organisation. Already from the first days of the foundation
of the Institute, protection of wood became one of
the strategic directions of research. The laboratory
grew, developed, survived ups and downs, and survived the difficult times of science in the 1990s.
Along with deep practical studies, such as the protection of supports of power transmission lines
and sleepers, new wood preservatives and wood

impregnation methods were developed, and wood
biodegradation processes and mechanisms were
studied. Extensive studies were conducted on the
biodegradation of wood in outdoor conditions.
In Latvia, one of the five testing grounds of the USSR
was established, in which the degradation of untreated and preservative-treated wood in outdoor conditions and soil depending on climatic conditions and
wood species was investigated. Unfortunately, due to
the “Iron Curtain”, only in very rare cases the results
gained wider publicity beyond the borders.
The knowledge accumulated in the course of many
decades and the succession of research made it
possible to adapt to the changing requirements in
the field of wood protection, finding new solutions
to urgent problems.
This year, the laboratory, along with the Institute,
celebrates the 75th anniversary of its existence,
like one of the world’s leading wood protection research centres – Forest Products Lab at Mississippi
State University. In 2020, the laboratory’s research
in the field of wood protection was announced by
the LAS as one of the most significant achievements
in Latvian science of the year.
Currently, wood as a renewable material with
unique technical characteristics, is gaining increasing application in construction. So that wood materials would be able to compete in the diverse modern building materials market, elimination of the
drawbacks of wood is essential. Under the influence
of environmental factors, wood is subject to abiotic
and biotic degradation processes, which significantly shortens the service life. Every year in the world,
several million m3 of quality wood are used to replace damaged wooden structures and elements.
To extend the service life, especially in the outdoor
environment, wood is treated or impregnated with
degradation limiting preparations.
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These problems in the protection of wood brought
up to date the development of wood modification
methods. Searching for new solutions, around 2010,
the method of thermal modification of wood, studied in the 1930s, was brought to light. Its principle is the relatively gentle thermal treatment of
wood in an environment with a low concentration
of oxygen (in a water vapour or nitrogen medium,
in a vacuum). From an environmental point of view,
thermal modification (TM) of wood is a relatively
environmentally friendly method of improving durability characteristics without the use of biocides.
Surprisingly, the method of TM gave an impetus to
industrial application within a short time, despite
the incomplete knowledge of the properties and

Changes in the wood cell wall as a result of heat treatment
(above – before, below – after modification)

Today, more and more stringent requirements are
imposed on wood preservatives, similar to chemical
compounds in other areas. At the beginning of this
century, a significant breakthrough in the chemical
protection of wood took place – the use of the most
widely used arsenic and chromium compounds was
banned, under the question is the use of creosote.
As a matter of urgency, new, so-called second-generation preparations have been developed, which
contain basic copper compounds as the dominant
biocide, and organic biocides to broaden the spectrum of protective efficacy. However, these compositions are less effective, therefore, to ensure the
economically justified service life of wood, higher
quantities of preparations should be introduced
into the wood, which, after the end of the service
life, makes to classify wood as hazardous waste,
with the corresponding disposal limits.
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Distribution of lignin in the cell wall before and after modification by
the UMPS method

aspects of use of the modified wood. Simultaneously with the industrial introduction worldwide, intensive improvement of TM methods and the study of
TM wood was conducted.
During this time, also the Laboratory of Wood Biodegradation and Protection, LSIWC started the
study of thermal modification processes and the
optimisation of technological parameters for the
improvement of biodurability and physical properties of wood of different tree species. There has
been already relatively a lot of data on coniferous
wood TM, so we started a detailed study of deciduous wood – alder, aspen, ash, and birch – TM in order to expand the possibilities of using these species in construction – indoors and outdoors. In the
Laboratory, experimental pilot equipment (WTT,
Denmark) was purchased for modification, and a
comprehensive study of TM wood and wood composite materials (plywood) was conducted. To understand the TM action, the processes occurring in
the material at the macro-, micro-, and sub-microscopic level were studied using chemical analysis
and instrumental research methods (FTIR, Py/GCMS, TGA, DSC, microscopy, etc.). The studies showed
that TM wood, compared to unmodified wood, has a
significantly different structure and chemical composition, and the autocatalytic reactions of the cell
wall components occurring in the wood result in
different physical and mechanical properties of the
modified material, respectively, the service properties. In cooperation with foreign colleagues, wood
changes as a result of thermal action were studied
with modern research equipment – X-ray computed tomography (visualisation of changes in the microstructure of wood), UV microphotospectrometry
(changes of the lignin component in the cell wall).
When evaluating the results of the biodegradation
of wood with rot fungi and analysing the activity
of enzymes of these fungi in contact with unmodified and TM wood, a hypothesis was put forward regarding the changes in enzyme production as one
of the reasons for the biodurabilty of TM wood. In
order to be able to recommend the TM method for
the production of wood products, as well as to interest buyers in the new product, the service characteristics of the resulting products – strength in
static and dynamic loads, interaction with moisture

and water, bioresistance against rot and colouring
fungi, optical and surface parameters’ changes in
artificial and outdoor ageing conditions – were
comprehensively described. As a result of the studies, the optimal technological parameters of TM for
obtaining deciduous wood with improved and predictable durability characteristics were elucidated.
When using wood for finishing, its decorative properties are also important. In outdoor conditions,
the decorative properties of TM wood deteriorated
– the brown colour obtained in the process became
grey. A more detailed study of the spectral sensitivity of TM wood to solar radiation depending on the
wavelength, considering the hydrophobic properties of the TM wood surface revealed the need to

Pilot plant for hydrothermal modification of wood (WTT, Denmark)
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Dr. D. Cīrule prepares a test for artificial aging of wood in a chamber

create protective coatings specifically for TM wood.
To retain the decorative properties of the surface
in outdoor conditions, a water-based coating composition for thermo-wood was developed. It is protected with a Latvian patent “Protective coating for
thermally modified wood” [1].
In the process of the production and processing of
thermo-wood, residues are formed. In the Laboratory, it was studied how they can be used in wood
polymer materials (WPM), obtaining composites
with higher biodurability, better water and moisture
resistance properties and shape stability, compared
to non-modified wood-containing WPM. The main
results of the study are presented in publications
in editions with high citation index [4–12], and a
European patent application was filed [2].
The acquired knowledge about the transformations of birch wood in the TM process was used
to study the possibilities of expanding the application of an industrially produced product –
birch plywood. Specialists of Latvia’s largest birch
plywood manufacturer – JSC “Latvijas Finieris”

Wood thermally modified in a pilot plant.

Dr. H. Sansonetti evaluates the aging of experimental samples under
outdoor conditions
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participated in this study. Optimal stacking solutions were found in a TM chamber to assure the
sheet quality, the characteristics of TM veneers
were studied for the selection of optimal processing parameters, and the energy and material
consumption in the thermal treatment of veneers
was determined. The service properties of plywood, glued from TM veneers, and finished modified plywood were analysed in detail. Compliance
with the requirements of standards for exterior
plywood was established for the most important service properties (mechanical and adhesive
strength). The results have shown that birch plywood glued together from TM veneers is the most
promising for production. Potential changes in the
properties when using TM plywood were assessed
in ageing tests in a laboratory chamber and outdoor conditions, recording changes in colour and
surface hydrophobicity, crack formation and biodegradability dynamics. Based on the results of
the study, the license object “Method for improving the service properties of plywood” was formulated. The most significant results of research on
TM plywood have been published in [14–17].
The results of several years of research allowed
not only to find the optimal parameters of TM for
different deciduous tree species, but also to assess
the limitations of the application of the method.
The obtained results allow using TM aspen, alder
in places where high load resistance is not required
(non-load-bearing structures), for example, in saunas, furniture and so on. It was found that the necessary parameters of TM processing to ensure high bio
resistance against rot fungi significantly worsened
the strength characteristics of the wood, especially
the impact resistance. An objective assessment of
the limitations of industrial production technologies led to the search for innovative, industrially,
and economically acceptable solutions for improving the durability of wood, defining as an objective
an eco-innovative competitive wood product with
technical characteristics compliant with standards,
and a predictable service life. A hypothesis was put
forward that a positive result can be achieved by
combining TM and impregnation (Imp) and obtaining a synergistic effect. This combined treatment,
while retaining the strength properties of TM wood

and ensuring biodurability, would allow lowering
the TM temperature and at the same time introducing lower quantities of the wood preservative,
which would benefit from the viewpoint of both environmental protection (lower amount of the used
biocides, and simpler way of disposal after the end
of the service life) and energy saving (lower energy
consumption in the modification process). The task
of the study was to obtain knowledge about the interaction between the two methods of wood protection, to understand the transformations of wood
in both processes and the mutual influence, and
to elucidate the service properties of the obtained
materials. In only a couple of publications, we found
reports of similar studies, but they were conducted
on small samples of wood using small laboratory
equipment. Our goal was to study the processes
in experimental pilot plants, in conditions close to
production, by subjecting samples of boards to processing.

An example of the use of thermally modified wood in facades
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During the research on the wood of the most important coniferous and deciduous species in Latvia,
namely, pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) and birch (Betula
spp.), two sequences of both methods were tested:
TM – Imp and Imp – TM. In TM, the lower TM processing regimes previously found for these species
were used, which allows maintaining strength indices within acceptable limits.
For impregnation, a copper – organic biocide containing preparation was chosen, widely used for
industrial chemical protection of wood. The concentrations of the working solution were selected
in such a way that the quantities introduced in the
wood were below the limit values established by
the Nordic Wood Preservation Council (NWPC) for
the corresponding group of preparations. The most
important properties of use were determined for
the materials obtained through both treatment sequences, the effect of TM on the quality of impregnation was assessed, and the optimal treatment sequence and the optimal parameters for each wood
species were defined. The penetration by diffusion,
distribution, and fixation (formation of water-insoluble compounds) of the biocide in wood were scrupulously studied, which depend on the treatment
and correlation of these factors with the properties of biodurability. Potentially more promising
products were characterised by their components’
composition and properties (strength, interaction
with moisture and water, colour stability, biocide
fixation/ leaching, bioresistance in laboratory tests),
ageing and biodurability in outdoor tests were evaluated. When summarising the data obtained, the
most promising double processing sequence and
optimal parameters were selected. The most important results are reflected in publications and confirmed in the Latvian patent “Wood impregnation
method” [3].
As part of the project, the methodology and software for developing Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) and
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) was mastered as a fundamentally new direction for the Laboratory. LCI was
developed for pine and birch wood grown in Latvia,
and LCA – for the most potentially promising wood
materials obtained by combined processing. LCI is
one of the main and most voluminous parts of LCA;
it contains data characterising the life cycle of the
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product (energy consumption, emissions, material
consumption, etc.) in connection with the impact of
these factors on the environment. A new approach
to the collection of LCI data for wood raw materials
was developed, taking into account the time factor
at the production stage of the product. This has so
far been ignored in the field of wood products evaluation, assuming that the production process of the
product under analysis does not change in time and
that the extraction of the raw material is approximated to the present situation. Such a statistic approach is appropriate for products that have a relatively short production cycle and do not undergo
significant changes in the production technology
and principles. In the case of wood products, such
assumptions lead to significant discrepancies, given that the growth of wood in the production process of wood products (from seed to tree of felling
age) takes a very long time (50 years or more). The
project’s newly developed LCI data collection methodology for a more and relevant characterisation
of the production process is based on an interdisciplinary approach, integrating data from forestry,
environmental science, and wood harvesting history. Within the framework of the project, based on
the newly developed approach, LCI was compiled
for pine and birch growing in Latvia, which have
reached the felling age (101–121 years for pine
and 51–71 years for birch), thus demonstrating the
applicability of interdiciplinarity. A significant role
in the creation of LCI was played by the cooperation
with specialists of the JSC “Latvian State Forests”
and the Latvian State Forest Research Institute “Silava”. It should be noted that the data sets created
for birch and pine are innovative and unique, and
can be used for further assessment of the environmental impact of various Latvian wood products.
These sets of wood raw material data, further combined with the inventory data of a particular wood
product, can be used not only for the creation of a
product LCA, but also for the Environmental Product
Declarations of wood construction products, which
will be and in some cases is already a vital tool for
ensuring competitiveness in the market.
Using the collected data, LCA for Imp-TM birch and
pine wood was developed and an economic assessment was conducted. When assessing the costs of

the wood raw material, TM and Imp processes and
human resources, an economic confirmation of a
potentially more promising combined treatment
in Imp-TM has been obtained. When determining
the total costs of the products, it is concluded that
the largest part of the costs consists of the costs
of wood, human resources, and electricity consumption in the TM process. When switching to industrial production, the costs of a wood product will
decrease several times, considering a significantly
larger amount of the material to be processed in
one cycle [18–23].
The current laboratory projects focus on a number
of topics: modelling of environmental conditions in
museum premises for preserving the funds’ wooden
artefacts; ensuring the quality of impregnation of
glued wood; improving the antibacterial properties
of wood and expanding the use of wood in public,
including health settings.
An important area of activity of the Laboratory is the
cooperation with manufacturers – both by advising
on impregnation and thermal treatment issues, and
by regularly conducting impregnation quality testing. Manufacturers use the laboratory equipment
for feasibility studies for the development of new
preparations or process optimisation. Within the
framework of the projects in the competence centre
of the forest sector, practical issues urgent for manufacturers, regarding the improvement of product
characteristics, environmental safety and economic
efficiency, are being resolved.
Over many years, the Laboratory has cooperated
with cultural heritage managers, including both research and identification of fungal and insect damage, and consultations on pest control plans and activities, and prevention of repeated damage. Among
the cooperation partners, there are both churches
of different denominations and museums, including
the Ethnographic Open-Air Museum of Latvia and
Rundāle Palace Museum.
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Each scientific discipline has its own challenges in
the rapidly changing world, its own goals, objectives, and development scenarios. Food science is
no exception in this context. And the key question is
“Will we continue to enjoy the wide range of food
available, will edible insects become a reality in our
daily diet?”
As the world’s population increases, so does the demand for food. It was recognised already in 2009 at
the World Summit on Food Security that global
food production would increase by 70% by 2050 to
feed the population of around 9 billion people [1].
Climate change and water shortages are already
threatening the production of agricultural raw materials for food processing. Population growth will
pose significant challenges to the sourcing of food
due to limited agricultural land and agricultural
production volumes affected by climate change, reduced or depleted fish resources, and the waste of
food by-products throughout the food chain. It is
anticipated that the annual consumption of grain
for processing of food and animal feed will increase
by 1 billion tonnes and the consumption of meat –
by 200 million tonnes. Provision of such volumes is
only possible when applying science-based knowledge on the production of agricultural raw materials and knowledge-intensive food technologies [2].
Thus, the emphasis in food science will have to be
put on addressing these issues in order to avoid
global food crises.
Currently, food science focuses on the processing of
raw materials into new, high-quality products, the
development and implementation of new technologies and materials, processes and equipment to improve the safety and validity of food products. The
challenges for science in the future will be the supply of food raw materials, including the use of
non-traditional raw materials, the increasing appli-

cation of biotechnological processes for the production of raw materials/products, and the need to
improve the ingredients and products composition
and nutritional value. As a result, synergies between
food science and technology will be increasingly
promoted, with close links to nutrition science, to
ensure not only a low-cost, easy-to-use and palatable product, but also a nutritiously balanced and
valuable product for everyday consumption [3].
Food science must also become increasingly aware
of its close connection with the changing economical, demographic, cultural, and ethnic traditions of
the world, including the health needs of the individual. Food scientists need to take very seriously the
ability to feed the world, with a view on the significantly increasing population by 2050.
What needs to be done or what can we do? Firstly,
there is a need to restore public trust in science and

Dr. sc. ing. Ilga Gedrovica. Earthworm protein in food production:
Future?
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to determining the causal links between their effects on the individual’s body and health in general
[6]. It is also the greatest scientific challenge not
only for food science, but also for nutrition, physiology, etc.
We need to go beyond the classical disciplines in
food science. This means breaking down existing
scientific frameworks to incorporate new scientific
knowledge about food development, availability
and significance in nutrition. Thus, the wider integration of knowledge and the role of an interdisciplinary approach in food science will only increase.

Performance of the food scientists of Latvia University of Life Sciences
Source: https://www.llu.lv/lv/veiksmes-stasti-llu
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to demonstrate the importance of food for public
health through research, to reduce the populism of
pseudoscience and pseudoscientists about the
harmful effects of commercial products on consumer health. Secondly, food scientists need to engage
in dialogue with the public, to maintain conversation in order to gain public trust in their work. In
addition, it requires new knowledge, insights, and
competencies.
In their work, food scientists have proposed reducing or replacing fat, food additives (especially synthetic), sugar and salt, using of non-traditional ingredients or raw materials for classical products
production, at the same time trying to ensure that
the product tastes good, smells good and has other
characteristics that customers like.
Scientists have proposed solutions to replace animal fats with fully processed trans-fat free oils with
a higher concentration of monounsaturated fatty
acids. Scientists have created sweeteners with a
high degree of sweetness and sugar substitutes
from natural substances to reduce the consumption
of sugar in the diet. Salt is reduced in products
wherever possible. At the same time, the traditional
taste, smell, and texture of the products, which are
popular with the consumer, have not been changed.
Given the efforts of food scientists to formulate
healthier, great-tasting, more convenient and widely available products, obesity, diabetes, food contamination, food allergies and intolerances, and
food scarcity are a reality today.
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The numbers speak for themselves. In 2020, 39% of
adults worldwide (over 18) were overweight and
12% were obese [4]. That is more than a half of the
world’s adult population.
In addition, obesity has almost tripled since 1975 [5].
Moreover, 10% of the world’s population suffer from
hunger [4].
These numbers are impressive, seeing them we
have to ask the question “Have the efforts of food
scientists allowed us to achieve the intended results?” Great taste, convenience, and product value
are no longer strong enough arguments to choose
specific products. This means that we have to face
new challenges, different from what we have faced
so far.
We need to understand the impact of the developed
products (raw materials used in their use, changes
of nutrients in processing, newly formed compounds, and their effects) on our microbiome, organisms as a whole and on the planet. There is still
insufficient knowledge about the bioavailability of
food nutrients, so special attention needs to be paid
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ON MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF
NETWORKS DYNAMICS
FELIKSS SADIRBAJEVS

FUNDAMENTAL
AND APPLIED
SCIENCES

Mathematical modelling is an efficient tool for working with real world phenomena. It is used everywhere. Even simple arithmetic calculations are a
kind of mathematical modelling. The main idea behind mathematical modelling is to create an imaginary environment paralleling the object or phenomenon being studied. The mathematician lives in this
environment and, using formal logic, makes conclusions. If the model is good enough, that is, it describes
an object or phenomenon more or less adequately,
mathematical conclusions provide explanations of
what can be met in reality and, which is the most
important, formulate recommendations of what to
do to achieve planned aims. For this, mathematical
apparatus is needed. Everybody can do simple arithmetic and geometry, recall counting natural numbers
or even fractions, and the Pythagorean theorem.
For complex processes, more complicated mathematics is needed. If the problem in a model contains multiple unknowns, the ability to treat systems of equations is of value. If the problem deals
with moving objects or developing processes, dynamical mathematics is needed, which uses functions (depending on the time in most cases) and
differential equations. Differential equations, in
contrast with algebraic or trigonometric ones, deal
with functions and are designed to find them.
We will focus on the theory of networks. Networks
are thought usually as sets of elements, which are
called also nodes, with a description of interrelation between elements. Networks can appear in
economics, industry, social sciences, military ones,
literally everywhere. The networks we will speak
about, emerge in the study of the human brain
(neuronal networks), genetics of living organisms
(gene regulatory networks). Due to their efficiency,
some other areas have attempted to borrow principles of their functioning for themselves (for instance, telecommunication networks).

Let us speak about genetic networks, briefly referred
to as GRN (gene regulatory networks). Explanation
of basics of genetics is left to experts in the field
(biologists, researchers of genetics, relevant medical staff). In the sequel, we speak on mathematical
aspects of GRN theory.
Imagine processes in a cell of a living organism. Besides forming the structure of an individual in the
process of growth (the so-called morphogenesis),
cells and their genetic networks are responsible for
reactions to the dynamics of the environment. This
can include periodic processes, like day/night times,
summer/winter seasons, heart beating. There are
also reactions to diseases and abnormalities of the
functioning of organs. Several authors (joint teams
of biologists and mathematicians) have considered
genetic networks in their works. The disease is interpreted as moving a part of GRN in the wrong direction. The problem is then to stop this movement
and replace it with normal behaviour. In the works
[1] and [2] the real GRN, consisting of only several
tens of genes, was considered. For a mathematical
description of this GRN, a system of differential
equations was constructed, where the unknowns xi
are gene expressions of protein. Each element xi of
this network can influence any other one, say xj , and
their state at a moment of time t is described by a
set of all numbers xi(t). Abnormal behaviour of this
network is (up to authors of the mentioned above
sources) evidence of disease. How can this behaviour be described? Mathematics comes to help. The
values xi(t) can be treated as functions of the argument t, which stands for time. The whole collection
of elements xi(t) can be denoted by X(t), which is
natural to call the state vector. This is called by vector because it can be identified with a point X(t) in
an n-dimensional space, which mathematicians call
phase space. All points in the phase space have coordinates (x1, … , xn). The natural number n is called
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dimensionality of the phase space. If n = 2, then the
phase space is simply a 2-dimensional plane with
only two coordinates for any point. Even for n = 3
the phase space can be imagined and even can be
illustrated by pictures drawn in a plane (remember
paintings of artists). If an arrow is directed from the
point (0,0) (the origin, as it is used to say) to the
point (x1,x2), the two-dimensional vector is constructed, representing the point (x1,x2). Similarly, the
n-dimensional arrow with the start point at the origin (now n-dimensional) (0, … , 0) to the point (x1, … ,
xn) is an n-dimensional vector, corresponding to the
point (x1, … , xn). What relation these spaces, these
vectors, and these points have to genetic networks,
diseases, and other related matters?
The answer is simple: the first group (spaces, vectors,
points) live in an imaginary world of mathematics
and the second one (genes, protein expressions, abnormal behaviour, etc.) are realities of a customary
world. If these two realms correspond to each other,
the mathematical model is good and deserves confidence. Any model, however, should be verified on
adequacy with the object being modelled, otherwise
the model cannot be trusted and is simply wishful
thinking. Usually, this verification is carried out by
comparing predictions made by the model with data,
experimentally obtained in the process of observation of an object. This second stage can be difficult,
costly, and in some cases even impossible. In contrast, predictions can be obtained from the mathematical model in a relatively cheap and simple way.
If a model is formulated in terms of differential
equations, a set of parameters and initial data should
be taken and the respective solutions of a system of
differential equations can be computed.
Let us consider the two-dimensional network, which
contains only two members, denoted x1 and x2. The
description of this network consists of two differential equations and several parameters. Each set of
parameters defines a new 2-dimensional network.
Of these parameters, an interesting and important
subset is concentrated in the so called regulatory
matrix W, which is a table of the form:

W11
W21
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All four wij are numbers. If they are positive, each
gene activates itself and a neighbouring one. If
these numbers are negative, all genes repress
themselves and the neighbour. If these numbers are
zeros, there is no relation, both are passive and degrade finally. The main question about this simple
network is: what happens to it in the future? If the
initial state (x1(0), x2(0)) is known and all other parameters are given, the answer can be obtained by
numerically solving the system. Look at the two pictures below (Figs. 1 and 2).

The first one corresponds to the regulatory matrix
0

1

1

0

The second one is associated with the matrix
1

2

-2

1

The behaviour of solutions (x1(t), x2(t)) can be understood, following arrows on both pictures. Arrows
can be obtained considering the corresponding systems of differential equations. In the first picture,
arrows go and accumulate at two points (black
disks), they are called attractors. In the second picture there are no attracting points, but instead,
there is an attractive closed curve, which corresponds to periodic (repeating their states) solutions

and serves as a periodic attractor. Blue and red colours are for the nullclines. The nullclines are sets of
points, where one component of the vector field is
zero. The vector field is horizontal on the blue nullcline, it is vertical on the red one. This can be observed in Figures 1 and 2.
More possibilities are in the three-dimensional
case, which corresponds to a network consisting of
three elements. Not only attracting points and periodic solutions can exist but also attractors similar
to well-known Lorenz [6] and Rössler [5] ones,
which are depicted in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
Red, green, and blue surfaces are the three-dimensional nullclines.
Four-dimensional systems can be studied numerically, but they are hard to visualise. Figures 5 to 7
show graphs of solutions, going to a four-dimensional periodic attractor, and three-dimensional
projections of this attractor.

Fig. 1
Two attractive points

Fig. 3
Lorenz attractor (yellow) through three
nullclines (red, green, blue)

Fig. 2
An attractive closed trajectory

Fig. 5
Solutions going to 4D-attractor,
become periodic

Fig. 4
Rössler attractor (yellow) through three
nullclines (red, green, blue)

Fig. 6
3D projection on (x1, x3, x4)
of a 4D-attractor

Fig. 7
3D projection on (x2, x3, x4)
of a 4D-attractor
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Recall the networks we have considered at the very
beginning ([1] and [2]). It consists of about sixty
elements, and this is not a very large network. To
apply the existing model to this network, one has
to treat the system of differential equations with
about sixty equations. Even numerically such a system is hard to study. Systems of similar size were
studied insufficiently to make some substantial
conclusions about them. The phase space cannot
be imagined and there is no way to visualise attractors except for the possibility to obtain graphs
of all components xi(t) of the state vector. Evidently,
if all components are periodic, the respective solution tends to the periodic attractor. If graphs of xi(t)
exhibit irregular behaviour (this is the case for
Lorenz and Rössler attractors) the attractor itself is
hard to detect. But this is vitally important if we
accept that the above interpretation of some diseases is true.
So far only general results are known on the nature
of attractors in systems of differential equations,
where the number of equations (the dimensionality of a system) is arbitrary. The study of any specific
system of a large size is hard even numerically. The
structure of n-dimensional spaces allows for probably complicated and previously unseen attractors.
This needs studying purely mathematical problems
and, having in mind applications and practical
(medical) purposes, a closer collaboration of professionals at the interdisciplinary level.
It was acknowledged that problems of this kind
are in the centre of biomathematics. Several interdisciplinary and multinational teams of researchers all over the world are collecting data and
working hard to achieve a better understanding of
processes at a molecular genetic level. It is interesting, but it is typical of mathematical theories
that models of GRN, formulated in terms of systems of differential equations, are applicable also
in other fields such as the theory of neuronal networks and telecommunication. It is noteworthy
that studies, held recently at Daugavpils University
and the Institute of Mathematics and Computer
Science, University of Latvia, arose first from the
European project, devoted to telecommunication
networks, and were carried out at the University of
Latvia in 2015–2016.
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NEW OPTICAL AND MATHEMATICAL
METHODS TO IMPROVE IMAGE QUALITY
VARIS KARITĀNS, SERGEJS FOMINS, MĀRIS OZOLIŅŠ, KATRĪNA LAGANOVSKA, KĀRLIS KUNDZIŅŠ

In many fields of optics, it is often needed to improve the optical quality of an image degraded by
distorted optical media. The optical quality of an
image is degraded in astronomy due to the turbulence of atmosphere [1], in biology due to the light
scattering caused by tissues surrounding the object
under study [2], etc. The optical quality of an image
can be considerably improved by adaptive optics
based on spatial structuring of the light coming
from the object. In order to shape the wavefront
coming from the object, either deformable mirrors
or spatial light modulators can be used. These optical elements are divided into many segments each
of which can introduce both lead and lag of the
phase of the electromagnetic wave. In order to
know the required shape of the corrective elements,
the shape of the wavefront must be first determined. The shape of a wavefront is measured by a
wavefront sensor. There is a wide variety of different wavefront sensors which can be broadly divided
into interferometric [3, 4] and non-interferometric
sensors. The Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor
(SHWFS) has been the most popular non-interferometric sensor for a long time [5]. The SHWFS measures the shape of the wavefront by spatially sampling it and measuring the displacement of local
focal spots from their reference positions.
In recent years, phase retrieval of an object from
intensity measurements has gained popularity. As
wavefront aberrations are phase distortions, phase
retrieval can also be used to calculate the shape of
a wavefront. The first successful algorithm retrieving the phase of an object from intensity measurements was the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm based
on alternating projections [6]. The Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm propagates a wavefront forward and
backward through the object plane and replaces
the calculated intensity with the measured one
while preserving the calculated phase. In this way,

the algorithm approaches the correct phase of the
object. Later, the transport intensity of equation
(TIE) recovering the phase of an object from intensity measurements at two closely spaced adjacent
planes was proposed [7].
Very recently, iterative phase retrieval algorithms
such as PhaseLift [8], PhaseCut [9], SR-SPAR [10],
GESPAR [11] and others have become very popular.
PhaseLift, PhaseCut and SR-SPAR are based on coherent diffractive imaging (CDI) and retrieve an object from coded diffraction patterns. The basic idea
is modulating the object with several amplitude or
phase masks and recovering the phase of an object
from coded diffraction patterns by solving an optimisation problem. The algorithm GESPAR makes
use of the sparsity in object domain and is capable
of retrieving the phase of large-scale objects.
The current study carried out at the Institute of Solid State Physics, University of Latvia, is devoted to
investigating new optical and mathematical methods to measure the optical distortions. Here, we apply the algorithm PhaseLift for recovering the phase
of an object simulating a turbulent atmospheric
layer encountered in astronomy. We show that a
very small number of modulating masks are required for successful phase retrieval. Practically, this
means a simple optical setup and inexpensive imaging cameras to register diffraction patterns.
Next, we describe the implementation of the current study. The optical system is schematically
shown in Figure 1. First, a test object simulating a
turbulent atmospheric layer (a Kolmogorov phase
screen or KPS) was designed. A KPS has been named
after Andrey Kolmogorov who was the first to develop the statistics of atmospheric turbulence. The
complexity of a KPS depends on the degree of seeing of atmosphere. While a KPS can be generated
using the Noll matrix, another approach was chosen in the current study. An image of a KPS was
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Fig. 1
The optical system used to retrieve the Kolmogorov phase screen from intensity measurements.
See text for details

adopted from astronomer Peter Wizinowich’s work
[12] and converted to a bitmap image (courtesy
D. Gavel, UCSC). The image of the KPS was transferred to the surface profile of a photoresistive layer
using optical grayscale lithography available in the
cleanroom facilities at the Institute of Solid State
Physics, University of Latvia. Next, the designed KPS
was inserted into the optical path. A plane wave
originating from a fibre collimator is used as a light
source illuminating the object. Plane mirrors M and
lenses L are used to relay the object to the plane of
the mask. The mask modulating the amplitude of
the object was also designed in the cleanroom facilities using optical binary lithography and thin
film technologies. The cube beam splitter CBS was
used for alignment purposes. Another lens was used
to focus coded diffraction patterns of the modulated object. The diffraction patterns were captured by
the scientific camera. When the kinematic mirror
KM was inserted, the beam was directed towards
the alignment camera. Other optical elements not
shown in the diagram while inserted into the optical system include a quarter-wave plate and a linear polarizer. The whole optical system was built and
aligned using cage systems.
The algorithm PhaseLift used in this study has several advantages compared to other iterative algo-
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rithms. PhaseLift can recover the phase of an object
from a very few coded diffraction patterns. Moreover, we have previously shown that four masks modulating the amplitude of an object are sufficient
and can be generated from a single mask rotated in
four different positions. It must also be mentioned
that the algorithm PhaseLift can recover an object
from very sparse data. Sparse data contains mostly
zeros, however, by employing methods of low-rank
matrix completion it is possible to retrieve the original information. Practically, this means that very
simple cameras can be used for image acquisition.
Previous algorithms required much more sophisticated cameras capturing many intensity levels.
In order to evaluate the quality of the retrieved
phase map, it was compared to that measured with
a non-contact profiler Zygo NewView 7100 selected
as the ground truth. Similarity between both phase
maps was estimated by subtracting the phase map
measured with the ground truth from the other one.
Figure 2 shows the retrieved wavefronts (left column) while the right column shows the corresponding point spread functions. A point spread function
shows what an image of a point source looks like.
The top wavefront is the wavefront retrieved with
the algorithm PhaseLift while the middle one has
been measured with the non-contact profiler.

Similarity between both wavefronts is obvious indicating reliability of the algorithm PhaseLift. The difference between the top and middle wavefront is
shown at the bottom of Figure 2. One can also easily notice similarity between the point spread functions corresponding to the top and the middle
wavefront. The point spread function corresponding to the difference between both wavefronts is
considerably closer to the Airy pattern observed in a
circular aberration-free optical system limited only
by diffraction. In order to evaluate the optical quality of the system, one also often uses a measure
called the Strehl ratio. In a perfect optical system
the Strehl ratio equals 1, while a value close to zero
indicates an optical system severely compromised
by aberrations. The Strehl ratio is closely related to
the point spread function – the narrower the point
spread function, the higher the Strehl ratio. The

Fig. 2
The left column shows the wavefronts while the right column shows
the corresponding point spread functions. Top – the algorithm PhaseLift; middle – the non-contact profiler Zygo NewView 7100; bottom –
the difference between both wavefronts

Fig. 3
The logical map of one of the diffraction patterns demonstrating its
sparsity. The sparsity is around 88 %. The algorithm PhaseLift can still
retrieve the phase of an object from diffraction patterns of such sparsity

Strehl ratio corresponding to the point spread function of the wavefront measured with PhaseLift is
0.14 pointing to an optical system impacted heavily
by aberrations. The residual wavefront (the difference between both wavefront) reflects the action of
adaptive optics, and its point spread function corresponds to the Strehl ratio 0.37 indicating a significant improvement in the optical quality.
Figure 3 shows the logical map of one of the diffraction patterns. White dots correspond to non-zero elements while the black dots correspond to zeros. The fraction of zeros is very large – around 88%
meaning that the algorithm PhaseLift can retrieve
the phase of an object from very sparse data as it
belongs to the field known as low-rank matrix completion [8].
CDI is a field of optics susceptible to noise [13] and
background in measurements [14]. The ability of
the algorithm PhaseLift to retrieve the phase of an
object from very sparse matrices can be successfully used to minimise the impact of noise and background. Various types of noises (Poisson noise, white
noise etc.) and reflections corrupt the lower levels
of intensity, and these corrupted levels can be
forced to zero by lowering the bit depth of the imaging camera.
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Currently, a European Space Agency (ESA) project
entitled “Feasibility of phase retrieval adaptive optics for Satellite-Ground optical communication” is
being realised at the Institute of Solid State Physics,
University of Latvia. The goal of the project is to
implement iterative phase retrieval algorithms to
improve the communication between satellites and
ground-based receivers.
Applicability of the algorithm PhaseLift to study
the vitreous floaters has also been investigated
in the postdoctoral project “Reducing/cancelling
the effects of vitreous floaters using a phase retrieval method based oncoded diffraction patterns”
(1.1.1.2/VIAA/1/16/199). Vitreous floaters are transparent phase objects floating in a liquified vitreous
humour and casting diffraction patterns onto the
retina. Phase retrieval is an especially suited tool to
determine the structure of these objects. If the
structure of these elements is known, the light coming into the eye can be structured again so that
these effects are minimised. The results have been
published in several research papers.
Iterative phase retrieval algorithms have great potential to be used in various fields of optics to improve the optical quality of an image, however, they
suffer from the high computational load and long
processing time. In order to make these algorithms
suited for real-time applications, they can be implemented into embedded systems, and this is a goal
of the project “Implementing phase retrieval algorithms in embedded systems” supported by UL
Foundation. Another project, “Phase retrieval of 2D
objects from intensity measurements, using a stack
of cylindrical microlenses separated by thin absorbing sidewalls” (Fundamental and applied research
projects), has also been proposed. In this proposal, it
is intended to retrieve the phase map of 2D objects
by optically splitting them into parallel vectors. By
implementing this approach into an embedded system, the computational time could be reduced very
significantly.
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SPECTRAL LINE IMAGING: PRINCIPLES,
IMPLEMENTATION AND APPLICATIONS
JĀNIS SPĪGULIS, ILZE OŠIŅA

Chemical content of any object is strongly related
to its spectral properties, which can be determined
either destructively – e.g., by taking samples for
laboratory analysis, or remotely – e.g., by means of
advanced optical technologies. Multispectral imaging (MSI) is a technique where several images of
the same target, taken within different spectral intervals, are compared and analysed to extract information on target’s structure and composition. Performance of MSI critically depends on proper selection of the spectral bands for imaging and how
wide such bands are – the narrower, the better. We
have proposed and validated a novel method which
considerably (more than 100 times) improves the
spectral selectivity of MSI. This concept was implemented in prototype devices for spectral line imaging and further validated for two practical applications – diagnostics of skin malformations and detection of banknote forgery. The obtained results
confirmed promising potential of this method for
any kind of colour pigment analysis in the future.
INTRODUCTION
Common photos and videos involve all rainbow colours. However, so-called spectral images which are
related only to specific narrow spectral intervals
(e.g., only to the violet part of spectrum) can be
even more informative for specific applications.
Multispectral imaging (MSI) ensures remote evaluation of object’s content and properties, based on
comparative analysis of several images of the same
target taken within different spectral bands. An essential performance parameter is spectral selectivity of imaging; for most of the currently available
MSI systems it exceeds 10 nm. Our studies during
the recent decade allowed reaching spectral selectivity better than 0.1 nm, so considerably improving
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the performance of MSI technology. The novel concept was provisionally called “snapshot multi-spectral-line imaging” or SMSLI.
SMSLI technology has several promising application
areas. One of them is diagnostics in dermatology
which critically depends on doctor’s visual perception and experience. Lack of affordable equipment,
able to objectively characterise skin malformations,
leads to misdiagnoses and unnecessary surgeries.
Remote mapping of the content distribution of three
main skin pigments or chromophores (melanin, oxyand deoxy-haemoglobin) by SMSLI technique provides additional clinical information for objective
and reliable diagnostics. Exceptionally high spectral
selectivity of the SMSLI technology makes it attractive for any kind of colour pigment analysis, including counterfeit’s detection in forensics, e.g., for detection of false banknotes and documents.
This paper briefly presents the new imaging concept and the design solutions of two experimental
prototype devices implementing this concept, as
well as results of the prototype validation tests for
applications in dermatology and forensics. All studies were performed at Biophotonics Laboratory of
the Institute of Atomic Physics and Spectroscopy,
University of Latvia.

Fig. 1
Optical scheme of the 3-wavelength laser add-on illuminator (left), its design scheme (right, a) and the mobile prototype with smartphone on it
(right, b): 1 – laser modules (3 pairs, 448-532-659 nm), 2 – shielding cylinder, 3 – collector of laser beams, 4 – flat ring-shaped light diffuser,
5 – sticky platform for the smartphone, 6 – electronics compartment [3]

line bandwidth, typically 0.1–0.01 nm) and avoided
“smeared” images due to movement of the target, as
the snapshot exposure time is very short, in the
range of milliseconds.
To implement this concept, a smartphone-compatible three spectral line laser illuminator was designed and assembled. Figure 1 shows the illumination scheme that provided uniform triple laser line
illumination of the target area (left), design details

and outlook of the prototype with a smartphone on
it (right).
In 2020, a prototype device for single-snapshot capture of four spectral line images was designed and
assembled (Fig. 2) [4]. Two laser modules attached
to a loop of side-emitting optical fibre ensured uniform four-line illumination of the target [5], while
four spectral line images were snapshot-captured
by an advanced four-band camera.

SMSLI CONCEPT AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION
IN PROTOTYPE DEVICES
The SMSLI concept proposes extracting a certain
number of spectral line images from a single snapshot image data set – e.g., three spectral images
from a digital colour (RGB) photography data under
simultaneous three-wavelength laser illumination
of the target [1–3]. The “win-win” situation is
achieved this way – considerably improved spectral
selectivity of imaging (comparable to laser spectral

a
b

Fig. 2
Design scheme (a) and outlook (b) of the prototype device for snapshot capturing of four spectral line images [4]
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Fig. 3
Clinical colour RGB images (a, scale bar 5 mm) and the corresponding
chromophore distribution maps for three skin pathologies: pigmented
nevus (upper raw), seborrheic keratosis (middle raw) and vascular haemangioma (lower raw); b – oxy-haemoglobin, c – deoxy-haemoglobin,
d – melanin. Units of the colour scale – mili-moles [3]

APPLICATION EXAMPLES
Mapping of skin chromophore distribution. The triple-wavelength laser illuminator prototype (see
Fig. 1) allowed obtaining physiologically plausible
chromophore distribution maps in pigmented and
vascular skin lesions by a single snapshot. Several
tens of various skin malformations (diagnosed by a
certified dermatologist) were examined under approval of local ethics committee with written consent of the volunteers. Figure 3 illustrates how
melanin content increases in a pigmented nevus
(upper raw), without essential changes in the haemoglobin content. Similar response was observed
for another pigmented skin malformation – seborrheic keratosis (middle raw). Quite different
chromophore composition changes were recorded
for vascular haemangioma (lower raw) – melanin
concentration in the pathology remained practically unchanged while the oxy-haemoglobin content notably increased and the deoxy-haemoglobin content decreased if compared with the surrounding skin. This example confirms the potential
of the SMSLI technology for quantifying dermatologist’s diagnosis taking into account the relative
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concentration changes of three main skin pigments in the malformation relatively to the healthy
skin.
Detection of counterfeits. The criminal world rapidly adapts to the existing banknote and document
authenticity test equipment, so the tools for counterfeit detection have to be continuously updated
using unconventional methods and approaches.
The triple-wavelength device was also tested for
comparative analysis of genuine and fake banknotes, in order to assess the potential of SMSLI
technology for detection of coloured counterfeits.
Altogether 58 authentic and counterfeit 20 EUR
and 50 EUR banknotes were examined. The taken
out of circulation false banknotes (with identified
counterfeit method) were kindly provided by the
Money Technology Department of the Bank of Latvia. If comparing the exploited three wavelengths,
the highest sensitivity for counterfeit detection exhibited spectral line image ratios involving blue
448 nm line images – see Figure 4 as example.
This result confirms that the new SMSLI technology
is well-adapted for fast detection of counterfeit
banknotes and documents (e.g., agreements, IDcards, driver’s licences). Our preliminary results
show that even black prints on white document paper, produced by different laser printers, can be distinguished using the triple-wavelengths image
analysis.

SUMMARY
REFERENCES
The proposed and experimentally examined SMSLI
technique demonstrates two distinct advantages if
compared with conventional multispectral imaging
approaches – much better spectral selectivity and
shorter acquisition time. It opens new challenges
for colour pigment analysis in several areas of applications, including dermatology (mapping of skin
chromophore concentration variations in pigmented and vascular malformations) and forensics (detection of counterfeit banknotes and documents by
comparative analysis of spectral line images and
their ratios). In general, the SMSLI technology promises increased accuracy and reliability for any kind
of colour pigment analysis in the future.
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Fig. 4
Comparison of very similar colour (RGB) images and the spectral line
image ratios for the same fragment of authentic (upper raw) and
counterfeit (lower raw) 20 EUR banknotes [6]
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SKIN-SCATTERED PHOTON PATH
LENGTHS: AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
VANESA LUKINSONE, MĀRIS KUZMINSKIS, ULDIS RUBINS, JĀNIS SPĪGULIS

Light can penetrate human skin several millimetres
deep, but due to scattering the distances travelled
by photons can be much larger. The exact values of
the skin-scattered photon path lengths at specific
wavelengths (colours) is important for clinical applications of light, e.g., for measuring blood oxygen
saturation by reflection pulse oximetry and understanding the biochemical content of various skin
malformations. The theoretically calculated data
should be validated by direct experimental measurements. Here we briefly present the results of the
first systematic experimental study of skin scattered
photon path lengths at a broad range of wavelengths and light input-output distances [1].
This study exploited the photon time-of-flight
method in diffuse reflection. Diffuse reflection is reflection from the sub-surface layers of light scattering media. The main principle is to inject laser pulses of fixed wavelength into the skin at a certain
point and to analyse the shapes of output pulses
measured at variable distance from the injection
point. Our measurements allowed evaluating the
remitted photon mean path length values at 35
spectral-spatial combinations and exploring the
trends of their spatial and spectral dependencies.
MEASUREMENT METHOD, SET- UP, AND DATA
PROCESSING
Figure 1 illustrates the exploited measurement setup. A broadband picosecond laser was used as a
light source. Spectral bands of skin illumination
were selected by interference filters. A custom-made
optical fibre contact probe with inter-fibre intervals
of 1, 8, 12, 16, and 20 mm was used for recording of
light pulses via the input and output fibres. To ensure equal pressure to skin at all measurements, the
probe was designed as a sliding lift. An advanced
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Fig. 2
Photon path length dependence of inter-fibre distances. The mean value of photon path length with its possible deviation is seen

RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

Fig. 1
The measurement set-up scheme (top) and photo of contact probe
(bottom)

photon counting system was exploited for detection of back-scattered light pulses. The mean path
lengths of the detected photons were calculated
from the measured travel times with account of the
speed of light in skin. Left forearm skin of ten volunteers was examined.

At all examined wavelength (colours), the photon
path length dependencies on distance appear to be
approximately linear (Fig. 2), which generally agrees
with theoretical expectations. Figure 3 shows the
photon path length dependences of wavelength,
there is no linear dependence and most probably,
its impact of the dermal haemoglobin absorption
which is one of the main absorbents in skin. Haemoglobin prevents photons from travelling a longer
path by absorbing them. On Figure 3, comparing the
photon path length and haemoglobin absorption,
one can see that in places where absorption increases the photon path length decreases. This dependence is more visible at large distances between
the fibres. At 1 mm fibres separation penetration of
the detected photons in skin is much lower than at
separation of 8 mm or longer, therefore, the spectral
dependence at 1 mm is close to linear without a
pronounced maximum. The obtained results qualitatively agree with theoretical assumptions that the
tissue-scattered photon path lengths increase with
the fibres input-output distance and with wavelength in the 560–800 nm range [2, 3].
The measured values of photon path length in skin
exceed those calculated in the frame of theoretical

Fig. 3
Photon path length dependence of wavelength and inter-fibre
distances. The dotted curves represent oxy- and deoxy-haemoglobin
absorption. The mean value of photon path length with its possible
deviation is seen [4]
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models which consider travels of all launched photons, both absorbed and scattered ones. However,
path lengths of the absorbed photons are very short,
and therefore, the calculated mean values of all
photon path lengths are lower than those of the
back-scattered photons only.
The results of this experimental study will be used
to improve theoretically calculated models of light
transmission through the skin. As a consequence, it
can be applied to advanced optical diagnostics, as
well as to have a better understanding of how skin
and light interact.
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BLACK HOLES AND NANOFILMS FOR
OPTICS, SENSING, AND DOSIMETRY
YURI DEKHTYAR, MICHAL NOVOTNÝ, PETER POKORNY

Undoubtedly, nanoscience and nanotechnologies are
among the most rapidly developing areas of knowledge [1, 2]. Following the Scopus publication data
base, the annual amount (N) of scientific publications
related to “nano” increased around 30 times, if counted from 2000 when the historical USA National Nanotechnology Initiative was on track for the first time
[3] (Fig. 1). However, the pace of the publications
(DN/DT) felt significantly down in around 2009–
2014, which was accompanied with expressive increase of investments in nanotechnologies [2].
This observation may evidence that around 2009–
2014 research for nanoscience achieved the fundamental knowledge, and it started to be intensively
exploited by industry. After 2014, the value of (DN/
DT) increased again. It seems that nanoscience is
undergoing a renaissance.
Under these conditions, Riga Technical University
(RTU), Latvia and the Institute of Physics of the
Czech Academy of Sciences, Czech Republic (FZU) in
2016 initiated the cooperation project “Thin films
for optoelectronics and sensors – preparation and
defects investigation” (supported since 2017 by the
Czech Academy of Sciences and the Latvian Academy of Sciences) which focused on the pragmatic
issues of nanoscience/nanotechnologies.
The project is dedicated to films for optoelectronics/
nanoelectronics, gas sensors, and nanodosimetry.

The nanofilms of KBr, Lu2O3:Eu, CaF2:Eu, having local centres that are responsible for luminescence
aimed for sources of optical radiation, as well as
Si3N4 nanofilms are aimed for nanoelectronics.
Alongside, the black metal (BM) films having a very
developed pored surface at the micro/nano scale
are being focused on. Because of the very developed surface the BMs do not reflect electromagnetic radiation and are characterised with high
ability to adhere chemical molecules. Therefore,
BMs may serve as the micro/nanoscaled black body
and chemical sensor. The black aluminum is emphasised in the project.
In addition, the project deals with nanostructured
films of Gd2O3 for nanodosimetry. This is stipulated
with the necessity to measure the absorbed dose
for radiotherapy in nanovolumes of the radiation
target [4].
A stability of the devices that use the above materials is of a great importance. Therefore, temperature
as well as vacuum conditions that are applied, when
the devices are exploited, became the main factors
of the research.
The thin films fabrication and their characterisation
were provided both from FZU and RTU. The magnetron sputtering, e-beam evaporation and pulsed laser deposition were employed. The thermal stability
of the films was tested with thermally stimulated

Fig. 1
Annual amount of publications related to “nano” and investments [2] in nanotechnologies
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Fig. 2
Simultaneous TSEE TSL, TSD measurements of
KBr in a –195… +400oC temperature range [5]

desorption (TSD), thermally stimulated exo-electron
emissions (TSEE), photo-thermo stimulated exo-electron emission, thermally stimulated luminescence
(TSL) and photoemission (PE), as the main instrument. Alongside, SEM, XPS were employed, too.
To improve the quality of electron emission measurements, the ultra-high vacuum spectrometer (< 2 × 10-7 Pa)
for electron emission and atomic desorption detection
from the cryogenic to +400 C temperature range [5]
was achieved at FZU as a result of joint project partners’ discussions. The example of the KBr simultaneously detected spectra is provided in Figure 2.
Figure 3 gives an example of the TSEE total emitted
electron charge in dependence on 10 MeV gamma
radiation delivered dose to Gd2O3 nanodotted nanofilm (size of the crystalline dots – 9 nm, thickness
700–900 nm) [6]. The result motivates to reach the
nanodosimetry technology.

CONCLUSION
REFERENCES
The project “Thin films for optoelectronics and sensors – preparation and defects investigation”, with
cooperation of scientists from Latvia and Czech Republic, delivered the unique opportunity to achieve:
– the enhanced instrument for the complex research of thermostimulated phenomena at the
nanofilm surface;
– novel results on thermal stability of nanofilms
and their applications for micro-nano electronics,
optics, nanodosimetry and fabrication of self-organised nanowires.

Fig. 6
SEM images of nanowires grown on the surface
of black Al films [7]
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Fig. 4
XPS oxygen depth profiling a single and multilayer Si3N4. The arrows show the minima of
oxygen concentration at the interfaces [7]

Fig. 5
PTSE spectrum of black Al film deposited on
the fused silica substrate [8]

The research [7] demonstrates the nanolayers (12 nm
thickness) of Si3N4 have the oxygen as the technological admixture. However, the interfaces bounding the
layers have decreased the concentration of oxygen
compared with the layer (Fig. 4). This initiated the recommendation that an electrical stability of Si3N4 nanostructures for nanoelectronics may be restricted.
Figure 5 demonstrates PTSE spectrum of black Al
film deposited on the fused silica substrate [8]. The
temperature connected instability of the films induced fabrication of spirally self-organised nanowires (Fig. 6).
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TSEE charge emitted from Gd2O3 nanofilms
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DEEP UNDERSTANDING AND
PREDICTION OF ADVANCED MATERIALS
FOR EXTREME RADIATION CONDITIONS
ANATOLI I. POPOV, EUGENE KOTOMIN, ALEKSANDR LUSHCHIK

MATERIAL
SCIENCES

Fusion reactors attract great interest as a potential
source of environmentally clean energy. The radiation-resistant insulators (MgO, Al2O3, MgAl2O4, MgF2,
BeO, etc.) are of great importance for optical windows, diagnostic measurements, and other fusion reactor applications. From a practical point of view, it is
very important to understand and predict their properties and functional characteristics in a very wide
range of radiation doses under various radiation particle including a whole range of neutrons, protons,
swift heavy and light ions as well as gamma radiation. Material properties are defined by radiation defects therein. Such accurate and objective predictions
are especially important, since they are made for
conditions that are difficult to verify experimentally
and implement, due to both the high costs and the
inaccessibility of the corresponding reactors.
This study was performed by the members of theoretical Laboratory of Kinetics in Self-organising
Systems at the Institute of Solid State Physics, University of Latvia, and the experimental one at the
Institute of Physics (Tartu University, Estonia). These
activities were supported by the following projects
and research programmes:
a) EUROfusion Enabling Research Programme (ENRMFE19.ISSP-UL-02 “Advanced experimental and
theoretical analysis of defect evolution and structural disordering in optical and dielectric materials
for fusion application” (2019–2020), which our
group received from EUROfusion as the only one
among all the countries of Eastern Europe and the
Baltic countries;
b) EUROfusion Functional Materials Programme
(WP-15-PPPT-MAT, “Multiscale modelling of radiation effects in MgAl2O4 materials and general oxides”, (2014–2020));

c) Latvian Council of Science Grant No. LZP-2018/10214 “Radiation damage studies in scintillator materials for high-energy physics and medical applications” (2018–2021)
In a series of papers, the radiation damage evolution and its subsequent thermal annealing was
treated as the bimolecular process with equal concentrations of complementary point defects, such as
anion vacancies of different charge states and appropriate interstitial defect, which was produced in
pairs or cascades by different types of ionizing and
particle irradiation – gamma, fast electron, protons,
heavy ions or neutron irradiation. Knowledge of the
mobility of produced radiation defects, the effect of
incident radiation in the conditions of progressive
radiation-induced material disordering are absolutely necessary for detailed description of radiation damage. The appropriate migration energies
were obtained experimentally or derived from
available thermal annealing kinetics for differently
irradiated materials. The results obtained are compared with ab initio calculations of interstitial anion
migration. Two kinds of primary radiation defects –
neutral and charged oxygen interstitial atoms in
corundum – were discovered and studied for the
first time, both experimentally and theoretically.
The kinetics of thermal annealing of the basic electron and hole centres in stoichiometric corundum
and spinel irradiated by fast neutrons and protons
were analysed in terms of diffusion-controlled bimolecular reactions. Special attention was paid to:
(1) dose effects on point defect annealing;
(2) a detailed comparison of diffusion-controlled
point defect thermal annealing in gamma, neutron,
electron and heavy-ion irradiated oxides and halides;
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(3) the point defect annealing and metal colloid formation in thermochemically reduced oxides and
oxides and halides under irradiation.
Furthermore, properties of single crystals and optical polycrystalline spinel ceramics are compared. It
is demonstrated that both transparent ceramics and
single crystals, as well as different types of irradiation show qualitatively similar kinetics, but the effective migration energy and pre-exponent are
strongly correlated. Such correlation is discussed in
terms of the so-called Meyer-Neldel rule known in
chemical kinetics of condensed matter. The unusual
radiation damage accumulation kinetics under intensive irradiation of oxide materials related to this
effect is predicted. This study allows us to prognosticate and control radiation and optical properties
of advanced functional materials for fusion applications.
It is important to note that the results obtained
turned out to be so interesting and promising for
Eurofusion that our two new projects again received
funding from EUROfusion Consortium in the framework of the Horizon 2020 research Programmes.
In particular, new projects are guided by a detailed
analysis of the influence of structural and radiation
defects in dielectric materials. Special attention will
be devoted to the analysis of defects in large dielectric mirrors made of diamond with very large dimensions up to 20 cm in diameter. As before, this
work is carried out in close collaboration with scientists from Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany under the leadership of Prof. Dr. Theo Scherer.
The main results are published in leading journals
including Scientific Reports, Journal of Chemical Physics, Nuclear Instruments and Methods, etc. [1–12].
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STUDY OF STRUCTURE-PROPERTY
RELATIONSHIP IN THE VERSATILE COPPER
MOLYBDATE
INGA PUDŽA, ALEKSEJS KUZMINS

Smart materials have properties that can be affected
in a controlled manner by external stimuli. For instance, they can respond to light, temperature, pressure, pH, electric and magnetic fields. Due to their
pronounced functional properties, smart materials
find applications in various technologies including
coatings for glasses and windows, security markers,
sensors to control environmental conditions, etc.
Molybdates and tungstates with a general chemical
formula ABO4 (A = Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, etc. and B = Mo, W)
belong to a wide class of functional materials with
interesting and potentially useful properties. Among
them, copper molybdate (CuMoO4) and its solid
solutions are some of the most fascinating multi-

functional materials that exhibit thermochromic
(temperature-induced colour change) [1], piezochromic (pressure-induced colour change) [2], halochromic (pH-induced changes in colour) [3], thermosalient [4], catalytic [5] and antibacterial [6]
properties (Fig. 1).
The physical properties of CuMoO4 depend on temperature and/or pressure and can be also affected
by modifying its chemical composition and morphology. In particular, considerable attention has
been paid in the past to colour-related properties
of CuMoO4 in the context of sensing applications.
Possible chromic applications of CuMoO4-based
materials extend from user-friendly temperature

Fig. 1
A schematic representation of CuMoO4 functional properties reported in literature: thermochromic (adapted from [1]), piezochromic (adapted from [2]), halochromic (adapted from [3]), thermosalient (adapted from [4]), catalytic [adapted from [5] and antibacterial (adapted from [6])
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Fig. 2
The unit cell of the low-temperature γ-phase and high-temperature α-phase of CuMoO4. The polyhedra
forming the structure are indicated. Photographs of corresponding powder samples are also shown

and pressure indicators to cost-effective “smart”
inorganic pigments, light filters and sensors [2,
3, 7–9].
Pure CuMoO4 possesses thermochromic properties
both at low (100–300 K) and high (400–700 K) temperature ranges but the origin of the colour change
is different. At low temperatures, CuMoO4 exhibits a
reversible structural phase transition between α and
γ phases with a hysteretic behaviour, which is accompanied by a drastic colour change between
greenish and brownish (Fig. 2). At high temperatures,
the molybdate also changes its colour from greenish
to brown, but no phase transition is observed.
The thermochromic properties of CuMoO4 and related materials are closely connected to the local atomic structure of the constituting metal ions. Therefore,
the knowledge of their structure is crucial for understanding and optimising their properties, which ultimately determines their practical applications.
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is a powerful
technique providing valuable information on the
local atomic and electronic structure as well as the
local lattice dynamics in the material of interest.
When combined with a bright synchrotron radiation
source, it becomes an ideal tool for studying crystalline and disordered solids, liquids, and gases [10,
11]. In complex materials, XAS allows one to ex-

plore the local environment around particular
chemical elements at both high and low concentrations. Furthermore, materials can be studied by XAS
at different environmental conditions, i.e. different
temperatures, pressures, electric and magnetic
fields [10]. Operando and time-dependent XAS experiments are also possible [11]. The structural information in XAS spectra is encoded in tiny fluctuations of the X-ray absorption coefficient, known as
the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS). The interpretation of the experimental EXAFS
spectra is based on the multiple-scattering theory
[12] and might be challenging [13], especially for
low-symmetry materials as tungstates and molybdates. This analysis often involves high-performance computing due to the huge amount of computations that must be performed.
Further, we summarise the main findings of the systematic study of CuMoO4 that allowed us to elucidate
its structure-chromic property relationship. First, we
describe the phase transition below room temperature. Then the possibility to affect the phase transition temperature by chemical doping is discussed.
Finally, the evolution of the structure upon heating
above room temperature up to 973 K is analysed.
Both high (α) and low (γ) temperature phases of
CuMoO4 have a complex triclinic structure. α-phase
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Fig. 3
(a) The Mo K-edge X-ray absorption spectra of α-CuMoO4 and
γ-CuMoO4 with tetrahedral and octahedral coordination of molybdenum atoms, respectively. (b) The fraction of α-phase as a function
of temperature for CuMoO4, CuMo0.90W0.10O4 and Cu0.90Zn0.10MoO4. The
hysteresis loops of the α-to-γ phase transition are highlighted. The
hysteresis shift to higher or lower temperatures for solid solutions is
indicated with arrows. The gradual colour change between greenish
and brownish is illustrated on the top of the graph

is built up of distorted CuO6 octahedra, CuO5 squarepyramids and MoO4 tetrahedra, while γ-phase consists of distorted CuO6 octahedra and MoO6 octahedra. The unit cells of both structural phases are
illustrated in Figure 2.
Temperature-dependent XAS study of pure CuMoO4
in the low-temperature range (10–300 K) [14, 15]
revealed changes in the local structure around metal atoms during the structural phase transition between α and γ phases. The Mo K-edge X-ray absorp114

tion spectra are strongly sensitive to the coordination
of molybdenum atoms (Fig. 3 (a)). The analysis of the
experimental data allowed us to reconstruct the
hysteresis of the α-to-γ phase transition in CuMoO4
(Fig. 3 (b)). Molybdenum atoms change their coordination from tetrahedral (in α-phase) to octahedral
(in γ-phase) at ~143 K upon cooling and back to the
tetrahedral environment when heated above ~255
K. We found that, in the low-temperature range, static changes of the local environment around Mo atoms are responsible for chromic properties, while
the influence of thermal effects is weak.
While the α-to-γ phase transition in CuMoO4 is well
pronounced, the temperature range of its hysteresis
is potentially interesting only for the limited number of practical applications. Fortunately, the properties of pure copper molybdate can be adjusted, for
instance, by chemical doping [7]. Close ionic radii of
Mo6+ and W6+ ions [16] facilitate the formation of
CuMo1−xWxO4 solid solutions. It is also possible to
substitute Cu2+ ions with other divalent ions, for instance, Zn2+, Co2+ and Mg2+.
Composition-dependent XAS experiments were
performed to study the influence of W6+ and Zn2+
ions on the thermochromic properties of polycrystalline CuMo1−xWxO4 and Cu1−xZnxMoO4 solid solutions in [17, 18]. We observed that the addition of 10
mol% of tungsten to CuMoO4 promotes local distortions and stabilises the low-temperature γ-phase,
leading to an increase of the phase transition temperature by ~50-100 K (Fig. 3 (b)). As a result, the
α-to-γ phase transition takes place at ~190 K while
γ-to-α phase transition occurs at ~340 K. It should
be noted that it is also possible to stabilise the
γ-phase of CuMo1−xWxO4 with a low tungsten content (x < 0.15) at ambient conditions by cryogenic
quenching (for example, treatment with liquid nitrogen) [1]. The possibility to obtain a material that
changes its colour, for instance, close to the water
boiling point may find applications in daily life.
The role of tungsten ions on the structure and thermochromic properties of CuMoO4 was studied in detail by multi-edge (W L3-edge and Cu/Mo K-edges)
X-ray absorption spectroscopy [15] and resonant
X-ray emission spectroscopy (RXES) [19]. It was
demonstrated that the analysis of the RXES plane
provides valuable information on the coordination of

tungsten atoms in the material due to the high energy resolution of the method. It was found that tungsten ions in CuMo1−xWxO4 solid solutions have always
octahedral coordination in samples with x > 0.15. At
the same time, for x < 0.15, tungsten ions co-exist in
the octahedral and tetrahedral environment at room
temperature but their coordination changes to octahedral upon cooling. Preference of tungsten ions to
form the octahedral environment, as compared to
molybdenum ions, was evident. A change in the tungsten coordination from tetrahedral to octahedral affects the optical properties of the material. The band
gap is smaller (and material is darker) in the case of
octahedral coordination of tungsten, i.e. at higher
tungsten content or lower temperature.
The substitution of Cu2+ ions by Zn2+ ions [18], in
turn, stabilises the α-phase, which is natural for
α-ZnMoO4. The substitution modifies the electronic
structure of the Cu1−xZnxMoO4 solid solutions due to
the first-order Jahn-Teller effect for Cu2+(3d9) ions
and its absence for Zn2+ (3d10) ions. In Cu0.90Zn0.10MoO4,
the α-to-γ phase transition takes place at ~134 K
and γ-to-α phase transition at ~226 K. Note that
only α-phase exists at room temperature, thus once
the material reaches room temperature it becomes
greenish, and it must be cooled down significantly
(below ~200 K) to change its phase and colour.
Such a material with an irreversible colour change
in a certain temperature range could serve as a
time-temperature indicator, warning if at some
point in time the temperature has exceeded the
limit.
In the low-temperature range, the considerable optical contrast between the two polymorphic phases
and the possibility to tune the thermochromic properties of CuMoO4 to a more desired and accessible
temperature ranges by doping may be the key for
the material to serve as a robust indicator for monitoring storage or processing conditions of temperature-sensitive products (food, drugs, vaccines,
chemicals, biological materials, etc.). At the same
time, such inorganic materials with a thermochromism at high temperatures (above 400 K) attract
much attention because of their potential applications for temperature sensing in the ranges where
the majority of commonly used thermochromic organic compounds and liquid crystals are unstable.

In the high-temperature range (above room temperature), in contrast to low temperatures, the heating has a stronger effect on the local environment
of copper atoms than molybdenum atoms, while
the colour also changes from greenish to brownish.
The evolution of α-CuMoO4 structure upon heating
was investigated by analysing the Cu and Mo
K-edges X-ray absorption spectra using the reverse
Monte-Carlo method with an evolutionary algorithm approach (RMC/EA) [20]. This approach made
it possible to obtain three-dimensional models of
the structure, including the effects of the thermal
disorder. We found [21] that the local environment
of copper atoms is more susceptible to thermal disorder than the environment of molybdenum atoms.
The heating decreases the correlation in the motion between copper and nearest axial oxygen atoms in CuO6 octahedra, whereas MoO4 tetrahedra
behave as rigid structural units. This dynamic effect
is, apparently, the main reason for the temperature-induced changes in the O2-→Cu2+ charge transfer processes and, thus, underlies the thermochromic properties of α-CuMoO4 when heated above
room temperature.
To summarise, the impact of the local atomic structure and lattice dynamics on the thermochromic
properties of copper molybdate and its solid solutions was studied using synchrotron-based X-ray
absorption spectroscopy. The thermochromic effect
below room temperature is caused by the α-to-γ
structural phase transition whereas above room
temperature the α-phase remains unchanged but
thermal disorder plays an important role. The control of the α-to-γ phase transition temperature was
achieved by chemical doping and the formation of
CuMo1−xWxO4 and Cu1−xZnxMoO4 solid solutions.
Hysteretic type of the transition together with its
tunability could be useful for an application of the
material as a cheap and robust indicator for monitoring storage or processing conditions of temperature-sensitive products, however, in the future, more
knowledge about the cyclability and the possibilities of achieving higher temperature resolution will
be required. CuMoO4 has surprised the scientific
community with its versatile properties, and we believe that one day it will find its place in some smart
systems for daily applications.
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COBALT-CATALYSED C-H BOND
FUNCTIONALISATION OF AMINO ACID
AND AMINO ALCOHOL DERIVATIVES
LIENE GRIGORJEVA, JEKATERINA BOĻŠAKOVA, LŪKASS TOMASS LUKAŠĒVICS, ALEKSANDRS ČIŽIKOVS

Chemistry is a science of molecules and transformations between them. Some reactions proceed in a
blink of an eye, whereas sometimes a reaction rate
may vary from one week to ten years. To increase the
reaction rate, scientists have developed different
rate-increasing chemical compounds – catalysts. The
main advantage of using catalysts is that they are not
consumed during the reaction and remain unchanged
after its completion. This property allows one catalyst molecule to deliver one molecule of the desired
product from one molecule of the starting material
and then take the second molecule, the third one, and
so on, continuing the catalytic cycle until all of the
starting material molecules are consumed. As a result, a very small amount of catalyst is required for
the reaction to proceed fast and productively.
The term ‘Carbon-Hydrogen (C-H) bond functionalisation’ is often used in the field of organic chemistry to
describe a chemical transformation where the carbon-hydrogen bond presented in the molecule is broken to be replaced with another one: carbon-carbon
(C-C), carbon-nitrogen (C-N) bonds etc. [1]. In contrast
to the classical organic chemistry methodology, C-H
bond functionalisation approach allows one to skip
long-reaction sequences and obtain the desired product in a considerably faster and cheaper manner (Fig.
1). This approach to synthesise molecules is a relatively new addition to the field of the organic synthe-

Fig. 1
C-H functionalisation vs classical approach
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sis and nowadays is used both in academia and industry to construct highly valuable products.
Unfortunately, these kinds of transformations may
not always be performed due to low reactivity of C-H
bonds. To overcome this problem, chemists have invented a new approach towards C-H bond functionalisation reactions, employing metal catalysts. Ruthenium (Ru), rhodium (Rh), or palladium (Pd) are proven
to be very efficient at accelerating these types of reactions, making them to be the most used catalysts
in the industry. On the other hand, these noble metals sometimes may be toxic and their abundance in
Earth’s crust is very limited, which makes them very
expensive [2]. As a solution to this, the development
of methods employing less toxic and more
earth-abundant metal catalysts such as nickel (Ni),
copper (Cu), or cobalt (Co) is of great desire.
Cobalt is an earth-abundant and non-toxic element
with the symbol Co and atomic number 27. It plays an
essential role in mammal biological processes in the
form of cobalamin (vitamin B12) [3]. Historically, the
first organic chemist who used cobalt as a catalyst in
the C-H bond functionalisation reaction was Murahashi
in 1955 [4]. Since then, over 60 years of study turned
this transition metal into one of the most promising
catalyst for C-H bond functionalisation reactions.
Our research is dedicated to the development of new
methodologies for the amino acid and amino alcohol
C-H bond functionalisation, employing Co as a reaction catalyst. Amino acids are a great subject of our
research for multiple reasons. First, a large variety of
natural amino acids can be easily isolated from natural products, which makes them a relatively cheap
starting material that can be transformed into more
valuable products. Second, a considerable portion of
drug molecules used in pharmaceutical industry contain one or more amino acid fragments; thus a development of novel methodologies where unnatural
amino acids can be easily obtained, may potentially
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Fig. 2
Co-catalysed transformations of phenylglicinol 1

play an essential role in more rapid development of
the medicinal chemistry, synthetic organic chemistry,
and biotechnology.
The investigation towards amino acid Co-catalysed
C-H functionalisation started with the phenylglycinol
1, derived from glycin – the simpliest proteinogenic
amino acid (Fig. 2). Initially, reaction with alkynes 2
were performed. Usually, it is a difficult task to achieve
the desired transformation with a very good product
yield. In our case it was not easy either, thus in a series
of more than 700 different reactions the best reaction
conditions were finally found. This newly developed
catalytic system enabled us to obtain desired products
tetrahydroisoquinolines 3 in high yields without the
decomposition of the starting materials 1 (Fig. 2a) [5].
Another approach towards functionalisation of phenylglicinol 1 was achieved employing carbon monoxide to obtain isoindolines 4 in very efficient fashion (Fig. 2., b) [6]. Both of the newly obtained products
3 and 4 are very valuable building blocks in medicinal chemistry and the common synthetic routes towards these compounds are limited nowadays. Moreover, an umpteen amount of alkaloids, sedative and
anxiolytic drugs as well as dopamines contain isoindolinone and isoquinoline fragments and the development of more convenient approaches towards
these compounds could facilitate the drug development industry [7].
Along glycine, phenylalanine was also the amino
acid of choice for the C-H functionalisation reactions.
Phenylalanine is an essential alpha-amino acid and
its derivatives are often used as starting materials for
the total synthesis of a variety of useful alkaloids and
drugs. Expanding the applicability of Co catalysis, our
group was successful in the development of Co-catalysed carbonylation of phenylalanine 5 in the presence of CO gas (Fig. 3) [8].
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Encouraged by the diversity of the amino acids that
underwent C-H carbonylation under the developed
reaction conditions, we decided to apply our methodology for more challenging substrates, i.e. short peptides (two and three aminoacids connected in a linear chain). In the case of peptides usually two main
difficulities may occur. First, the larger the compound
is, the more difficult it is to achieve the high chemoselectivity of the reaction, which means that different undesired by-products may form. Second,
amide bonds within peptide can deactivate the reaction catalyst. Nevertheless, we were pleased to find
that our newly developed method could also be used
for modification of such starting materials and products were obtained in good yields.
Considering the advantages of Co catalysis from the
cost point of view, lower toxicity in comparison to noble metals and good reactivity, the further progress in
cobalt-catalysed C-H functionalisation of amino acids
is expected in the near future. There is still a lot to be
developed in this research field, but at this point, contributions by our team have provided some resources
for the further studies in the field. Our team of researchers, led by Dr. chem. Liene Grigorjeva, joins single-minded and talented chemists: Dr. chem. Jekaterina Boļšakova, M. sc. ing. Lūkass T. Lukašēvics, and B.
chem. Aleksandrs Čižikovs. In 2020, this group of young

researchers were awarded the Diploma of the President of the Latvian Academy of Sciences for their work
on “The Development of Cost-effective and Eco-friendly Methods for the Synthesis of Valuable Organic Compounds”. While working on the project, different conferences were attended to share the group’s results, in
addition to being published in the international scientific journals with high impact factors.
In summary, we have developed efficient methodologies for C-H functionalisation of amino acids and amino alcohols based on the inexpensive cobalt catalysis.
The demonstrated methods may be used for a broad
variety of substrates tolerating different substitution
patterns. In addition, short peptides were also applicable thereby offering opportunities for late-stage
peptide functionalisation. Besides, the developed
methods provide a pathway for accessing valuable organic compounds that can be used in the synthesis of
synthetically useful drugs and antibiotic precursors.
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THE LOWER REACHES OF THE DAUGAVA
IN THE BRONZE AND EARLIEST IRON
AGES (1800–1 BC)
ANDREJS VASKS

EDUCATION AND
HUMANITARIAN
SCIENCES

The Bronze Age is significant in that dramatic
changes in people’s lifestyles took place: hunter-gatherer communities became livestock and
farming communities. As a result, there have been
drastic changes in people’s lifestyles, ideologies,
and demographics. As the name suggests, a new
material – bronze – appeared during that time.
Products made of this metal product – weapons and
ornaments – had the status of prestigious items, but
everyday tools, the same as in the Stone Age, were
still made of stone (including flint), bone, and horn
and, of course, wood. In the Late Bronze Age, local
artisans also learned how to make bronze axes,
spearheads, bracelets, necklaces, and other items.
To illustrate these drastic changes, the lower reaches of the Daugava were chosen as a peculiar model
area, where these changes were seen more clearly
than in other parts of the Eastern Baltic.
Until the beginning of the Bronze Age, the lower
reaches of the Daugava were relatively sparsely
populated. This can be explained by the priority of
choosing more suitable areas for gathering – mainly the shores of lakes and rivers. The most striking
example is the wetland of Lake Lubāna. The situation began to change in the early Bronze Age
(1800–1100 BC). There is still little archaeological
evidence of this period. In the lower reaches of the
Daugava, Vampenieši settlement at the top of Dole
Island covers this time period – there 280 fragments with a striated surface have been found.
About 65 fragments were embossed with a string
wrapped around a thin stylus, covering the entire
surface of the pot. In Lithuania, ceramics decorated
in this way are associated with the influence of the
Tshinets culture (1800–1200 BC) and refer to the
Early Bronze Age. The pottery found in Vampenieši
settlement is similarly dated. In the lower reaches

of the Daugava, Vampenieši settlement is still the
only known Early Bronze Age residence (Fig. 1). Possibly, a settlement of the Late Neolithic and Early
Bronze Ages previously was also in the place of
Daugmale hillfort, since one whole and three fragmentary straight-backed axes were found there,
which are often considered to be battle axes that
were used in the Late Neolithic and Early Bronze
Ages. In addition, two bronze sickles have been
found on the site of the Daugmale hillfort – one
whole and the other fragmentary, which have analogies in the finds of Scandinavia in the Early Bronze
Age. Apparently, there will be some other early
Bronze Age settlements in the lower reaches of the

Fig. 1
Bronze and Pre-Roman Iron Age archeological sites in the lower
reaches of the Daugava:
a – hillforts: 1 – Saulieši, 2 – Ķivutkalns, 3 – Klaņģukalns, 4 – Sakaiņi,
5 – Daugmale, 6 – Vīnakalns;
b – open rural settlements: 1 – Pļavniekkalns, 2 – Vecdole medieval
castle place, 3 – Jaunauči, 4 – Strautnieki, 5 – Vampenieši, 6 – Rauši,
7 – Vējstūri, 8 – Salaspils medieval castle place, 9 – Zviedru skansts
(Swedish Shantz), 10 – Laukskola, 11 – Lipši, 12 – Jaunlīve;
c – barrow cemeteries: 1 – Gilberti, 2 – Vējstūri, 3 – Reznes;
d – flat cemeteries: 1 - Ķivutkalns, 2 – Lipši;
e – stone work axe stray-find;
f – Šķērssēklis (Parumba) – a site of finds of Bronze Age artefacts
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Fig. 2
“Leader’s Tomb”. The central stone cyst of Rezne’s barrow No. 2, 7th
century BC. To bury this dead, the oldest burials were destroyed. Photo:
Eduards Šturms, 1935, National History Museum of Latvia

Daugava, which are indicated by stray finds. In this
respect, the location of the finds in the Daugava between the village of Parumba or Maruška and the
island of Dole, where there was a shallow place
(the so-called Rumbula rapids), but in the middle of
the river there is an islet called Šķērssēklis, is interesting. In the 1930s, while dredging the Daugava
and digging gravel, a number of stone and bronze
objects were found there, which were sent to the
State Historical Museum.
Outside the lower reaches of the Daugava, the Early
Bronze Age sites are known in only a few places.
They were discovered purely accidentally when
studying later objects. Apparently, due to their relative shortness and/or small number of inhabitants,
these settlements did not leave a more pronounced
cultural layer, therefore, they can rarely be identified during the archeological investigation of the
territories.
122

In the Early Bronze Age, new funeral traditions entered the lower reaches of the Daugava – burial in
stone cists and cremation of the dead, thus signalling the formation of a new society and the beginning of a new way of life. The Reznu cemetery with
eight hills on the right bank of the Daugava near
Salaspils was important in this respect. There were
skeleton graves and cremations in the barrows both
with and without stone cists (Fig. 2). The oldest cremations in this cemetery took place in the 14th–13th
centuries BC and continued later. The different arrangement of graves in the barrows of the Rezna
cemetery shows a different treatment of the dead,
which apparently depended on their social status in
society. This attitude stemmed from the ideology of
the new society, in which the individual and his
ability to stand out in his community played an important role.
Thus, in the Early Bronze Age (1800–1100 BC), in
the lower reaches of Daugava, judging from the settlements already mentioned – Vampenieši and the
later site of Daugmale hillfort, the barrows in
Reznes and Vējstūri – as well as from the stray finds
of four stone hoes and axes, there were at least
eight population points. There is no specific data on
the livelihood strategy of these societies during this
period, however, given the suitability of the lower
reaches of the Daugava for the development of
livestock and agriculture, it can be assumed that the
communities living there, at least in the Period III of
the Bronze Age (1300–1100 BC), started or even had
already focused on these sectors as major ones.
In the Late Bronze Age and the Earliest Iron Age
(1100–1 BC), a new type of residence also points to
social differentiation – the appearance of fortified
settlements or hillforts alongside the earlier rural
settlements. Six hillforts inhabited in the Late
Bronze Age are known in the lower reaches of the
Daugava. Initially, the plateau of the hillforts were
protected by simple wooden fences, but over time
more and more complex structures were built for
protection – earthen ramparts with built-in wooden
reinforcements or stone piles in their core and
wooden fortifications, sometimes eroding steeper
slopes. The most extensive evidence of fortifications and buildings was obtained in Ķivutkalns,
Vīnakalns, and Klaņģukalns (Fig. 3). In Ķivutkalns,

for example, the width of the fortification zone
reached 7–10 m, in Vīnakalns 6–10 m, including a
living area of 650–700 m2 and 420–460 m2, respectively [1]. The obtained materials show that the
communities of these hillforts had already completely switched to animal husbandry and farming
as the main sectors of the livelihood strategy. Judging by the thick layers of fish remains in Doles
Ķivutkalns, fishing in the Daugava was also important. Compared to the bones of livestock used for
food, the small number of game bones in hillfort
Ķivutkalns indicates limited hunting opportunities
on Doles Island, where forest areas decreased due
to extensive farming. In the Late Bronze Age, the
lower reaches of the Daugava became a densely
populated area. Compared to the Early Bronze Age,
from which eight population points are known,
their number has now reached 26.
An important role was played by the lower reaches
of the Daugava in bronze processing and related
exchange (Fig. 4). The range of bronze objects is
dominated by weapons and ornaments, and the
small size of weapons, especially axes, was rather of
more symbolic than practical meaning, like a dagger in the parade uniforms of modern army officers.
Attention is drawn to the large number of mould
fragments found in hillforts for casting bracelets or
necklaces. Fragments of such moulds have been
found not only in the lower reaches of the Daugava,
but also in other hillforts of the time under consid-

Fig. 3
A pile of stones in the core of the rampart in Ķivutkalns.
Photo: Andrejs Vasks, 1966, collection of the Institute of Latvian
History, University of Latvia.

Fig. 4
Bronze processing accessories and bronze armband-like ring. Hillfort
Ķivutkalns [2, Fig. 133].
1 – crucible fragment and reconstruction, 2 – three-legged crucible,
3 –mould with filler funnel for armband-like ring, 4 – bronze armband-like ring, 5 – double-sided mould for socketed axe: a) overview
of mould form, b) core for socket forming, c) both sides of the mould
with an axe imprint

eration, where bronze processing has taken place.
These rings are considered to be ingots for storing
and transporting metal, in some cases also for jewellery. It is possible that the bronze rings also served
as an exchange equivalent of the Eastern Baltic, including the lower reaches of the Daugava, as peripheral connections with the overseas centre in
Scandinavia. In turn, the hillforts of bronze processing could be centres in communication with the
surrounding rural settlements, exchanging the
manufactured bronze objects for various products
provided by the settlements. These bronze processing hillforts can also be considered as centres of
maintenance of the social hierarchy, which had a
monopoly on both bronze processing and exchange
communications. These societies can be seen as
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having a social hierarchy and an elite with their
own dynasties and leaders. Areas similar to the lower reaches of the Daugava, whose communities are
characterised by higher social complexity, are also
marked elsewhere in the Eastern Baltic. In the territory of Lithuania this was the coastal area, in Estonia – the island of Saaremaa, the western and
northern coast of Estonia, but in Latvia its southwestern part.
With the beginning of the Early Iron Age and local
iron metallurgy, the former socio-economic system
based on the processing and exchange of bronze
experienced a collapse, and the major centres of
this system ceased to exist. At the beginning of the
Early Iron Age, Eastern Baltic societies had learned
to extract iron from bog/lake ore. Consequently, the
earlier exchange communications lost their significance, the main object of which was bronze, but the
former advancement centres ceased to exist – in
the lower reaches of the Daugava they were Ķivutkalns and Klaņģukalns, which in the 1st–2nd centuries
AD were abandoned. Although both of these hillforts existed until the time when iron mining was
already known in the Eastern Baltic, neither of them
showed any signs of iron mining. Apparently, the existence of such bronze processing and exchange
centres depended on the established social relations between long-distance exchange participants,
bronze craftsmen, and the local elite. The beginnings of iron mining were related to rural settlements (for example, Jaunlīve settlement in the lower reaches of the Daugava and Sēlpils Spietiņi settlement near the Daugava). However, they were already other societies that based their existence
only on local resources, including the extraction
and further processing of iron ore.
Between the 1st–2nd centuries to the 9th century, the
lower reaches of the Daugava were sparsely populated – only a few settlement sites are known. The
next boom in the lower reaches of the Daugava followed only after 1000 years in the Viking Age, when
the Daugava once again became one of the most
strategically important highways between the West
and the East.
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SCIENTIFIC COMMENTARIES ON THE
LATVIAN CONSTITUTION (SATVERSME)
RINGOLDS BALODIS

The Constitution of the Republic of Latvia as adopted on 15 February 1922 was a laconic and compact
document comprising 88 Articles [1]. The legal design of the Constitution can be described as minimalist, given that Articles for the most part are
short (many consist of one or two sentences!), formulated with a high degree of legal abstraction and
generalisation. Precisely the simplicity of the Constitutional ‘Architecture’, its minimalism and laconic
nature of norms was one of the reasons why, after
the restoration of independence (1990–1993), the
Constitution could again enter into force. In spite of
the fact that no recourse had been made to the
Constitution for more than fifty years, the document,
was able to find a place in the restored state. Its
succinct formulations have been the reason why a
constitution written a hundred years ago proved
able to be fully applicable to constantly changing
realities of a modern state and the demands of
modern society. Norms created in a seemingly abbreviated manner admit in their implementation
considerable room for manoeuvre when addressing
a complex reality. At the same time, the other side of
the coin linked to the laconic form of the provisions
means that the Constitution itself does not set out
many basic elements of constitutional rights; if
elsewhere these are spelled out explicitly in a constitution, in the case of the Latvian Constitution
they must be inferred, or assumed to be included,
although grammatically they cannot be found there.
It is no surprise that from 1993 onwards several attempts have been made to establish an authoritative, competent and modern interpretation of the
Latvian Constitution. Elsewhere procedures, legal
institutions, constitutional organs and fundamental
rights contained in legal provisions, are clarified in
the form of Comments on the Constitution [2]. Participation in formulating such Comments on the ba-

sic law of a state, endows the author with the highest possible scholarly achievement and assessment
of his skills and talents.
PROJECT “SATVERSME SCIENTIFIC
COMMENTARIES” – A SCHOLARLY AND
A CIVIC INITIATIVE
The process of formulating scientific comments on
the Latvian Constitution (Satversme) started in 2008,
with publication, in 2011, of the first in a series of
six volumes of exhaustive monographs, and ended
on 8 September 2020, when the last volume was
released to the public in the presence of the State
President Egils Levits and Ināra Mūrniece, Speaker
of the Saeima.
1. Comments on the Constitution of the Republic of
Latvia. Chapter I. Introduction. General provisions.
Authors collective under the scientific leadership of
Prof. R. Balodis. Riga: Latvijas Vēstnesis. ISBN 9789984-840-33-8 2014.
2. Comments on the Constitution of the Republic of
Latvia. Chapter II. The Saeima [Parliament of the Republic of Latvia]. Authors collective under the scientific leadership of Prof. R. Balodis. Riga: Latvijas
Vēstnesis. ISBN 978-9984-840-65-9 2020.
3. Comments on the Constitution of the Republic of
Latvia. Chapter III. The President. Chapter IV. The
Cabinet. Authors collective under the scientific
leadership of Prof. R. Balodis. Riga: Latvijas Vēstnesis. ISBN 978-9984-840 -50-5 2017.
4. Comments on the Constitution of the Republic of
Latvia. Chapter V. Legislation. Authors collective under the scientific leadership of Prof. R. Balodis. Riga:
Latvijas Vēstnesis. ISBN 978-9984-840-61-1 2019.
5. Comments on the Constitution of the Republic of
Latvia. Chapter VI. Courts. Chapter VII. The State Audit Office. Authors collective under the scientific
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Opening event of Chapters VI and VII of Satversme on 15 February 2013. Photo: Chancery of the President of Latvia

leadership of Prof. R. Balodis. Riga: Latvijas Vēstnesis. ISBN 978-9984-840-24-6 2013.
6. Comments on the Constitution of the Republic of
Latvia. Chapter VIII. Fundamental Human Rights. Authors collective under the scientific leadership of
Prof. R. Balodis. Riga: Latvijas Vēstnesis. ISBN 9789984-840 -19-2 2011.
These volumes of comments not only contain explanations of all articles of the Latvian Constitution,
but also include, for a better understanding of the
Constitution, specific theories and articles dealing
with the history of the Latvian Constitution, intended to assist the reader to appreciate all detailed
comments to the relevant articles of the Constitution. Annexes of the volumes provide detailed information on the past governments of the Republic of
Latvia (including the provisional ones), a listing of
all presidiums of the Saeima, also all State Presidents, etc.
The scholarly comments on the Latvian Constitution
are the most extensive and comprehensive study of
constitutional rights in Latvia in the light of Latvian
parliamentarianism. It is a valuable source of information for practical use, and also by the courts [3],
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by other interested parties. The comments provide
facts selectively collected from primary sources (for
example, protocols of Latvian Constitutional Court
meetings and records of sessions of the Latvian parliament (Saeima), protocols of government meetings
and those of parliamentary committee sessions, elucidation of provisions of legislation, opinions, etc.).
The commentaries of Latvian Constitution provide
insight into the origin and application of norms and
Constitutional principles [4]. The scholarly comments distil essential findings of studies by many
authors on national constitutional rights, and, in not
a few cases, constitute even the first and only explanation of individual constitutional institutions, organs, and procedures. Previously quite a few issues
have not been addressed in general by Latvian legal
scholars (e.g., the number of deputies elected to the
parliament, the model for elections, parliament
committees, presidency, convening sessions, decisions taken by an absolute majority of deputies,
parliamentary requests, the legal status of State
Audit office, independent bodies, parliamentary investigations, parliamentary accountability and nonaccountability, remuneration of deputies, etc.). The

comments on the Latvian Constitution facilitate understanding the nature of constitutional law, as well
as advance a legal methodology for interpretation
of constitutional norms [5]. These scientific comments of the Constitution must be seen as providing
a kind of magnifying glass useful to clarify and gain
greater understanding of the norms of the Latvian
basic law.
The project was conceived and supported by the
State Joint Stock Company “Latvijas Vēstnesis” and
the University of Latvia, and has benefitted from the
assistance of various publically well-known individuals assistance and organisations. For example, a
long-term supporter of the project has been the Institute for Legal Research of Law (Latvijas Tiesību
zinātņu institūts). Unlike, for example, the Commentary on a New Constitution of Hungary, the Latvian
project did not respond to a government order, but
rather it is a scholarly and civic initiative.
The core group engaged in drafting comments on
the Constitution of Latvia comprises teaching staff
members of the Faculty of Law of the University of
Latvia, supplemented by individual teaching staff of
other institutions of higher education (such as the
Riga Graduate School of Law) and by competent
members of various State bodies (such as the Latvian Academy of Sciences, the Saeima Legal Office,
the State Audit Office, the Ombudsman, the Constitutional Court, the Court of Justice of the European
Union, the European Court of Human Rights. The
collective of individuals involved in drafting comments, the editorial board, assistants, editors, interpreters, and others comprise in total a little more
than a hundred persons. The State President, Egils
Levits, and the President of the Constitutional Court
are also members of this collective.
ON THE VOLUME OF COMMENTS ON
CHAPTER II, “THE SAEIMA”, ACCLAIMED BY
THE LAS
Public sentiment and opinion surveys show that
parliamentarianism in Latvia does not enjoy a high
degree of trust. Latvian statehood, and at the same
time parliamentarianism was interrupted by authoritarian regime and foreign occupation. Consequently, the development of parliamentarianism

has to be viewed to occur in two stages. In the first
stage, fourteen years of Latvian parliamentarianism
ended with a dissolution of parliament, which did
not overly perturb the people, because the
“horse-trading in the Saeima” and strife between
political parties had wearied and disoriented the
electorate. The second period of independence began with society enraptured by constitutional romanticism, associated with restoration of the nation
state and collapse of the Communist regime, as well
as hope for a better life, one conforming to “Western
standards”.
The volume presenting comments on the Latvian
Constitution dealing with the Saeima does not analyse the aforementioned aspects, as well as
COVID-19, and parliamentarianism [5], because the
remit for comments restricted consideration exclusively to the Constitution. This volume complements
to a significant degree the range of existing literature on work of the Latvian Parliament, and its value lies in examination of issues previously not analysed of Latvian constitutionalism. The introduction
includes etymology of the term “Saeima” and an
overview of legislators’ activities on the territory of
Latvia (the People’s Council, the Constitutional Assembly, the Supreme Council and the Saeima itself).
This volume contains a lot of visual material, unusual in terms of quantity for this type of literature
(for example, photographs of buildings associated
with the Saeima, meeting rooms, committees, and
other photographs).
It is true that the contents of this volume are closely related to those in the Comments on Chapter V of
the Latvian Constitution, which latter was published
two years ago, and in which the legislative work in
depth. For this reason, when reading the comments
on Chapter II of the Latvian Constitution, it is recommended that the volume on Chapter V be read in
parallel. For example, when reading comments on
Article 21 of Chapter II, which is dedicated to the
Rules of Procedure of the Latvian parliament, definitely it is useful to bear in mind comments on the
article concerning Rules of Procedure found in
Chapter V; when studying comments on Article 14
of Chapter II on recalling the parliament via a national referendum; it would also be useful to take
into account comments on Articles 78, 79, and 80 of
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Chapter V of Latvian Constitution dealing with
holding national referendums. A similar situation
applies to several other Articles and publications
dealing with Chapter V, analysing the work of the
Latvian parliament (for example, the Introduction
to Chapter V, comments on Article 64, or articles discussing the absence of lobbying in the parliament,
the Analytical Unit, low public esteem of the parliament, etc.).
As the head of the collective of authors of this book,
I would like to believe that it will become a handbook for every politician elected to parliament,
while I also understand that those involved in political contests often do not have the time to spare for
theoretical assessment of situations. At the same
time, I have no doubt that this volume, like others in
the published set of scientific comments, will help
understand our Constitution and the legal system
therein. Furthermore, the Commentary will provide
students an excellent reference for their study of
constitutional law.

2. In states that are older than Latvia, whose statehood, moreover, has
never been permanently interrupted by foreign occupation,
commentaries have appeared that complement one another, giving
rise to a fundamental doctrine of law. Certainly the case of Latvia will
never be like that of the United States, where the first commentaries
on their Constitution were published in the late 18th century (The
Federalist Papers, 1788), and the first analyses, at the beginning of the
19th century (a 3-volume work by Joseph Story, a Justice of the United
States Supreme Court, published in 1833 as, Commentaries on the
Constitution of the United States) and where the Commentaries also
deal with US State Constitutions. In the case of Germany, there are
several Commentaries and even comments on Commentaries.

Translated by Eduards Bruno Deksnis

5. https://juristavards.lv/doc/277142-lidz-ar-satversmes-ii-nodalaskomentaru-izdosanu-nosledzies-satversmes-zinatnisko-komentaruprojekts/
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THE PAST IN THE PRESENT. POST-SOVIET
HERITAGE IN POLAND AND LATVIA
DAGNOSŁAW DEMSKI, DOMINIKA CZARNECKA

The topics approaching post-Cold War military bases in the Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries, from the perspective of change and transformation, emerged in the last decade. The research
project entitled “The Past in the Present. Post-Soviet Heritage in Poland and Latvia. Part I and II” was
pursued under two three-year contracts between
the Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw and the
Latvian Academy of Sciences in Riga and it was
completed in the years 2016–2021. The project
aimed to inspire comparative research on the topic
of Soviet military legacy in Poland and Latvia, including material traces of Soviet/Russian military
presence, memory politics, identity processes, topdown attempts to integrate military objects and infrastructure into the civilian life, as well as new
emerging practices in the selected post-Cold War
military bases.
Within the project, two international seminars dedicated to post-Cold War military zones were organised. The first Seminar on the Post-Cold War Military
Zones in Central and Eastern Europe was held on 26
and 27 May 2016 in Borne Sulinowo (Poland). It was
attended by fourteen scholars from eight CEE countries. The second Seminar on the Post-Cold War Military Zones in Central and Eastern Europe was held
on 6–8 November 2018 in Prague and was attended by the same number of scholars from eight CEE
countries. Presentations delivered during these
seminars allowed to create two English-language
special issues of academic journals [1, 2]. Presentation of the research results at international conferences and in English-language academic journals
enabled our team to share the results of the research and participate in the wider international
debate.
The general goal of the project was to conduct field
research in Poland and Latvia and to find out how

individuals and communities have used the ‘contentious’, ‘negative’, ‘dissonant’ heritage in the present
and reflect on it. Within the project a lot of empirical material was collected and analysed. In order to
make the final comparison of how the ‘difficult’ military past and its material remnants have been used
in the presence, the ethnographic fieldwork (indepth interviews, fieldnotes, statistical data, visual
material, informal conversations, participant observation) was conducted in many former military bases in Poland and Latvia, including such sites as
Borne Sulinowo, Kęszyca Leśna, Międzyrzecz, Trzebinia, Riga, Valka, Gulbene, Ventspils, Skrunda, Cēsis,
Līgatne, Daugavpils, Liepāja (Fig. 1). Apart from
gathering empirical data, the theoretical reflection
on the modern practices and strategies of using of

Fig. 1
Tankodrom in Borne Sulinowo. Source: Dagnosław Demski, 2018.
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Fig. 2
Former Soviet officers’ living quarters in Krustpils. Source: Dagnosław
Demski, 2016.

the past in the presence (e.g., promotion of local
history, establishing quasi-museums, organising
military rallies) was developed as well as critical
analysis of the complexity of the relations between
state and local memory landscapes and politics and
diverse narratives and interpretations of the past
was undertaken.
Additionally, the legacy of the communist era in the
Central and Eastern Europe seems to be important
in the context of closer integration and consensus
building within the European Union. This process
went differently in particular countries, depending
on distinct historical background, the circumstances of the withdrawal of the Soviet Army, and the
level of development of military bases and infrastructure, therefore exposing the crucial factors in
shaping the attitude to the ‘contentious’ past.
Within the research project the issue of transformation was tackled by using different perspectives
(e.g., anthropological, historical, political) and several distinct categories were elaborated on: local
history, space, place, cultural landscape, power relations, competing narratives, reproduction of cultural norms and values of dominant groups. Such an
approach helped to reveal the hidden layers of reality at the local level and in particular contexts. The
problem of degradation of the natural environment
by military exploitation as well as the impact of
130

changing borders on the local communities, including the transformation of military settlements into
the civil towns, and different aspects of social
change were also researched and discussed within
the project. Another sphere of discussion was ecology and integration of the vast complexes of nature
former poligons.
Tourism was the rising topic thanks to the growing
number of people visiting former militrary places.
The increased interest in former military bases
brought new questions, not only for outsiders but
also for local inhabitants of these sites. In the last
few years mass tourism has become an element affecting the formation of cultural institutions that
created new practices and transformed these sites
through the so-called military tourism.
More than twenty years have passed since the final
withdrawal of the Russian Federation forces from
military bases located in Central and Eastern Europe. This period is long enough to enable the observation of changes in attitudes towards post-military sites, changes in narratives concerning
post-military remains in these areas and to examine
practices and strategies of (re)creating military
past(s), developed within the tourist industry.
The categories – authenticity, knowledge, mise-enscene – which emerged in the context of mass tourism enabled us to observe the results of changes in
places related to the military past. Some of the former Soviet military sites successfully transformed
their past: Borne Sulinowo, Kęszyca Wielka, Darłowo,
several places in Riga, Karosta, Krustpils, Daugavpils
(Fig. 2). In this sense, studying the transformation of
former military sites and tourism activity related to
them revealed that former military spaces can function as living museums, broader cultural spaces,
technological parks, entertainment centres or spaces for open artistic and scientific debate. It can be
observed that the final transformation of post-Cold
War military bases is determined by many factors,
such as ownership, ideology, politics of memory, the
exhibitionary complex focusing on specific details,
aimed at the places for staging the tourist experience.
Within the project the research was conducted not
only in former military sites that had been adapted
to civilian life but also in abandoned areas and

garrisons turned into ghost towns. Many of them
were left with no names. This raises a question why
so many former military bases have been forgotten
and vanished, whilst some of them continue to
function despite the loss of their former military
role?
Current political upheavals in Europe define a new
context within which the research on former military bases and post-Soviet military legacy is worth
to be continued.
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LATVIAN MUSIC IN RENAISSANCE:
HERALDS, MATURITY, CONTEXTS
ILZE ŠARKOVSKA- LIEPIŅA

Over the last decades, the interest in medieval and
Renaissance culture processes in Latvia has substantially increased. This is primarily due to the paradigm shift in the science of history after the collapse
of the USSR towards a new understanding of the
interrelations between Latvian and Western European music life and creative processes, enabling objective evaluation of facts and revealing concealed, ideologically distorted and biased issues.
In the context of European cultures of the 15th and
16th centuries, the Latvian culture was distinctly
dual. This dualism also carried over to the field of
music and was made more acute by the mixed inhabiting nations, as well as by the economic oppression (similar to that taking place in Estonia, another
part of the Livonian church state). The essence of
this dualism stems from two different world views,
existing in the Western Europe since the early medieval period: one extrapolated the values of man on
natural phenomena, attempting to humanise,
spiritualise the outside world (Christianity), whilst
the other integrated man into the processes of nature (folklore, culture of peasants). The so-called
culture of “educated man” and the culture of folklore
coexisted, the former based on Christianity, the latter – on mythology, each with its own perception of
the times and the world. The opposite poles of European culture – the Latinised “educated people” and
peasant cultures – manifested across the whole
Western civilisation and were typical of it. The term
rustici – i.e. “peasants” – was used in the literature of
the period as a synonym for “pagans”. The peasantry
was blamed for all economic and social misfortunes,
cultural mishaps and blasphemies of the period.
Initially both of these branches of culture functioned in comparatively limited social circles. Latvians preferred their folk music; the activities of
churches, missionaries and monasteries did bring
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their ancestors more or less in contact with Christianity and traditional liturgical music, but they did
not really accept this tradition as their own. Those
living in the German environment, however, entirely
isolated themselves from the Latvian traditions and
condemned them. Here the difference from Germany, the homeland or ancestor’s land of the majority
of Livonia’s colonists, was apparent: there the Christian culture was already well off and the simple folk
regarded themselves as true Christians, denouncing
most of their pagan traditions (which, nevertheless,
occasionally found their way into Christian culture
in modified forms). The natives of Livonia, on the
other hand, were Christianised comparatively late
and, in most cases, with violent methods. Evidently,
this is why the values of Latvian folklore in many
cases have retained their pagan, mythological, ancient independence.
The regional distinctions in various European countries and territories, the controversies, irregularities
and asynchronicities of processes, as well as the
strong ties of Renaissance with the previous – medieval period occasionally lead to a conclusion that
Renaissance in fact did not exist as a set of new
phenomena, and that the culture of this epoch was
essentially a continuation of the medieval period
(the so called medievalisation of Renaissance). The
dividing line between these periods is blurred,
therefore allowing to view them as a single whole.
As identifiers of the culture of Renaissance, one
could propose anthropocentrism, secularisation and
reliance on the examples set by the antique cultures and arts, the latter trend being more characteristic to Italy. In other parts of Europe, the Renaissance period manifested as “Northern Renaissance”
and “Northern humanism”, characterised by the existence within the framework of Christian religion, by
gradual shedding of the medieval traditions layer,

by the Reformation movement, as well as the anti-scholastic tendencies that facilitated the creation
of the new education system. The Northern Renaissance branch includes the cultures of Germany and
other countries on this side of the Alps, including
Livonia. The heralds of new ideas in Livonia were
on most occasions tied closely to Germany, and less
frequently – to Netherlands, Poland, and other European countries. The Renaissance period marked the
beginnings of Latvian written language, related to
the contemporary, fresh and progressive ideas and
musical material of sacral songs.
Until Reformation, monasteries of several orders
(Augustin, Dominican, Cistercian, and Franciscan)
were active in Livonia. Belonging to a certain order,
the residents of monasteries accepted their respective canonical regulations that did not differ largely
from the regulations of the same order in other
countries. Together with the strictly regulated way
of life, characteristic features of liturgy and music
were also transferred. Knowing these principles,
one can derive informed conclusions on the lifestyles and liturgies of Livonian monasteries. The
monastery schools provided basic tuition for their
pupils, whilst cathedral schools (one may have existed in Riga since 1211) – a course of seven noble
sciences, incorporating the art of music into the
mathematical quadrivium. The musical activities of
Cistercian and Franciscan monks and sisters are
proven by documents, which state that monasteries
and churches possessed many diverse sources of
sacral music (mass books, graduals, agendas, collections of psalms, etc.), most of which have not survived the passage of time.
The pre-Reformation and Reformation period Catholic materials held in book storage facilities in Riga
can be separated into two groups: one is formed by
fragments of books and separate pages, the other –
by more or less complete, substantial volumes (for
example, Missale carthusiense printed in Paris in
1541, etc.). Amongst the complete volumes, two
books that are directly related to Riga and regulate
the liturgies and their musical parts in the churches
of the Riga diocese merit particular attention. These
are the Riga Archbishop Cathedral Holy Cross Chapel manuscript Missale Rigense, as well as the breviary of Riga diocese Breviarium secundum ritum

etusum ecclesiae, printed in Amsterdam in 1513. The
wide repertoire of songs used in the churches of
Riga make these books uniquely valuable. In most
part without musical material, they contain both
well-known and unique texts (hymns for St. Thecla,
Joseph, etc.). When Reformation began, attempts
were made to eradicate the Catholic liturgic music
traditions. The Catholic music was on the edge of
extinction, as the environment for more than 50
years was unfavourable to its existence. At the same
time many elements of the Catholic Church liturgy
were introduced into the Lutheran Church – if not
in their primary then in other, modified forms.
After the Livonian war (1558–1583) and the inclusion of the territory of Latvia into the Polish–Lithuanian state (1582), the recatholisation began and a
new period commenced in Catholic music. A significant role was played in this process by the Riga Jesuit Collegiate (founded as a Jesuit school in 1582),
which also employed non-clergymen to musically
educate the most gifted students. The activities of
Jesuits were mostly focused on locals (Latvians and
Estonians) that formed the most sizeable inhabiting
parts of these territories. Therefore, the knowledge
of local languages was very important and the process of preparation of song translations for the local residents was justified.
Examples of several liturgical formulas in Latvian
language were printed in the early 16th century.
There might also have been hymnals in Latvian language, for example the hypothetical Erdmann
Tolgsdorf’s volume of hymns and antiphons
(1582/83–1591). In the context of Catholic music in
the period of recatholisation, the Tolgsdorf’s personality stands out – his activities in Riga, Cēsis
(Wenden) and Valmiera (Wolmar) included teaching
singing in schools as well as leading boys’ choir, as
well as, possibly, composing songs. The work commenced by Tolgsdorf was continued by the Catholic
priest Georg Elger who was mainly active during
the 17th century. In 1621, he published a Latvian
hymnal with 96 sacral songs – its only and, unfortunately, incomplete remaining copy is held at Vilnius
University Library. In this book Elger relies on the
experience of previous authors and probably on the
musical material already approbated during the
16th century. A particularly old tradition is evident in
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two Christmas songs, titled children songs that
were most likely performed by children in schools
– they include unmistakeable references to Latvian
folk refrains žūžū and līgo. These may be regarded
as Latvian Christian folk songs, a type that is more
frequently encountered in folklore of Estonians,
Swedes, and other nations. Although the songs are
based on Gregorian chants, Latvian elements have
introduced modifications into their melodies.
The inventory list of Riga Jesuit music collection,
dated 1621, as well as the earliest collection of the
Jesuit collegiate is integrated into the Uppsala University Library Carolina Rediviva fund. Unfortunately,
the list is not precise, however, several copies of
books that used to belong to the Riga collegiate
can be identified, including sacral songs with organ
and lute tablatures, as well as a unique book of
prayers in handwriting by the sister Anna Nötken of
the last Riga Cistercian monastery – the Riga St.
Mary Magdalene Monastery (dated 1593). Alongside
prayers and other texts, it holds lyrics and notated
songs, as well as sister’s drawings. Anna Nötken preserved the book throughout the Reformation period; she kept on adding new texts, including versions
of songs in German language.
Reformation-related changes in the Christian religion and music in Livonia manifested comparatively early – due to the church-state crisis, Luther’s ideas quickly found supporters in Livonia, first and
foremost in Riga (1522). The changes that affected
Livonian churches resulted in the simplification and
reduction of liturgical and musical materials, influenced by the new religious aesthetics and the tendency towards general modesty. Latin language
was being replaced by vernacular languages, leaving an imprint on the melodic line of songs, as well
as opening the doors for folk and secular music influence on sacral music. A new genre emerged –
protestant chorale. The cult was becoming more
democratic and the congregation was being more
actively involved in the musical elements of service.
The education reform also had a significant role –
the humanism-oriented protestant education had a
remarkable emphasis on music.
In 1525, a book of masses “in the common Livonian,
Latvian, and Estonian languages” was sent to Riga
from Lübeck but it was confiscated – no copies have
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remained. In 1527, the production of the Prodigal
Son by Burcard Waldis in Riga marks the beginning
of sacral song-writing by Riga-based authors – the
play features protestant song lyrics by Burcard
Waldis and Andreas Knopken. In 1530, the German
residents of Riga acquire their first edition (albeit
without musical score) of Kurtz Ordnung des Kirchendiensts by Johann Briesmann and Knopken, printed in Rostock. The volume also includes five song
texts by Knopken.
The German hymnals of the 16th century and the
early 17th century (1530, 1537, 1548/1549, 1559,
1567, 1574, 1592) can be classified according to
several criteria: the use of language – all of the 16th
century editions are in Middle Low German language, whereas High German language is used from
the 17th century onwards; the place of publishing –
the first two were printed in Rostock, 1548–1549–
1557 editions in Lubeck, 1592 edition – in Riga by
Nicholaus Mollyn; the content – the period of development and changes (1530–1548/1549) is
clearly evident, from 1559 the form of hymnal becomes stable, with consistent layout and content,
while new songs are being appended.
The Reformation movement marked the beginnings
of the Latvian writing and book publishing cultures.
From 1530s to 1560s, the Reformation movement
was radically democratic in nature – it excited the
city-dwelling Latvians, mostly in Riga, where their
numbers were on-par with non-Latvian residents,
but their economic power much more significant
than in the following centuries (until the 19th century). Latvians united in guilds and spiritual brotherhoods acquiring their own altars and priests in
churches.
At the beginning of the Reformation period, the
guilds served as the first Latvian congregations, and
their priests since 1525, when a Latvian congregation was established at St. James’s Church, became
the first Latvian priests that translated liturgies and
songs. The year 1525 is significant in the chronology
of the Latvian liturgy history – the first mass books
in Latvian and Estonian sent from Lübeck were confiscated then. The existence of these books is hypothetical, as is the existence of the handbook (1535–
1537) of the Riga Saint James’s Church priest Johann
Ekke. The first printed volume of songs in Latvian

language, Vndeudsche Psalmen vnd geistliche Lieder
oder Gesenge, welche in den Kirchen des Fürstenthums
Churland vnd Semigallien in Liefflande gesungen
werden, printed for the parishes of Courland at the
Georg Osterberger printing house in Königsberg in
1587, was one of the first-ever books in Latvian and
the first printed Latvian music book. It was followed
by Latvian hymnal for Riga residents, printed in 1615
by Nicolaus Mollyn (in Riga), where alongside the
latest, most current materials one can find much
earlier editions of songs in Latvian, and which also
follows the traditional structure of the earlier Livonian German hymnals. The book of 1587 contains
the plan of church service proceedings and 58 songs,
including opuses by Luther, Paulus Speratus and
other composers of the period.
The book of 1615 includes songs created as early as
in the 1530s with texts in free tonic metre: the song
of Nicolaus Ramm on the ten commandments
(1530) without musical score, Ekke’s song on Zechariah’s prophecy (1535), as well as a song of praise by
the latter author (1537). The value of Zechariah’s
prophecy song stems from the fact that it is the first
vocal composition in Latvian that is not anonymous,
and even printed with a musical score. It is the first

B. Waldis. Der Psalter. (1553). Title page. From
the digital resources of the Bavarian State
Library (Munich)

Latvian sacral song to be performed with actual, notated musical material. Therefore, Ekke’s composition is the first Latvian notated example of music.
Belonging to the pre-national music period, it formally marks the beginnings of the Latvian professional music. The book of 1615 also contains the
first printed example of Latvian multipart music –
Easter gradual in three voices on translated Psalm
117: Haec est dies – Scha gir ta dene, without indications of the author(s) of lyrics and music.
Burcard Waldis (circa 1490–1557) is amongst the
most recognisable individuals of the Reformation
period, whose path of life as well as the sizeable
and multifaceted oeuvre testifies to the birth of a
persona of a new age. His most sizeable contribution is in literature – in the context of Reformation
period literature his work is valued very highly: he is
mentioned as one of the most notable German poets of the 16th century. In Latvia, meanwhile, he is
renowned as the most notable poet-humanist, who
in his fables speaks for the local Livonian residents
of the lower social strata. Alongside his work in literature (plays, fables, psalms translated to German
language, i.e. original poetry and other genres)
Waldis wrote songs.

B. Waldis. Psalm 129 (130). [From the digital
resources of the Bavarian State Library
(Munich)]
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Riga Cathedral. Singers’ loft “Allegory of Music” (end of the 16th century). Photo by Riga Dome Administration.
The image of a female as an allegory of music not only embodies one
of the free arts but can also be identified as St. Cecilia, the patroness
of music since the 16th and 17th centuries. The organ and other instruments were amongst her attributes, while she herself represents one
of the seven artes liberales. The monochrome wooden relief depicts a
set of instruments with a positive organ and lute in the centre, a harp
(or David’s lyre) in the background, and a mandola and a pommer in
the upper left corner.

Waldis was born in Germany, to a patrician family in
Allendorf near Verra, and received good education
in Germany. He resided in Livonia for a long time
(1523–1540) – initially as a Franciscan monk, later
converting to Lutheranism. He became a craftsman,
a pewter maker and trader, all the while applying
himself to several fields of art. The Waldis’s Shrove
Tuesday play “De parabell vam vorlorn Szohn” (The
Parable of the Prodigal Son) pertains to the Riga period – it has a special place in the list of the 16th
century German protestant fastelauendt plays. It is
not similar to the popular examples of the genre in
this period – the carnival procession plays. Waldis’s
play follows the antique dramatic principles and
structures, while the content is sacral in nature. The
play does not contain musical scores, however, the
author’s remarks, the singing and playing mentioned by the characters of the play, as well as the
texts of songs included in the play, demonstrate the
great significance and role of music in this production. The music follows dramatic logic, based on the
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principle of contrasts. The two realms of the play –
secular and sacral – are represented by diverse
means of expression: the secular realm – by the instrumental music, everyday life songs and dances,
and the sacral realm – by various types of sacral
songs and vocal polyphony. The remarks of the play
reveal the popular period instruments in Riga (various winds, percussions, strings), whereas Waldis’s
lyrics reflect the development of Riga protestant
song tradition and development of hymnal repertoire.
In 1553, in Frankfurt am Main Christian Egenolff
published a volume of Waldis’s psalms “Der Psalter/
in Newe Gesangsweise/ vnd künstliche Reimen gebracht” that contained free translations of psalms
into German language, in effect – original poetry.
Alongside 155 psalm texts it includes 152 melodies
authored by the poet himself. The substantial foreword by the author reveals that the psalm songs
were composed over the period of three years in
Livonia, whilst in prison (1536–1540).
The few available Livonian music scores of the 15th
century are for a single voice. The 16th century is
also mostly represented by monophonic music, although the available information on the Riga Cathedral School Chapel activities and on the vocal
music of the Reformation period (for example, Waldis’s remarks in the text of the play Prodigal Son)
leaves no doubt that multipart singing practice existed in Livonia, moreover, in Latvian congregations,
as testified by a certain three-part music example in
a 1615 hymnal.
The late 16th century introduces more elaborate
multi-part materials – the period after 1582 marks
the activities of Riga’s most famous 16th century
composer and cantor of the Cathedral School Paulus
Bucaenus (?, Lieberose, Brandenburg – 1586, Riga;
cantor 1578– 1585). Bucaenus represents a typical
16th century European composer – “traveller of the
world” and internationaliser of the music culture.
Bucaenus worked in the typical genres of the period – his oeuvre mostly consists of masses and motets. Alongside these he composed in the genres of
German multipart song (Lied) and passion – the
most flourishing genre of German protestant music.
His opuses are included in the manuscripts of the
partially surviving two-part volume Tomi musici

operis ecclesiae Rigensis (Volume 1 – 1583, Volume
2 – 1584), whilst the passion Passio Domini nostri
Jesu Christi was printed separately in 1578 in Stettin
(currently – Szczecin). Without doubt, Bucaenus’s
creative principles and style represented the typical
manner of Renaissance musical thinking.
In 1616, the Municipal Council appointed a new
cantor as well as the so called collega scholae to the
Riga Cathedral and the Cathedral School – Jacob
Lotichius (Lotticius, also Lotich, 1621–1659), whose
life span ensured a great number of compositions.
Born in Konigsberg in 1586, Lotichius spent his
childhood in Prussia, studying in Konigsberg and
then Rostock and Altdorf universities. An individual
with the same name was also matriculated to the
University of Jena in 1617. He commenced his career
in 1611 as a musician of the Courland Duke Wilhelm’s court and the music director of the Kuldīga
Palace, in a few years moving to Riga, where he
served at the Riga Cathedral until 1659. In the
printed editions of his compositions, Lotichius appears as the director of the music choir, and it is
mentioned that he has held the position for 35
years. Not many of Lotichius’s works have survived.
Currently, five dedications are known that, according to their style and time of composition (1652),
belong firmly to the Baroque era.
The Renaissance period marks a rapid development
of instrumental music and increase of its independence and liberation from the vocal element. Written
examples of instrumental music in Europe are rare;
in Livonian music none have been found so far,
therefore, not only documentary sources, but also
information found in literature as well as paintings,
graphics, sculptures and other iconographic artefacts become important.
From the 15th century, the distribution and adaptation of repertoire and instruments became more
and more dynamic. It was facilitated not only by the
mobility of performing artists and the wide geographical area available for movement, but also by
the development of music printing techniques and
the benefits thereof that let the new marketable
object – the musical score – become widespread.
Although printed samples have not been found in
the former Livonian territory, it can be assumed
with reasonable certainty that in the trading cities,

especially Riga, there might have been customers
for it – the professional as well as the amateur musicians.
Certain specifics in the functions of the instrumental music were determined by the diverse environment, specific requirements, and musicians’ social
status in the various state formations of the Livonian Confederation: the Livonian Order, lands of the
Archbishop of Riga and bishoprics, reformed Lutheran Church, recatholisation period, Catholic Church, patrician city, as well as the court upon the formation
of the Duchy of Courland in 1561. The beginnings of
the court music culture coincided with the secularisation of the political life, as a result of which the
Duchy of Courland was founded (1561). The society
was ready for a certain new type of instrumental
musicianship, where the elements of representational or amusement music began their dominance
over the sacral aspect. The rise of the organ culture
in Europe likewise influenced the organ building
and performance practice in Livonia. The developments in organ manufacturing are evidenced by
dedicated documents and by iconographic sources.
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DÉCOR IN THE ART NOUVEAU
ARCHITECTURE OF RIGA
SILVIJA GROSA

Recognition of the monograph: Latvian Academy
of Sciences Achievements in Science 2020 [1].
In 2020, the book was nominated for the Baltic
Assembly Prize; in 2021, it was nominated for
the Aleksandrs Čaks Prize, and the author received a certificate of recognition.
The turn of the 20th century was a time of radical
change in the world art and architecture. A creative
search for a new style in art was manifested in
many countries during the last decade of the 19th
century. Therefore, the new style that flourished
around 1900, the only one in the history of art with
so many names (Art Nouveau, the Secession style,
Jugendstil, etc.), included different formal means
and characteristics that seem incompatible.
The turn of the 20th century – the age of Art Nouveau, Neo-Romanticism, and Symbolism – has left
behind vivid traces in Latvian writing, painting, and
music, as well as in Latvian architecture. This was a
time when Latvian national culture was formed and
experienced its first upsurge under difficult socio-political conditions. The Art Nouveau style
reached Riga shortly before 1900, at a time when
the city was growing rapidly, becoming a major city
of the then Russian Empire. The growth of the city
replete with social and political contrasts was characterised by both rapid industrialisation and the
expansion of its showcase zone, as well as the urbanisation of its outskirts accompanied by growth
of working-class areas in the suburbs. A number of
public buildings were erected, yet the predominant
type in terms of numbers was the apartment house.
Art Nouveau, known in art history for reorganising
the hierarchy of traditional art forms and placing
decorative art at the forefront, formed a basis for
change in Riga. Although Historicism retained its
importance through to the end of the period, when
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Riga’s Art Nouveau architecture in the overall context of European art are determined not so much by
the quantity of buildings surviving from this period
as by the diversity and artistic quality of the façade
décor, the orientation of architects and creators of
this décor towards a wide range of stylistic movements (Historicism and Art Nouveau in its different
variations, Nordic National Romanticism, Heimatstil,
and Neo-Classicism) and their combinations, while
avoiding extremes.
The monograph Décor in the Art Nouveau Architecture of Riga [2] departs from the usual approach
and, instead, focuses on décor of buildings in Riga,
highlighting issues related to the most visually impressive aspect of Riga’s Art Nouveau architecture –
namely decorative design. The book examines decorative sculpture and painting in terms of their
inherent artistic diversity and uniqueness not only
in the context of Latvia, but also of the entire Baltic
region. The ambivalence of the extensive amount of
material – from the work of artisans and industrial
production to professional art oriented towards the
creation of unique artefacts – coupled with an abKonstantīns Pēkšēns, Eižens Laube. Architect Pēkšēns’ apartment
building at Alberta Street 12. 1903. Photo: Imants Prēdelis, 2012

interest in the heritage of classical art re-surfaced,
the period from 1898 to 1914 can be called the Art
Nouveau period in Riga.
Historical architecture and buildings define the
city’s uniqueness as well as its cultural and historical significance. Riga’s Art Nouveau architecture has
been the subject of numerous publications since
the second half of the 20th century and is a world-renowned asset. The historical centre of Riga, with its
well-preserved medieval and later-century urban
layout, 19th-century wooden buildings and an impressive number of Art Nouveau buildings, has been
included in the UNESCO World Heritage List since
1997. A number of important buildings dating from
the turn of the 20th century are also located outside
the historic city centre, in each of the former suburbs of Riga. However, the place and uniqueness of

Jūlijs Straume. Peacocks. Design for a decorative fabric.
1906. Tempera and gold on paper. 121 × 90 cm. LNMM.
Photo: Normunds Brasliņš

sence of documentation, have influenced the assessment of décor both at the time when the buildings were constructed and in the following decades.
It should also be noted that artisanal objects, together with what today is designated as forming
the human environment, ranked higher in the hierarchy of art forms of the time than in the past. The
total number of these instances is considerable and
hence it is impossible, in the absence of an extensive
and well-grounded analysis, to fully interpret not
only late 19th and early 20th century Latvian architecture but also the history of visual art. At the same
time, the decorative embellishment of buildings
cannot be considered as a sovereign entity outside
its context, i.e., outside the building itself, its relationship to the architect’s creative manifestations,
outside the cultural and historical environment and,
more broadly, the era as a whole. Consequently,
these issues are addressed in the book as well.
The principal material of the study is the profane
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Façade décor of Andrei Lebedinsky’s apartment building at Elizabetes
Street 10b. Arch. Mikhail Eisenstein. 1903. Photo: Marika Vanaga, 2019

architecture, mainly masonry buildings and their
decoration, which constituted the majority of new
buildings in Riga at the turn of the 20th century. The
analysis covers both ornamentation (abstract, zoomorphic, floral, anthropomorphic) and figurative
decorative sculptures of building façades and interiors, where, due to the fragmentary preservation of
the material, the archival materials of architectural
research specialists, obtained by probing and discovered during restoration process, as well as photographs, were of great importance.
The elements of building design and architectural
decoration in the façades of buildings in Riga are
mainly cast in concrete, in some cases also using
other materials. The main materials used for interior décor were stucco, paper pulp, tempera paint, adhesive-based paint, etc. However, the issue of the
technological production of sculpture and painting
materials was not considered a priority in this book
and is only mentioned when the results of architectural research are available; the same applies to the
polychromy of façades and their colouring, which
can only be specified in certain cases.
The materials presented in the book were obtained
by surveying and photographing buildings in situ, as
well as identifying photographs and photocopies
from the early 20th century, and the architects’
sketches and drawings available in the construction
documentations of the buildings. The majority of
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architects active in Riga had studied at the Architecture Department of Riga Polytechnic (later Riga
Polytechnic Institute, today Riga Technical University), which had been offering excellent possibilities
for training to aspiring architects since 1869. Customary practice was acquisition of architectural experience via study trips to Germany and other countries; active contacts were maintained with St.
Petersburg, where the Russian bureaucracy granted
compulsory construction permits. The analysis of
architectural décor in Riga therefore involved looking for analogies in the major cities of the neighbouring regions, with which continuous contacts
were maintained at that time (St. Petersburg, Tallinn, Warsaw, Krakow, Dresden), as well as those that
could have served as sources of artistic inspiration
(Helsinki, Berlin, Vienna, Prague, Paris).
In order to find out the possible sources of inspiration of architectural décor in Riga and their origin,
a wide range of publications from the turn of the
20th century – architecture and art journals published in Western Europe and Russia, the so-called
architectural pattern books, and other pictorial publications – were examined.
The principles of architectural décor in Riga at the
turn of the 20th century transformed conforming to
the evolution of Art Nouveau; therefore, the work is
divided into the early period of Art Nouveau (from
1898 to 1902, reaching upsurge between 1903 to
1905/06), and the late period (from 1905/06 to
1914). Art Nouveau in the architectural décor of

Stained glass panel in the building at Baznīcas Street 5.
Photo: Didzis Grodzs, 2015

Riga was characterised by forms of expression similar to those in many other European countries,
where Art Nouveau arrived as a mature style: initially décor encapsulated Historicism, whereas during the final phase, classicising motifs and themes
were adopted. Historicism continued to influence
the architecture of Riga not only during the early
Art Nouveau period, but also during its culmination,
both in a stylistically pure expression and as a parallel to Art Nouveau in the form of individual motifs
or traditional techniques. In the late Art Nouveau
period, other stylistic influences (Nordic National
Romanticism, Neo-Classicism, proto Art Deco) are
also characteristic, which, as in the early period, often complicates the definition of Art Nouveau
boundaries. However, harmonisation of stylistic
phenomena was facilitated by the common ‘Neo-Romantic platform’ characteristic of turn-of-the-20thcentury arts.
The decorative design of building façades in Riga
and their interiors was the work of local artists and
craftsmen, as well as sculptors’, painters’ and other
workshops. Moreover, several ambitious companies
in Riga offered their products in St. Petersburg, Vilnius, and elsewhere.
The focus is on the sources and main motifs of Riga
Art Nouveau architectural décor, their origins, as
well as ways of getting to know Art Nouveau. In
Riga, learning about Art Nouveau came about with
important information provided by art literature
and countless publications and periodicals from
different countries, which at that time directly or
indirectly promoted Art Nouveau and other movements. Various architectural pattern books and illustrated publications dedicated to the ornamentation
of the new style, especially studies of nature motifs,
were popular. The increasing number of exhibitions
of foreign art, held in St. Petersburg and Riga, were
an important factor in introducing new artistic
trends. However, in the field of decorative arts, appreciation of the latest developments was possible
thanks to the region’s extensive foreign trade links.
One factor consolidating the spread of Art Nouveau
in Riga was the ambitious Industrial and Crafts Exhibition dedicated to the 700th anniversary of Riga
in 1901, which was conceived following the example of world fairs of the time, especially the 1900

Vestibule in Vladimir Boguslavsky’s apartment building at Alberta
Street 2a. Arch. Mikhail Eisenstein. 1906. Photo: Margarita Fedina, 2017

Paris Exhibition. The German school of art, with its
traditions, historical connections and widely available information, was one of the most important
sources of inspiration for the new style. Nevertheless, at the beginning of the 20th century, an increasing source of inspiration came from the northern
region of Europe – Scandinavia, and, especially Finland, as well as from art in France, in addition to a
number of internationally recognised authorities in
other countries.
The architectural sculpture and ornamentation on
the building façades are analysed in chronological
order, starting with the early Art Nouveau period,
moving on to the culmination and ending with the
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late period. The final part of the work is devoted to
an overview of interior décor. The monograph presents a wide range of visual material; in addition to
recent photographic material, photographs from
the early 20th century are used in the book.
Art Nouveau was still viewed critically in the mid20th century. Neglect of architectural heritage from
the turn of the 20th century together with straitened
living conditions during the Soviet occupation period led to careless and brutal reconstruction of interiors and the loss of much interior décor of once
magnificent buildings in Riga. However, social poverty and peculiarities of collective economy during
the mid-20th century helped, at least, to save the
façades of Art Nouveau buildings in Riga, and most
of the buildings themselves, from demolition, unlike
in many Western cities, where many buildings of this
style were destroyed deliberately as worthless.
The Neo-Romantic perception of the world characteristic of Belle Epoque, which stimulated the longing for the beautiful, is revealed most prominently
in architectural décor that shows vividly both the
creative quests by architects of Riga and masters of
decorative embellishment, and the wide range of
external influences, the fusion of which, along with
the first steps undertaken in the search for a national (and also regional) style, has contributed to the
unique nature of Art Nouveau architecture in Riga.
Many buildings are still in critical condition and
awaiting renovation, but public perception of the
importance of turn-of-the-20th-century heritage has
changed, and one would want to believe that the
so-called Euro-renovation wave of the end of the
last century is a thing of the past. Increasingly, owners are overcoming difficulties and obstacles to
give their buildings an authentic historical look,
and skilled craftsmen work to restore décor to its
former appearance. Today we are able to appreciate
the appeal of artisanal paintings in interiors, which
were inspired by great masters of Art Nouveau; if
financial means allow, we can carefully restore what
has been uncovered through architectural investigation. Although what historically is accurate occasionally has to be moderated, or, in some cases, enhanced according to the proprietors’ understanding
of Art Nouveau, the future of these buildings no
longer seems hopeless: a single surviving detail of
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the original décor can become an object of interpretation, confirming the truth that lost things are
imbued with mystery that piques our imagination.
Every edifice, just as the city itself, through association with the destiny of its past and present residents, acquires a spiritual dimension. Every architectural object embodies a sense of order
characteristic of a particular historical period;
whatever the actual time in history, building décor
has always been and always will be a reminder of
dreams, longings, and hopes.
Translated by Eduards Bruno Deksnis
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QR CODE IS A STORY WITH NO ROOTS...
KARINE PARONYANC

Human life is conditioned by the segment of a
straight line, limited by the date of birth and death,
a sort of individual system of coordinates on a complex map of Creation. Aesthetics of a straight line or
scheme is close to human being. This craving for
ordering, structuring or symmetry is inbred in human nature. An attempt to turn segment of a straight
line which is a human life into an endless vector of
a great thought, sensational discovery or creative
achievement is the privilege of the few.
Network. Web. Perspectives. Tunnel. Volumes. Structure. Urban lace. Crystal lattice. Cage. System of coordinates. Architectural framework. QR code. Modern ornament.
There is something magical about the ornaments –
the cultural base of all times, of all fundamental
human values is encoded within the ornament. It is
a kind of a bridge from the past into the present, a
visual embodiment of the genetic code of mankind.
Ornament is a universal information carrier. QR
code is in fact the first computer-generated ornament in the history of mankind. Modern QR code is
the acme of form stylisation and simplification with
the maximal meaningfulness. It is amazing how
well the character of this ultramodern ornament
conveys the essence and spirit of our time. What is
it? Can it be a victory of artificial intelligence over
human mind?
The history of ornament is inextricably related to
folk art, manual work, nationality, tradition in the
deepest meaning of the word. QR code is a story
with no roots. And this is so typical of our time, with
its tendency for cosmopolitism! A life without deep
attachments, historical memory and with no traditions to follow is simple and convenient.
But simplification of form and craving for stylisation are more often just a tribute to convenience
than the expression of pithiness and deepness of a
concept. Modern design is defined by functionality
and budgetary of its execution. Our everyday life is

simple and rational like an apartment block in a
residential area. However, must utility function determine the form of modern art as such?! There is
something sublime and aristocratic in “useless” and
sophisticated beauty.
Though, very often it turns out to be just an excuse
for failure, ignorance of one’s craft or unwillingness
of the modern man, caught in a bustle of everyday
life, to devote life to a complex manual or mental
work which is not always duly appreciated. Or it
may happen to be just an impossibility to afford
oneself understanding of something complex. After
all, it has always been a prerogative of aristocracy
or intellectual elite. In the century of universal democratisation and liberalism, one can even visit opera
wearing shorts and slippers. So here we are, facing
deep and fundamental problems of society, where
the battle of robots against people so picturesquely
depicted in science fiction works of the previous

Web (QR code). Author’s technique. 170×170 cm. 2020
In today’s realities painting acquires a poignant social connotation.
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God’s Eye or Doomsday Clock (23:58:20). Author’s technique.
170×170 cm. 2022
The Doomsday Clock is a project started in 1947 by the creators of
the first atomic bomb. The project exists within the framework of the
magazine Bulletin of Atomic Scientists published by the University of
Chicago: on its cover an image of a clock face is periodically published, its hands show the time close to midnight. The remaining time
symbolises the development of nuclear armaments and tension of the
international situation, while midnight itself symbolises an atomic
cataclysm. At the moment, this is the closest position of the hands of
the Doomsday Clock to midnight in its entire history.

century is already going on. It has by far more sophisticated and less bloody character, though. It
also appears to be just a tribute to modern tolerance and pseudo-humanity. With no blood and
noise the entire generation of young and possibly
up-and-coming ones will perish into a voluntary
oblivion of addiction to gadgets, telephones, virtual
casinos and trite social networks.
Let us take stereotyped colours of the notorious QR
code, absolutely black and white. What is hidden behind this pattern? Maybe the battle between darkness and light? Or the legendary Black Square declaring victory of machinery over the Sun already as
early as the beginning of the previous century? As it
is well known, nothing is absolute in the LIVING nature and all colours are present there in continual
interaction, giving birth to an infinite number of nuances and colour shades.
The artist’s reflections on this topic, as well as the
search for the relationship between science and art,
resulted in the art project “Urban Philosophy”, carried out by the author in close cooperation with the
Latvian Academy of Sciences and its vice-president,
Professor Ojārs Spārītis.

In this collection stylisation and form brevity reach
their utmost. “Urban philosophy” represents compact thoughts which are often ironic, conveyed to
the viewer through simplified and geometrised
forms, harmonious with our routine everyday life.
Many of the presented pictures were created within
the frame of performances in iconic spots of the city
– an abandoned airport, a desolate greenhouse, the
premises of the Riga Botanical Garden, the roof of
the radio station.
The premises of the Academy of Sciences, where
the exhibition is taking place, continue this vector,
in itself being a part of exhibition scenography. The
majestic interiors of the Stalinist high-rise, the contrast of different eras and the very spirit of the
Academy arrange the paintings into a coherent narrative and help convey reflections contained in the
pictures. The Academy of Sciences obliges: there is
no place for playful or decorative works, everything
should be subordinated to thought, idea and focused on progress and modernity.

Greenhouse Effect (Never Cross the Red Line). Author’s technique.
200×130 cm. 2021
Instability. Perspective? Never cross the red line!!! The study of
interaction of spontaneous plasticity in living nature and linearity of
the mind of civilisation continues to interest me greatly. But the main
question remains – what is the role of a Man in this interaction? The
aim and the meaning of Man’s life?

Aero III (The Golden Ratio). Author’s technique. 80×120 cm. 2020
Straight line is the stigma of man…
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The main theme of the exhibition is the existence
of man in nature and transformation of his milieu
due to progress and technologies. The paintings in
the collection are greatly influenced by pandemic
and lock downs, they address the issues of rapid
digitalisation, human isolation, and deprivation of
the freedom of movement.
Yet, at the same time, they also have hope, a gulp of
fresh air after a long time of having been locked up
and the desire to act no matter what. The final
painting of the exposition is located at the observation tower of the Academy. The view that opens
from the site emphasises the creative concept and
semantic message of the exhibition – to look at ourselves from a bird’s eye view.

When a Stream of Thoughts Takes a Concrete Form. Author’s technique
100×100 cm. 2021
Ladders in my pictures transform into masts, strings, guys, industrial
constructions, mechanism prototypes. They remind of futuristic rays
cutting through soft natural forms, they pierce palpable flesh pulsating with life just like radio waves or electric streams.
But only an uncompromising power of art can turn strings created by
human hands into strings of a human soul. And then familiar space
extends, opening portal into eternity.
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The mood of the exhibition is also emphasised by
musical accompaniment. This project is a collaboration continued between the artist Karine Paronyanc
and the musician Alexey Siverenko (ShriAlex): musical compositions created under the impression of
the paintings play in the halls throughout the entire exhibition. To convey the mood of the paintings,
compositions were created with the use of the
sounds recorded in an urban environment – often in
parallel with the artist’s work. The floors feature
music created from the ringing of bells, birdsong,
the sound of the kokle – folk instrument, as well as
the hum of turbines, the roar of motors, and other
elements of city noise.
The exhibition designed in the first person singular
is a direct and somewhat personal dialogue of the
artist with her intended audience. Booklets with accompanying texts, written by the artist herself are
an important part of the exhibition.
The names of the paintings are of great importance
for their perception – they form a question, pulling
the viewers out of their daily routine, encourage
them to literally philosophise about the main thing.
Hence, the name of the project.

Urban lace cuts the air of the sky and weighs on the
viewer, creates tension in the picture, forces him to
search for the answers to existential questions, a
modern man simply does not have time for. The
works of this collection are as dynamic as the century we live in. With the help of digital technologies
we have accelerated the merry-go-round of times
to incredible speeds. To be in a hurry, yet to be late
is the plague of modern man. Will we manage to
slow down or jump off this time carousel? Hardly…
This is an attempt to wrest an inquisitive mind from
the clutch of virtual reality, manipulation mechanisms of which are sharpened to suppress the will
of an individual for the purpose of commercial gain.
The scale of cyber war is far greater than the scale
of wars of the past. And fake Instagram followers
appear to become Gogol’s ‘Dead souls’ of the 21st
century. It is extremely fashionable nowadays to
buy a couple dozen of thousands of such ‘serfs’ to
create an image of a virtual landlord.
The purpose of these works is to encourage viewers
to think, reason, analyse, and think for themselves
and out of boundaries of political dogmas, imposed
censorship or passing trends. It is easy to be a pseudo dissident when belonging to mainstream, but it
is much more difficult to remain a conscious, and
most importantly, a decent Human being.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Photo: Oleg Zernov

Karine Paronyanc is a member of the Artist’s Union
of Latvia. The artist has held more than 20 solo exhibitions. Her motto is “Art with Bio tag”. It is a play
with a sign, which signifies product quality and creator’s careful attitude to humans, nature, and its
rhythms. Her approach is to talk with a viewer in the
language of metaphors, legends, symbols touching
upon deep layers of genetic memories and the collective unconscious..
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DIGITAL CHILDHOOD AND ITS TOPICALITY
IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
ZANDA RUBENE

INTRODUCTION
The development of innovative technologies and
digitalisation have created unprecedented opportunities. Due to technological development, transformation through democratisation and decentralisation is taking place around the globe, with the
world becoming more and more interconnected
and accessible, and people – capable of achieving
their goals faster, more easily and efficiently. Yet,
humanity has never had similar experience and
hence developed no sensitivity to it. The digital age
clearly poses a range of risks and challenges that
cut across different fields and contribute to the
emergence of new research problems in science.
Social sciences, including educational sciences, focus on the interrelationships between human activity and the use of technology. Today digital competence has become an attribute that helps to
critically evaluate information, enables to act in
this new cultural formation, and, all in all, makes
active life possible. No longer digital competence
is only technical capability, it is needed to solve
problems, communicate, collaborate, create and
share content in the digital environment. Undoubtedly, all of the abovementioned determines a range
of current tasks for educational sciences, with the
digital transformation of education around the
world being a topical research direction.
Within the digital transformation of education, in recent years there has been a shift to the study of social construction of childhood in digital culture. The
invasion of digital technologies in children’s everyday life has initiated an academic discussion about a
new form of childhood, the form, unlike others, where
childhood is constructed not only socially but also
virtually, the form comprising both real and digital
socialisation, and using digital tools and resources to
prepare children for the future in the adult world.

The study of digital childhood is among the research priorities of the Scientific Institute of Pedagogy of the Faculty of Pedagogy, Psychology, and Art
of the University of Latvia.
DESCRIPTION OF THE CONCEPT OF DIGITAL
CHILDHOOD
In social sciences, research on children and the
media has been actively pursued since the
1960s–1970s. However, the academic discourse of
digital childhood emerged only at the beginning
of the 21st century, when digital technologies and
the Internet became an integral part of children’s
everyday life. In the digital age, children’s culture
is known as constructed by children themselves
for the first time. It had become incomprehensible
and inaccessible to adults as there is no social
model for communicating with children, for raising them in a world where technologies are gradually pushing people to the margins of social
ecology and replacing them with devices. Digital
childhood is treated as an independent world of
children’s own culture, social practice, and, due to
its innovative nature, the study of digital childhood has been given increased attention in social
sciences.
Digital childhood is seen as a new and controversial form of culture. On the one hand, the profound
changes in children’s lives brought about by new
technologies have an unprecedented potential for
positive development, and especially when it comes
to learning. However, on the other hand, digitalisation is often perceived as an unprecedented threat
that could have a significant impact on children’s
development and future well-being. Optimistic
researchers emphasise that the Internet has freed
children from adult guardianship and control, made
them a social group with the right to self-expression
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and the opportunity to build their own culture and
their own communities. In this approach, the computer represents a window to a new world, it addresses the children’s developmental needs and
allows achieving new goals. Researchers representing a more sceptical position focus on the entertaining function of digital technologies and the
growing moral panic about the degrading effect of
the Internet and computer games on child’s psyche
and socialisation. The emphasis is on dehumanising role of technologies, which destroy traditional
forms of human communication and culture [8].
The discussion about the impact of digitalisation
on children has affected traditional views of the social role of the child and the understanding of
childhood in general. Historian Philippe Ariès describes childhood as a specific stage in a person’s
life characterised by innocence, ignorance, dependence, and adult concern [1]. In the context of digital
culture, journalist Neil Postman declares the end of
childhood, because while accessing the Internet
children access the information and take the wraps
off the adult world, which essentially destroys the
usual criteria for understanding childhood. Thus,
1) due to the Internet it is not possible to screen
children from information and activities inappropriate for their age; 2) the Internet also violates the
restrictions of physical space, that is, browsing the
Internet, which is a public space, a child who is theoretically in his room is practically absent; 3) alienation of adults from children’s culture creates confusion in upbringing and limits adults’ ability both
to care and to control [6].
Thus, in the digital age, children themselves create
childhood by reproducing and interpreting the
adult world according to their own needs and experience [9].
DIGITAL CHILDHOOD RESEARCH AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF LATVIA
Digital childhood research encompasses three thematic areas: 1) the child’s physical and mental
health in the digital age: development of a new understanding and construction of guidelines on the
impact of digitalisation on the child’s well-being
and development; 2) educated child in digital cul148

ture: identification of technology-enriched learning
models and approaches that could promote children’s educational opportunities by providing an
inclusive environment; 3) connected child in the
digital society: exploration of children’s appropriate
understanding of the use of digital technologies
with a view to fostering their positive relationships
with peers, the family, the community and society as
a whole, and respect of child’s privacy, rights and
civic position.
In their projects, educational science researchers of
the University of Latvia have been pursuing all the
above-mentioned strands of research and should
be considered pioneers in the studies on digital
transformation of education in Latvia.
In the period between 2015 and 2019, the author of
this article represented Latvia in the international
research network COST, which Action IS1410 “The
digital literacy and multimodal practices of young
children (DigiLitEY)” aimed at defining the perspectives of digital childhood research. Using the opportunities offered by the COST Action, researchers
from the University of Latvia participated in the
study of the European Commission’s Joint Research
Centre “Young Children (0-8) and Digital Technology: A Qualitative Exploratory Study” (JRC93239). In
2017, for the first time, the data on young children’s
habits using technologies, parental involvement in
constructing these habits, and chosen parenting
strategies in families in 21 countries were collected
and compared [2, 7].
Research in the field of children’s physical and mental health in the digital age has been carried out in
collaboration with scientists in psychology and other fields. For example, since 2021, with a view to creating a set of screening tools to identify early developmental risks in Latvian pre-school children, there
has been implemented the project of the Cross-Sectoral Coordination Centre, “Feasibility study for the
development of a unified set of methodological
tools for the assessment of early childhood development needs” (No. 4.1-1 / 18-2021). The project has
been developed by an interdisciplinary team of researchers and practitioners: psychologists, researchers in educational sciences, teachers, medical doctors of various specialisations (psychiatrists,
paediatricians), and speech therapists.

Several studies have been carried out in the research direction of the connected child in the digital society; for example, the implemented since
2020 Erasmus+ project “Digital Citizenship Education and Foreign Language Learning” (2020-1-DE01KA203-005712) aims to strengthen the profile of
Digital Citizenship Education vis-à-vis Foreign Language Education. At the end of 2021, the study of
the Latvian Council of Science, “Representation of
Childhood at the Museums of Latvia, Integrated in
the E-Learning Environment of Higher Education”
(lzp-2020 / 2-0282) was completed; its aim was to
study and map the representation of the history of
childhood in Latvian museums and, based on the
results of the research, to create a database that
would activate e-learning in higher education, and
especially in teacher training programmes.
Most often, the researchers in educational sciences
of the University of Latvia have been addressing the
topic of the educated child in digital culture, with
the studies on technology-enriched learning and
future skills being a priority. To provide educational
opportunities for children of different ages, there has
been conducted research on using various digital

The UL educational research scientists Linda Daniela and Zanda Rubene
at the photo session for the 2021 “Science in Latvia” calendar

Students of the UL Master’s study programme “Technological Innovation and Design for Education” learn how to
use drones in education
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learning tools, educational robotics, virtual reality
development resources, media literacy, computational thinking and coding skills [4, 5, 7].
In 2020, under the national research project “Life
with COVID-19: Evaluation of the overcoming coronavirus crisis in Latvia and recommendations for
social resilience in the future” (No. VPP-COVID-2020/1-0013), there was developed a tool for
assessing the functionality of various digital learning platforms and, for the implementation of digital
transformation in education, there were formulated
recommendations for policy makers. The efficiency
of the tool in implementing hybrid studies has been
praised by the Latvian Ministry of Education and
Science, which expressed its gratitude to the group
of educational researchers from the University of
Latvia and partner institutions. As a result of this
project, UL professor Zanda Rubene together with
her colleague Linda Daniela was included in the
2021 “Science for Latvia” calendar meant to introduce the general public to scientific research. It
should be noted that they became the first representatives of educational sciences to be in the calendar during the project existence (see Fig. 1).
Overall, in 2021, in the field of educational sciences,
more than 20 research projects in total were conducted at the University of Latvia.
The results of the educational research in the field
of digital transformation of education and digital
childhood have been actively implemented in the
UL study programmes and used working with university students (see Fig. 2), as well as widely disseminated in communication with educators in Latvia and abroad as well as with the general public.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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and Art (FEPA), University of Latvia, expert in education at the Council of Sciences of the Republic
of Latvia. She is a senior researcher at the FEPA
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PHENOMENON OF NATIONAL RELIGIONS
IN THE BALTIC STATES IN THE FIRST HALF
OF THE 20TH CENTURY
AGITA GRITĀNE

With the growth of national self-awareness and
the yearning for national independence at the
start of the 20th century, it was clear that society
was becoming increasingly aware of and reappraising folk and historical values. The necessity to
form a national religion based on the foundations
of past traditions and the legacy of history was not
only discussed in the Baltics – it was also a hot
topic in Europe. This was most powerfully manifested in countries, which had obtained or regained national independence.
At that time, at the start of the 20th century, the
role of national religions grew not only in Latvia
and its closest neighbouring countries, but also in
other European countries, especially those which
had regained or secured independent statehood
during this period. It should be noted that during
this period, similar trends could also be observed
in Western Europe – the heirs to the traditions of
the druids were active in Great Britain, while in
Germany a national religious movement took
shape led by General Ludendorff and Count
Reventlow.
In the Baltic lands, the first ideas about the revival of the so-called religion of the ancient fathers
became relevant at the end of the 19th century,
but it was only in the 1920s–1930s that organised religious movements were founded like
Romuva in Lithuania and Dievturība in Latvia. The
founders of these movements proclaimed the revival of the ancient Lithuanian or Latvian religions. A similar example can be found in Estonia,
the so-called Taarists – there was a growing
movement of activists reviving the traditional Estonian religion (in this case – formed on the basis
of the people’s spiritual traditions). This initiative
was founded by a sapper officer, mountain engi-

neer and veteran of the 1905 Revolution, Kustas
Utuste, along with folklorists Dr. O. Loritss and Dr.
Luiga. Ancient Estonians saw two supreme powers in the world – good and evil. The bearer of
good power, the true God and ruler of the sky and
land was Tara. For Estonians, this religious cult
was overseen and maintained by special scientists – the wise men, while coppices (sacred
groves) of lime and oaks trees were sanctuaries.
The organisation that wished to revive and study
the ancient Estonian religion united under the
“Hiis” union, whose statutes were approved on
3 June 1931 [1]. The Estonian Taarists published a
magazine and promoted their ideas in other periodical publications of the day.
The goal of the Taari [2] or Taarists was to revive
Estonian national culture and identity. It was originally founded as a counter-religion to Christianity,
which had become the most popular religion nationally, and in their opinion was too cosmopolitan
to conform to the interests of the national state.
They revived sacred groves knows as “hiis”, which
became holy places and meeting places for congregations. One of the first Hiis to be established
was the Sacred Grove of Tallinn. The faith of the
Taarists known as the Taara Faith in English, and in
Estonian as Taara usk also tends to be referred to
as Estonia’s local/national religion. Historians refer to it with a Neopaganism term, but Taarists
themselves never considered themselves to be pagans. The name Taara was assumed in honour of
Taara – the God of Thunder. Taarisism was based
on a philosophy of monism, based on the belief
that the basis for the whole of existence was of
one origin (matter or spirit). Similar to the equivalent phenomenon in Latvia, Taarism was founded
and built up by Estonian intellectuals of the
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period – poets and writers, but there were fewer
artists among them. Up to 1940, Taarists united
several thousand like-minded members, but after
the occupation by the Soviet Union, the movement
was banned and its participants and founders
were arrested and murdered.
Taarists promoted and discussed their religions
using popular folklore and the people’s epic poems. The main idea was based on the belief that
people are responsible for their conduct in relation to the laws of nature. Compulsory ritualistic
elements were a holy flame, which was usually lit
between holy stones, while participants in the
ritual were dressed in stylised folk costumes,
which were mostly white or grey.
In Lithuania, as in Latvia and Estonia, after the declaration of independence the question of national
identity grew in relevance. Despite this, the formation of the national religion in Lithuania occurred
in different circumstances than those elsewhere in
the Baltic States. Firstly, because the Catholic
Church has always played a major role in Lithuania, and so it was at the start of the 20th century,
when it retained its place and significance. Secondly, Romuva [3] did not emerge as a completely
new national religion. On the contrary, Romuva
had been well-known as a local religion since the
end of the 14th century (it is believed that Romuva
was founded in 1387). And yet the subjects of national identity, folk history and traditions had also
been relevant to artists in Lithuania since the turn
of the century.
Like the Taarists, Romuva is based on the unity of
nature and humanity. Nature is holy, and holiness
is the most significant and characteristic sign in
the world – it unites, harmonises, and revitalises
everything. Holiness is blessed with mystical elements. The official Romuva hymn (psalm) refers to
the structure of the world, which thanks to its ability to grow, continually acquires new forms, but
does not lose its connection with its origin. Here
compatibility is sought with the tree, whose roots
stretch deep into the ground, while branches grow
and the crown thrives. This is compared to life and
death, where the underworld is the zone of death;
while the crown is the space of life; and the seasons are akin to the cycle of life. Because the living
152

must change. The principles of Romuva emphasise
the cycle of life and death as the developmental
form of the world. The holiness of nature and the
earth are always connected to one’s native land
and home. It is explained that humans cultivate
the land in order to survive. Without land, neither
humans nor the people could survive.
Rituals took place in nature; in holy places – alkai –
which were hills, rivers, lakes, trees, cliffs, and
stones, etc. A holy place could be established with
sacred objects (with the creation of an altar) or
based on special stories and events (legends),
which could be linked to the specific place. The
ritual was usually conducted under the guidance
of elders, with the presence of fire, and with singing and ritual movement. At the end, the holy beverage and food were consumed from a shared vessel. The ideas of Romuva were based on the ethnic
past of Lithuanians and traditions as a source of
spiritual power. Similar to Dievturība, during the
Soviet era, Romuva was also represented in the
United States and Canada. Its goal was to organise
harmonious everyday life with the help of various
deities. In Lithuania, the traditions of paganism
have been studied to a much greater extent, and
Lithuanians believe that we can talk about a unified Baltic religion, because although the names of

our gods differ, their nature and presence in nature
is identical.
The Romuva nominated Porkunas (Thunder) as their
principal God, which explains why Thunder is often
used as an element characterising history and national ideas. However, unlike in Latvian art, one cannot find direct depictions of Romuva ideas or deities
in Lithuanian art. Lithuanian artists tended to depict
deities in a much more abstract way, using symbols
and allegories. Oftentimes, mythological characters
were conjured up through visions, dreams, and longings. For example, a 1913 painting by Paulius Gelaune By the Remains of the Milda’s Altar depicts a
stylised natural landscape, with a setting sun and an
altar site created from a tree and flooded by water,
alongside which stands a lonely maiden.
In a way, as the Latvian religion, Dievturība [4] is a
unique phenomenon within Latvian history. During
the 1920s–1930s, a small group of like-minded
members of the creative intelligentsia embarked
on the process of ascertaining and reviving ancient Latvian divinity. This movement developed
rapidly and gained widespread support among a
large section of society, as a result of which the
first “Latvian Dievturi Congregation” was registered with the Latvian Spiritual Affairs’ Authority
on 26 July 1926.

Kristjan Raud “Ohver (Victim)” 1935; Tempera on canvas, 160×191.6 cm

Jēkabs Bīne “Dievs, Māra, Laima” 1931, oil on canvas, 64.5×75 cm

One of the ideas of the dievturi was to create a
new foundation for culture and art. This intention
is corroborated by the theoretical discussions and
articles written by dievturi, as well as the traditions and future plans they introduced. The range
of interests of dievturi were Latvian history, ethnography, mythology, folk art, ancient ornaments,
and traditions. The founder and conceptual author
of dievturība was artist Ernests Brastiņš (1892–
1942), whose close friend and confederate was
artist Jēkabs Bīne (1895–1955).
The inter-war period witnessed the start of the
depiction of ancient Latvian divinity in the fine
arts. Dievturi artists were preoccupied with the
question of creating Latvian art, the content of
works and their iconographic meaning. In the
process of making dievturība relevant, a major
role was played by artists, writers, poets, and other people connected with creative culture. Logically, the depiction of these ideas was inspired by
artists’ creative output and their works of art.
During this period, research started into Latvian
signs and patterns in the context of art. Artists
started using and creating various characters and
symbols to depict Latvian divinity, as well as to
give the Latvian ornament a symbolic religious
meaning.
In studying the popularity of dievturība, one must
take into account the socio-political conditions
prevailing in Latvia at that time. The reasons for
its emergence and its popularity could be attributed to the beliefs and quests that dominated in
society during the period in question, because dievturība took shape at a time when the social role
of the Christian Church within society was weakened. The First World War had starkly differentiated the attitudes of Latvian society toward the
Christian Church. “In pre-war conditions, in the
minds of Latvian society, the Church (the Evangelical Lutheran Church) was firstly one of the main
bastions of support for the existing powers-thatbe, and thus a reactionary institution negatively
disposed toward the people. Reflecting the prevailing moods within society, the policy of Latvia’s
first governments, albeit indirectly and not specifically, but objectively unequivocally antagonistic
toward the Church. The agrarian reforms dealt a
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blow to clergymen and the material status of
church congregations, but the exclusion of religious studies from compulsory school teaching
subjects was greatly restricted by the social significance of the Church.” [5]
Religious researcher Agita Misāne believes that, “It
should be emphasised that in a religious sense,
dievturība is a radical, even extreme response, because instead of advocating the Reformation and
modification of religious traditions and institutions, i.e. Christianity, or their harmonisation with
ethnic traditions (attempts to ‘Latvianise Christianity’ started concurrently), dievturi proposed their
complete replacement, offering a completely different religion [6]. At the same time, in studying
the practical and ideological structure of dievturība, Misāne concludes that, “In terms of doctrine,
dievturība is inherently Brastiņš’ creation and,
occupying the position of supreme leader, he decided all practical matters. Other leading proponents of dievturība such as the artist Jēkabs Bīne,
publicist and writer Alfrēds Goba, engineer Kārlis
Bregžis, and the writers Voldemārs Dambergs, Jānis
Veselis and others were published in dievturi publications, but the proportion of their publications
compared with those of Brastiņš, is negligible.” [7]
Jēkabs Bīne was one of the most prominent artists
of the inter-war period, who turned his attention
to creating an idealised depiction of the Latvian
character and to searching for Latvian identity
within the legacy of the past. The artist worked
extensively and actively on the genesis of the folk
ornament. In studying and discovering the symbolic meaning of ancient signs and ornaments,
Bīne drew on mythology, archaeological testimonies, historical facts and extensive cultural-historical comparisons. In his book, Latvian Patterns and
Signs [8] Valdis Celms mentions that “Jēkabs Bīne’s
contribution was studying other people’s ornaments and their meanings compared with testimonies to our patterns.” Bīne believed that mythology paved the way to deeper understanding
of the meaning of the pattern.
As a dievturis and artist, for Bīne the question of
the work of art as a vehicle for symbols was important. With the revival of dievturība, Brastiņš,
Bīne and other adherents to dievturība com154

menced the translation and definition of ancient
Latvian patterns and ornaments. In works of art,
which were created as conduits for the ideas and
beliefs of dievturi, the symbolic aspect is the most
important and salient, reflecting the conviction
that no culture is imaginable without signs and
symbols. Essentially, every object can be considered as a symbol of an idea which is linked to this
object. The greatest meaning of symbols is directly related to works of art, because they reveal this
meaning best of all.
Dievturība attracted broad support among representatives of the creative professions. Artists,
writers, literati and cultural workers became dievturi or its supporters. During the 1920s–1930s,
there were several active artists, whose creative
activity is related to the depiction of conceptual
essence of Latvian divinity. Individual artists were
active adherents to and proponents of dievturība
including Jēkabs Bīne (1895–1955), Ernests
Brastiņš and sculptor Arvīds Brastiņš (1892–
1942). Others did not express their beliefs vocally,
but their works clearly depict the basic principles
of Latvian divinity and Latvian beliefs including
Ansis Cīrulis (1883–1942), Hilda Vīka (1897–
1963), Alberts Kronenbergs (1887–1958), Jēkabs
Strazdiņš, Kārlis Sūniņš (1907–1979), and others.
Artists used the characters of ancient Latvian deities as sources of inspiration in sculpture and
painting, as well as in book graphic, and in particular, in applied arts. In sculpture, the ideas of
dievturība are depicted in the works of Aivars
Brastiņš, Artūrs Bērnieks, Jānis Plēpis and others.
In studying the theoretical ideas expressed by diev
turi and the subject matter depicted in painting,
one cannot believe that artists sought to illustrate the iconography of dievturība in their works.
Of greater credibility are attempts, based on interpretations of dievturība, to depict characters from
Latvian legends, folklore and dainas (Latvian folk
songs). At the same time, one should note that the
beliefs of dievturība directly rested on this ancient
legacy. Accordingly, it is seemingly very difficult to
draw a line, where the depiction of Latvian folklore and legends ends, and where this depiction
should be interpreted as the religious depiction
of dievturība. An exception worth mentioning is

Jēkabs Bīne’s work God, Māra, Laima in which the
artist sought to give an iconographical form to and
depict the pantheon of Latvian deities.
Depiction of the principles of dievturība in Latvian
painting during the 1920s–1930s cannot be described as particularly popular or systematic. During this period, which can be described as a general
period of searching for a Latvian and national style
in art, dievturi actively tried to promote their religious beliefs, using various forms of propaganda.
Searches for the national identity in art resonated
with the goals and tasks set by dievturi. An important place was occupied by publications of articles
in the press or individual publications, as well as
addresses given at events and places where supporters gathered, and attempts to propagate their
beliefs in their creative work. Studies of ancient history, research into and definition of ornaments and
Latvian signs, and their symbolic use was a feature
of the relevant historical period.
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The 17th Baltic Conference on Intellectual Cooperation was held in Tallinn on 28–29 June 2021. The
conference was held as a hybrid event. Although
the sessions were held in a hall at the Estonian
Academy of Sciences, half of the presenters participated via the Internet and the entire conference
could be watched online.
The history of the Baltic conferences on intellectual
cooperation is long, dating back to the pre-SecondWorld-War period, when the first conference was held
in Kaunas in 1935. Before the occupations of Estonia,
Latvia, and Lithuania in 1940, six conferences were
held, with the last one in Tallinn in 1940, interrupted
as the aggression of the Soviet Union began.
Good ideas live on despite oppression. The Latvian
Academy of Sciences restored the conference tradition in Riga in 1999, and this conference in Tallinn
was the seventeenth. For the first time, the Estonian,
Latvian, Lithuanian, and Finnish Academies of
Sciences welcomed the Hamburg Academy of
Sciences, which considers cooperation in the Baltic
Sea region important.
The Riga conference started the tradition that the
conferences always have a focal topic and this was
also the case in Tallinn. This year’s topic, “Mathematics for Society”, was doubtlessly important, not
just because Galileo Galilei knew that God used
mathematics in creating the world, and not because
UNESCO proclaimed 2022 the Year of Basic Sciences, but because mathematics helps society to solve
urgent problems. After all, the world has been suffering from COVID-19, important economic and social networks have collapsed, and humankind is facing many other acute problems.
The topic of the conference covered an analysis of
the applications of mathematics in policy-making in
general and in resolving the COVID-19 crisis more
specifically. A separate session focused on general
applications of mathematics, discussing a selection

of problems: the future of quantum computing, the
currently rapidly developing complex systems theory, genomics and proteomics, as well as a look back
at the development of navigation tables in seafaring. Experienced scientists from Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Finland, and Germany gave overviews of the
latest research. An understanding of the importance
of mathematics definitely reached a wider audience.
In other words, it pays to trust scientists.
In addition to the conference, an energy seminar
was held at TalTech, attended by Estonian and German scientists. The seminar was aimed at the future: discussion topics covered the prospects of hydrogen energy, and the development possibilities of
wind and solar energy as renewable energy sources.
Ensuring the stability of energy systems was also
raised as an important topic.
As is the tradition, a meeting of the presidents of
the participating academies was held and the medals of the Baltic academies were awarded.
To conclude, here is a list of the organisers of the conference: Eesti Teaduste Akadeemia, Latvijas Zinātņu
Akadēmija, Lietuvos Mokslų Akademija, Suomalainen Tiedeakatemia, Akademie der Wissenschaften in
Hamburg.
The next conference, the 18th Baltic Conference on
Intellectual Cooperation, will be held in Riga in 2023.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE ACADEMY
The mission of the Latvian Academy of Sciences is
to identify, select, and unite distinguished scientists
at a national level, to carry out scientific expertise,
to care about development and promotion of national science, and endorse implementation of the
national science policy aimed at facilitating competitiveness and growth of the national economy.
With its almost 400 full members, corresponding,
foreign and honorary members, and support from
the entrepreneurs, Latvian Academy of Sciences is a
significant centre of intellectual and scientific life, a
place of the technology transfer, place of rapprochement between science and entrepreneurship at the
shores of the Baltic Sea.
Latvian Academy of Sciences organises its work in
line with the common European Science and innovation policy in collaboration with government officials, policy executives, scientific and educational
institutions, entrepreneurs, local municipalities and
non-governmental organisations, as well as foreign
partners. Latvian Academy of Sciences endorses acknowledgement of scientific achievements, participates in the development of national economy and
provision of a sustainable society.
All the important issues are discussed at the Senate
of the Academy, but the decision making is the prerogative of the General Meeting of the Academy.
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COMPOSITION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
LATVIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
Composition of the Latvian Academy of Sciences is
the following: full members (academicians), honorary members, foreign members, corresponding
members. The number, procedure of nominating
and discussing candidates is determined by the
Statute of the Latvian Academy of Sciences (1992,
with Amendments).
The LAS works in accordance to the Charter of the
LAS (1996, with amend.), Statutes of the LAS (1992,
with amend. 2012), and the Code of Ethics (1997,
amend. 2017).
The highest decision-making body of the Latvian
Academy of Sciences is the General Meeting (General Assembly), in which elected full, honorary, foreign, and corresponding members take part. In between general meetings, the work of the Latvian
Academy of Sciences is headed by the President and
the Senate.
In General Assembly of the Latvian Academy of
Sciences, 2020, the new President of the Academy
was elected. Dr. habil. chem. Ivars Kalviņš started to
lead the academy in December 2020. The General
Assembly has elected three Vice-Presidents, General Secretary, International Secretary, the Senate and
the Board.

President
Vice President
Vice President
Vice President
Secretary General
Foreign Affairs Secretary

Ivars Kalviņš
Andrejs Ērglis
Ojārs Spārītis
Andris Šternbergs
Baiba Rivža
Modris Greitāns

Senate of the Latvian Academy of Sciences is a decision-making body together with the President of
the LAS and the Secretary General to coordinate the
work of the academy between the General Meetings.
Chair
Tatjana Koķe
Vice-chair
Aivars Bērziņš
Scientific Secretary
Alma Edžiņa
Board of the Latvian Academy of Sciences
The Board regularly discusses and audits the fulfilment of the objectives and tasks of the academy,
including the economic activity of the Academy. The
Board is headed by the General Secretary.
Divisions of the Latvian Academy of Sciences
There are four core structural units forming the
Academy, taking responsibility on stepping up research results, increasing academic qualification,
exchanging research experience and mobility of
scientists, and organisation of workshops and conferences.
The Academy organises its work in the following divisions – agriculture and forestry, physics and technical sciences, chemical, biological and medical
sciences, humanities and social sciences.

Division of Agriculture and Forestry Sciences
Chair: Baiba Rivža; E-mail: lmzn@lza.lv
Division of Physics and Technical Sciences
Chair: Andrejs Siliņš; E-mail: fizteh@lza.lv
Division of Chemical, Biological and Medical Sciences
Chair: Pēteris Trapencieris; E-mail: chem@lza.lv
Division of the Humanities and Social Sciences
Chair: Guntis Zemītis; E-mail: humana@lza.lv
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
LAS in represented in international academy organisations – All European Academies (ALLEA), Interacademy partnership (IAP), International Science
Council (ISC). The Academy participates in the activities of the European Academies Science Advisory
Council (EASAC), activities of SAPEA (Scientific Advice for Policy by European Academies), workshops
and conferences on cooperation between academies. LAS is represented by a Board member at the
ALLEA. In 2022, Prof. Ēriks Jēkabsons was elected as
a Board member of ALLEA.
LAS has more than 30 bilateral agreements with
national academies in Europe, Asia, and America,
and has almost 20 agreements on bilateral mobility
and cooperation projects.
LAS organises and participates in bi-annual conferences of Baltic intellectual cooperation (BICC).
Academy participates in the UNESCO and L’Oreal
scholarship award (since 2005), organises and leads
the expertise to evaluate the applications.
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LAS has a cooperation grant agreement with the
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Czech Academy of
Sciences, Polish Academy of Sciences and Hungarian Academy of Sciences. New grant programme has
started in 2021–2022. The grants last up to three
years. Grant reports from the cooperation projects
are available in this yearbook (i.e. Yuri Dekhtyar,
Dagnosław Demski, et al.).
International Department coordinates and actively
participates in the Baltic Conferences on Intellectual
Cooperation (BCIC) that take place every 2nd year. In
2021, the 17th BCIC took place in Tallinn on 28–29
June. The conference was organised in the following three sessions: Mathematics for Policy (session
1), Mathematics and COVID-19 (session 2), Mathematical Applications (session 3) (more on the BCIC
in the article by Jüri Engelbreht in this yearbook).
Medals of the Baltic academies of sciences (designed by the metal artist Jānis Strupulis, Latvia)
were awarded for excellent contribution to promoting cooperation of the Baltic States and for achievements in science. The laureates in 2021 were Tiit
Tammaru (Estonia), Andris Ambainis (Latvia), Valdemaras Razumas (Lithuania), Edwin Kreuzer (Germany).
An important part of the conference was the meeting of the Presidents of the Presidents of the Academies of Sciences. The participants were: President
Tarmo Soomere, Estonian Academy of Sciences (the
host); President Edwin Kreuzer, Academy of Sciences
and Humanities in Hamburg; President Jūras Banys,
Lithuanian Academy of Sciences; President Anna
Mauranen, Finnish Academy of Science and Letters;
and Vice-President Ojārs Spārītis, Latvian Academy
of Sciences. The participants discussed issues related to the science advice for policy, discussing the
different academies’ experiences, and presenting
the role of the academies in the COVID 19 pandemic (Latvian Academy of Sciences, Lithuanian Academy of Sciences) and reaching out to a wider society
from science academies (Finnish Academy of Science and Letters).
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Participants discussed practice, perspectives, and
activities of the Baltic Academies in relation to work
in ALLEA, EASAC, SAPEA, ISC, IAP, etc. and the future
of cooperation of the Baltic Sea region academies:
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Finland, Sweden, Norway,
Denmark, Germany, Poland (Latvian Academy of
Sciences, Lithuanian Academy of Sciences, Estonian
Academy of Sciences).
The Presidents agreed on the following:
– The fourth medal of Baltic Academies for developing institutional cooperation was approved. The
statute will be revised in summer and presented for
approval in autumn.
– It is important that the classic academies intensively communicate with and support the Young
Academies of Sciences.
– A consortium of academies could be created for
writing a project for supporting exchange of early
career researchers in the region.
– Cooperation of academies for developing the science for policy advice in the Baltic Sea Region is a
priority for all involved academies.
– Meetings of Presidents of Academies should be
organised 2–3 times a year.
– A soft network of all Academies around the Baltic
Sea will be created in the future.
– A joint statement for social sciences and humanities could be a good idea.
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